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ABSTRACT 

The sequence was determined of the long direct repeats, and 

adjacent DNA, of two members of the 412 family of copia-like trans-

posable elements of Drosophila melanogaster, cloned on fragments of 

DNA from strain Oregon R. The repeats of the first element (sequenced 

by A. Bayev) are identical and 481 base pairs long; the repeats of 

the second element are also identical but are 571 base pairs long. 

The first 482 base pairs of the 571 base pair sequence correspond 

to the 481 base pair repeat, differing from it by five base substi-

tutions and one base addition. Southern hybridisation experiments 

showed that the 571 base pair repeats are rare. Each of these 412 

elements is flanked by a four base pair direct repeat, suggesting 

that insertion of a 412 element is associated with a duplication of 

four base pairs. Cloning and sequence analysis of the "empty" site 

from strain Canton S corresponding to one of these elements provided 

evidence to support this conclusion. Analysis of the genomic distri-

bution of "free" copies of the 412 long direct repeat sequence showed 

that several copies of these exist in the genomes of Canton S, Oregon 

R and tissue culture cells. One potential free repeat was cloned 

(by D. Finnegan) and sequenced. This repeat is 475 base pairs long 

and is flanked by a direct repeat of four base pairs. The sequence 

differs from that of the 481 base pair repeat by 16 base substitutions, 

four base additions and a single 10 base deletion. The possible 

origins of this free repeat are discussed. 

Extrachromosomal circular forms of 412 elements were isolated 

from tissue culture cells and cloned into bacteriophage lambda. 

Twenty-four clones were analysed in detail by restriction enzyme 

and electron microscope heteroduplex mapping. Seventeen clones are 

virtually identical, and contain complete 412 elements with one copy 

of the long direct repeat. The other 7 clones contain various (all 

different) rearrangements: four are deletions; two have some 412 

DNA substituted by non-412 DNA; one has an inverted segment of 412 

DNA, as well as a deletion, and contains two direct repeat sequences, 

but these are in inverted orientation, separated by a few kilobases 

of 412 DNA. These results are similar to those observed for circular 

DNA forms of retroviruses, except that none of the 412 circles 
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contain two direct repeats in tandem. Partial sequence analysis of 

the direct repeats of the clone containing the inversion and of 

one clone containing a complete 412 circle with one repeat, show 

that they are similar to the 481 base pair repeat. 

The sequences of the genomic 412 direct repeats, and of 412 

DNA immediately adjacent to them, show striking similarities to the 

corresponding regions of vertebrate proviruses. These, and other 

similarities between 412 (and other copia-like elements) and 

retroviruses are discussed, with special reference to the implications 

they may have for the mechanism of transposition. The possible 

biological role of transposable elements in eukaryotes is also 

reviewed. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the most important developments in molecular genetics has 

been the discovery that both prokaryotic and eukaryotic genomes are 

not as stable as classical genetic analysis had indicated. Transpos-

able elements are now known to occur in organisms as diverse as 

bacteria, yeast and Drosophila. In prokaryotes the study of trans-

posable elements dates from the discovery in the late 1960s of a new 

type of highly polar mutation, and from the identification of these 

mutations as insertions by physical means (for review see Cabs and 

Miller, 1980; Kleckner, 1981). In eukaryotes such as maize and 

Drosophila, mutations having the characteristics of transposable 

elements were originally described by genetic studies (summarised 

by Fincham and Sastry, 1974; Green, 1977). It was not until recently, 

with the advent of recombinant DNA technology, that the physical 

characterisation of transposable elements in both prokaryotes and 

eukaryotes has been possible. 

One striking feature to emerge from these physical studies is 

that several transposable elements within a single class of organism 

are likely to exhibit more structural diversity than a single class of 

elements widely scattered throughout the evolutionary tree. One 

particular structural class of element, including Tn9 in bacteria, 

Tyl in yeast and the copia-like elements in Drosophila, seems more 

common than any other. All of these elements have the same basic 

structure, shown in Figure 1.1. They have an internal domain of several 

kilobases (kb), large terminal direct repeats of a few hundred base 

pairs (bp) usually with inverted terminal repeats, and short flanking 

direct repeats of host DNA probably duplicated during insertion. 

Interestingly, these structural features are shared by the integrated 

proviral forms of vertebrate retroviruses. 

This introduction will be confined mainly to discussion of this 

class of transposable element, along with other types of transposable 

elements in Drosophila, and vertebrate retroviruses. The work described 

in this thesis was performed concurrently with most of that which is 

described in the introduction. For this reason, a number of points 

have been omitted from the introduction, and are instead discussed 



Figure 1.1 Diagram of a typical Tn9-like transposable element, 

or provirus. 

The relationship between a full and empty site is shown. The 

arrows indicate the positions and orientations of the various repeat 

sequences. 

1 - long direct repeats 

2 - short inverted repeats 

3 - short direct repeat of host sequence present only once 

at an empty site. 
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in Chapter 5, in relation to the results presented in Chapters 3 

and 4. 

1.1 Transposable elements in bacteria 

Transposable elements in Escherichia coli are of two broad 

classes: insertion sequences (IS elements) and transposons (for 

review see Cabs and Miller, 1980; Kleckner, 1981) . IS elements are 

generally about 1,000bp long and terminate in perfect or nearly 

perfect inverted repeats of approximately 20-40bp. Transposons are 

several kb long and are distinguished by carrying one or more anti-

biotic resistance genes. They are of two types, the first (Class I) 

being like IS elements in just having short inverted repeats at their 

ends. Those of the second type (Class II) resemble Tyl in yeast and 

copia-like elements in Drosophila, and have long terminal repeats, 

although these are usually in inverted orientation. These long repeats 

also have short inverted repeats at their ends and in several cases 

can transpose independently as IS elements. 

Details of one E. coli transposon, Tn9, which most closely 

resembles Tyl and the copia-like elements of Drosophila are given in 

Table 1.1. This element, which has the structure shown in Figure 1.1, 

consists of an internal region of 1.1kb flanked by two copies of IS1 

in direct orientation (Alton and Vapneck, 1979). As in the case of 

all E. coli transposable elements, Tn9 causes duplication of a small 

number of base pairs on insertion, such that the element is flanked 

by short direct repeats of host DNA. The number of base pairs dupli-

cated is the same for a particular family of elements, but their 

sequence is not. In the case of Tn9 the number of base pairs duplicated 

is 9 (Johnsrud et al., 1978). Although there are preferred regions of 

insertion, there is no obvious homology between the sequences of three 

integration sites which were examined. Sequence analysis of these 

sites before insertion of Tn9 confirms that the 9bp duplications 

occurred as a result of the integration process. 

1.2 Transposable elements in yeast 

One major family of transposable elements, called Tyl, has been 

described in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. These elements have 

the structure shown in Figure 1.1, and some of their properties are 

summarised in Table 1.1. The elements are 5.6kb in length and have 



Table 1.. 1 Sequence details of structurally related transposable elements and proviruses. 

Organism Element Length Length of Length of First and Host References 
(kb) long direct terminal last 2 bp duplication 

repeat or LTR inverted of element (bp) 
(bp) repeat 

(bp) 

E. 	coli Tn9 2.6 768 18/23 GG--CC 9 1,2 

S. cerevisiae Tyl 5.6 334,338 2 TG--CA 5 3,4 

D. melanogaster copia 5.0 276 13/17 TG--CA 5 5,6,7 
297 6.5 412,415 3 AG--CT 4 8,9,10 
mdgl 7.2 442,444 12/16,10/15 TG---CA 4 11,12 
mdg3 5.5 268 14/18 TG--AG 5 13 
B104 8.7 429 3 TG--CA 5 14 

Mus MMuSV 5.1 588 11 TG--CA 4 15 
MMTV 9.8 1327 6 TG--CA 6 16,17 
MMTV' 9.8 1328 6 TG--CA 6 18 
lAP 7.0 338 4 TG--CA 6 19 

Ayes SNV 8.5 569 3 TG--CA 5 20 
evi' 7.3 273 5/7 TG--CA 6 21 

(1) Endogenous proviruses 

Ui 
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long direct repeats at their ends, known as ô sequences, of about 

300bp. There are about 35 copies of Tyl and at least 100 copies of 

5 (not always associated with Tyl) per haploid genome (Cameron et al., 

1979). That Tyl is a transposable element was indicated by the fact 

that it appears in different chromosomal locations in different yeast 

strains (Cameron et al., 1979). Several clones of S. cerevisiae DNA 

were isolated which hybridised to multiple bands when used to probe 

digests of total DNA, and the pattern of bands observed was different 

for several yeast strains. 

One mutation at the his4 locus of S. cerevisiae has been shown to 

be due to insertion of Tyl (Roeder and Fink, 1980). The mutation is 

unstable and has given rise to translocations, deletions, a transposition 

and an inversion (Chaleff and Fink, 1980) , events similar to those 

promoted by prokaryotic transposable elements. This mutation has been 

studied at the DNA sequence level by Farabaugh and Fink (1980). They 

sequenced the ends of the Tyl insertion plus adjacent DNA, and also 

the region of insertion in a wild-type his4 gene. Their results show 

that the S sequences at the ends of this copy of Tyl are identical 

to each other and are 334bp long, and that insertion is associated 

with a 5bp duplication of host DNA. Unlike transposable elements in 

prokaryotes and most of those in Drosophila (see below), Tyl does 

not have significant inverted repeats at its termini. The largest 

inverted repeat at the ends of the 5 sequences is only 2bp, with TG 

at one end and CA at the other. Two other Tyl elements have been 

studied by sequence analysis (Gafner and Philippsen, 1980). These 

have 6 sequences of 338bp which are all identical to each other, but 

differ from the 334bp 6s by 54 base substitutions, deletions and 

additions. Both elements are flanked by 5bp direct repeats, and in 

one case the empty site has been sequenced, showing that the 5bp are 

present only once at that site in the absence of the element. 

There seems to be no obvious homology between the sites of 

insertion of the three elements described above, and the 5bp direct 

repeat sequences flanking each Tyl are all different. However, the 

sequences on either side of each Tyl (including the 5bp direct repeats) 

all consist of about 70% A-T pairs, indicating some preference for an 

A-T rich region at the site of insertion. Fink et al. (1981) have also 

described the insertion of a Tyl related element into the same A-T rich 

region of the his4 locus as the element described by Farabaugh and 



Fink (1980). This element differs from other copies of Tyl by a 4kb 

substitution of non-homologous sequence. The sequences of the 6s at 

each end are closely related to other 6s which have been sequenced, 

but they are unusual in that they are not identical to each other. 

They differ by four base substitutions and one base deletion. This 

could indicate that identical 6s are not required for transposition 

and/or that transposition of this element into his4 has created 

several mutations. This seems unlikely since in all other cases 

examined the 5s at the ends of the same element are identical to each 

other. More plausibly, these mutations may have been acquired since 

the transposition of the element to this site, presumably by recom- 

bination or gene conversion (Roeder and Fink, 1982). 

Another family of dispersed repeated sequences in S. cerevisiae, 

called sigma, has been described by del Roy et al. (1982). Although 

there is no direct evidence that sigma elements are transposable, they 

share many features with other transposable elements. The 340bp long 

elements have Bbp inverted repeats and are flanked by 5bp direct repeats. 

These 5bp repeats are different for each sigma and have no homology 

with the ends of the sigma sequence. In common with 6 they begin with 

TG and end with CA. In addition, very closely related strains appear 

to have sigmas located at different positions in the genome. It is 

possible that these elements are part of a larger transposable element 

and are equivalent to the 6s at the ends of Tyl. This could be tested 

by screening a library of S. cerevisiae DNA with sigma and looking 

for conserved sequences flanked by àopies of sigma. 

1.3 Transposable elements in Drosophila 

About 12% of the Drosophila melanogaster genome, or 20,000kb, 

comprises moderately repetitive DNA sequences (Manning et al., 1975). 

Approximately one quarter of this moderately repetitive DNA consists 

of tandem repeats of the genes for rRNA, 5SRNA and histones. The rest 

is composed of at least 40 different sequence families, as determined 

by reassociation kinetics (Manning et al., 1975). In situ hybridisation 

to polytene chromosomes showed that these sequences are dispersed 

throughout the genome (Wensink et al., 1974; Rabin et al., 1976; 

Finnegan et al., 1978; Ilyin et al., 1978; Young, 1979, Rabin et al., 

1981). Many of these families of moderately repetitive sequences have 



now been found to consist of transposable elements. They have been 

divided into a number of different classes mainly on the basis of 

their structure. 

(a) Copia-like elements 

Copia-like elements have the structure shown in Figure 1.1. 

About one half of the moderately repetitive DNA in D. melanogaster 

(i.e. about 6% of the whole genome) is comprised of copia-like 

elements (Rubin et al., 1981; Tchurikov et al., 1981). Six families 

of these elements, called copia, 412, 297, mdgl, mdg3 and B104, have 

been studied in detail. 

Members of the copia, 412 and mdgl families were originally 

isolated on the basis of hybridisation to abundant classes of cytoplasmic 

poly(A) RNA of Drosophila tissue culture cells (Finnegan et al., 1978; 

Ilyin et al., 1978). Mdg3 was discovered during a search for clones 

that contained DNA fragments capable of hybridising to double-stranded 

RNA of D. melanogaster (Ilyin et al., 1980a). The B104 family was 

first identified in the course of a search for sequences appearing in 

abundant poly(A) 
+

cytoplasmic RNA during early development of D. 

melanogaster embryos (Scherer et al., 1982). Elements of the 297. 

family are also known to code for abundant poly(A)+ RNA (Potter et 

al., 1979). Thus one feature which all of these elements have in 

common is that they are transcribed into abundant poly(A) cytoplasmic 

RNA. 

Both full-length and shorter transcripts have been observed for 

copia and 412 (Schwartz et al., 1982), mdgl and mdg3 (Georgiev et al., 

1981) and B104 (Scherer et al., 1982). RNA complementary to the full 

length of 297 has also been detected (G. Rubin quoted in Spradling 

and Rubin, 1981). The structure of copia transcripts has been studied 

most extensively (Schwartz et al., 1982; Flavell et al., 1981). There 

are two major transcripts of 5.2kb and 2.1kb in length, and two minor 

transcripts of 1.3kb and 0.8kb. The two largest transcripts at least 

are polyadenylated, and their synthesis is promoted from within one 

of the terminal repeats. The 5.2kb and 2.1kb transcripts have identical 

sets of heterogeneous 5' ends, which are capped. Total copia RNA has 

been translated in vitro to yield three polypeptides of 51,000, 33,000 

and 21,000 daltons (Falkenthal and Lengyel, 1980). Similar results 

were reported by Flavell et al. (1980) who found one major polypeptide 
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of 51,000 daltons, and several others between 18,000 and 38,000 daltons. 

They also found that the mRNA activity co-sediments with the 2.1kb 

RNA species on sucrose gradients. The majority of cytoplasmic RNAs 

homologous to copia-like elements are not associated with polysomes 

(Ilyin et al., 1980; Falkenthal and Lengyel, 1980; Young and Schwartz, 

1981) and it is not known whether or not they are translated in vivo. 

In situ hybridisations of members of each family to polytene 

chromosomes show that each occupies from 20-100 sites widely distri-

buted throughout the genome (Finnegan et al., 1978; Strobel et al., 

1979; Ilyin et al., 1980a; Scherer et al., 1982). Elements within 

a family are closely conserved in nucleotide sequence and there is 

no evidence for tandem arrangement, as shown by restriction analysis 

and Southern blotting (Finnegan et al., 1978; Ilyin et al., 1978, 1980b; 

Scherer et al.,, 1982). Although each family consists of well conserved 

sequences, there is no detectable homology between members of different 

families. 

The first indication that copia-like elements may be transposable 

came with the observation of polymorphisms in their number and 

location between different stocks of D. melanogaster and between cell 

lines and their parent fly stocks. Potter et al. (1979) looked at 

the stability of 412, copia and 297 elements in Drosophila tissue 

culture cells. They found diffeent amounts of sequences homologous 

to each of these families in the genomes of embryos and tissue culture 

cells. In general, the amount of these sequences is increased in the 

cell lines, as indicated by Cot analysis. The additional sequences 

occur as intact elements and are dispersed to new sites in the cell 

culture genome. The number of possible insertion sites for each 

element seems to be very large. There are about 60 copies of the copia 

element in Oregon R embryos, and at least 170 in Schneider's cell 

line 2. In these cells there is also considerable heterogeneity in 

the genomic locations of copia elements, suggesting that there may be. 

many more than 170 sites at which integration can occur. Similar 

results have been reported for mdgl and mdg3 (Ilyin et al., 1980b; 

Tchurikov et al., 1980). 

The number and chromosomal locations of 412, copia and 297 

elements in four different D. melanogaster strains were studied by 

Strobel et al. (1979). They showed by in situ hybridisation that the 

location of sites for each family differs dramatically among the four 



strains. The number of elements in each family also differs between 

strains, but only by a maximum of a factor of two. There are about 100 

sites for each family, with few being common to all four strains. 

Restriction enzyme analysis and southern blotting showed that the 

elements are intact, and confirmed that the sequences flanking the 

elements are different at each site. Individuals from within a 

strain also exhibit differences in the arrangement of 412, copia and 

297 elements, with homologous chromosomes from within individual flies 

often being polymorphic. The distribution of members of the mdgl 

family have also been shown to vary between different strains of 

melanogaster (Ilyin et al., 1978). 

Transposition of copia elements has now been directly observed by 

Rubin et al. (1982). They analysed mutations arising in dysgenic 

hybrids (see Section 1.3(c)) and found that two mutations at the 

white locus were caused by insertion of a copia element. 

Members of the 412, copia, 297, mdgl, mdg3 and B104 families 

were all shown to have direct repeats of a few hundred base pairs, 

located at or near the termini of the elements, by hybridisation and 

electron microscope heteroduplex analysis (Finnegan et al., 1978; 

Young and G. Rubin quoted in Levis et al., 1980; Tchurikov et al., 

1981; Scherer et al., 1982). Unlike the direct repeats of Tn9 and 

Tyl, the direct repeats of copia-like elements do not seem to occur 

independently in the genome to any great extent (see Chapter 3, 

Section 3.4). Sequence analysis of the direct repeats and adjacent 

DNA of members of each family has been carried out, and a summary of 

the results is shown in Table 1.1. Details of the sequence of 412 

elements are presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis. 

In each case, the sequences of the direct repeats of one particular 

element are identical to each other. Where the repeats of two different 

members of the same family have been sequenced, slight differences 

are found. In the case of copia, the direct repeats of the two elements 

examined are the same length, but they differ by two single base 

substitutions. The direct repeats of the two different mdgl elements 

which have been sequenced differ in length by two base pairs (442 vs 444). 

The shorter repeat also differs from the longer by three base deletions, 

one base insertion and 13 base substitutions. The 412bp repeat of 297 

differs from the 415bp repeat by four deletions, one base insertion 

and 10 base substitutions. All of the direct repeats sequenced, except 
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except those of mdg3, have short inverted repeats at their ends which 

in some cases are imperfect. In this respect they resemble the IS 

elements of E. coli. Mdg3 is unusual in that it has imperfect inverted 

repeats at the extreme ends of the element, just outside the direct 

repeats rather than part of them. In common with Tyl, copia, mdgl and 

B104 all begin with TG and end with CA. Mdg3 also begins with TG but 

ends with AG, while 297 begins with AG and ends with CT. 

As described above, both Tn9 and Tyl are associated with the 

duplication of a small number of base pairs on insertion, such that 

each element is flanked by short direct repeats. This also seems to 

be the case for the D. melanogaster copia-like elements. All those on 

which sequencing studies have been performed are flanked by short 

direct repeats (see Table 1.1). Where more than one member of the 

same family has been sequenced, the lengths of these short direct 

repeats are the same for all members of a particular family, but 

their sequences, except in the case of 297, are not. In at least two 

examples where a 297 element is inserted into a histone genes the four 

base pairs repeated before and after the element are the same, ATAT 

(Ikenaga and Saigo, 1982). A strong preference for insertion of 297 

into the sequence ATAT has also been observed by Young and Rubin 

(quoted in Spradling and Rubin, 1981). 

Comparison of the rest of the sequences flanking different 

members of the same family shows no detectable homology (except in 

the case of 297) suggesting that there is no strict requirement for 

sequence specificity at the site in insertion. A tendency to find 

copia-like elements preferentially at certain chromosomal locations, 

as determined by in situ hybridisation, has been noted (Tchurikov 

et al., 1981; Young and Schwarz, 1981). 

In the cases of copia and 297 elements, comparisons have been 

made between particular sites in the genome from two different sources, 

one containing and one lacking a transposable element. In each case, 

the bases of the short direct repeats are found only once at the 

point of insertion in the empty site. 

In summary, the different families of copia-like elements described 

above all have the following properties. (1) Members of each family 

are found at 20-100 widely scattered sites in polytene chromosomes. 

(2) Elements of a family at different genomic locations are closely 

conserved in sequence. (3) Members of each family are located at 
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different sites in different strains, suggesting an ability to 

transpose. (4) Each element has long terminal direct repeats of a 

few hundred base pairs. (5) Each element has short terminal imperfect 

or perfect inverted repeat sequences of 3-18bp. (6) Insertion of an 

element is associated with the duplication of a few base pairs of 

the target sequence, such that each element is flanked by short 

direct repeats of host DNA. (7) The elements code for abundant poly(A)+ 

cytoplasmic RNA. 

(b) Foldback elements 

In contrast to copia-like elements, foldback (FB) elements have 

a much more heterogeneous construction, and they represent the only 

characterised family of eukaryotic transposable elements with large 

inverted terminal repeats. Members of the FB family were first isolated 

by Potter et al. (1980) as moderately repetitive DNA segments which 

gave stem-loop structures when homoduplexes of them were formed. The 

mobility of these elements has been demonstrated in both flies and 

tissue culture cells, using similar methods to those used for copia-

like elements (Potter et al., 1980; Truett et al., 1981). Levis et 

al. (1982) have also shown that the white-crimson mutation is due 

to insertion of an FB element. There are about 30 copies of FB 

elements occupying widely scattered positions in the D. melanogaster 

genome. 

The unusual structure of FB elements was studied in detail by 

Truett et al. (1980). Both the inverted repeats and DNA between them 

(if any) are variable in size between different members. Nevertheless, 

restriction mapping and cross-hybridisation studies indicate some 

uniformities. The ends of the inverted repeats at the termini of 

each element are well conserved in sequence, while the internal 

sequences are extremely variable. Sequence analysis of one FB element 

showed that the inverted repeats consist primarily of small direct 

repeats. There are scattered multiple copies of a lObp sequence near 

the inverted repeat termini; 300bp from the end this is expanded to 

a 20bp repeat and 500bp from the end it is again expanded, to a 31bp 

repeat. The sequence of another element shows a similar organization 

of the inverted repeats (Potter, 1982a). In both cases, the sequences 

of the inverted repeats of the same element are not identical, in 

contrast to the direct repeats of copia-like elements. The differences 
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involve deletions of copies of the short direct repeats, and may have 

arisen by unequal crossing-over (Potter, 1982a). A rearrangement of 

one FB element which is apparently the result of a large internal 

deletion may also have been derived by unequal crossing-over (Potter, 

1982b). 

In common with all other transposable elements, insertion of 

FE elements is associated with the duplication of a small number of 

base pairs at the target site. In the cases of two different FB 

elements comparisons of particular sites, with and without an element, 

from two different sources have been made (Truett et al., 1981; Collins 

and Rubin, 1983). Both elements are flanked by 9bp direct repeats of 

a sequence present only once at the empty site, suggesting that all 

members of the heterogeneous FB family are associated with the same 

size of duplication. There is no apparent sequence homology between 

these target site duplications. 

As well as being capable of independent transposition, FB 

elements appear to be able to mobilise intermediary DNA segments. 

Paro et al. (1983) have discovered that the ends of a large trans-

posable element (TE) are associated with members of the FB family. 

The TE consists of several chromosomal bands representing a few 100kb 

of DNA, and contains the white-apricot allele and the adjacent roughest 

gene. Over a hundred insertion sites for this TE scattered over the 

entire Drosophila genome have been identified, both genetically and 

cytologically (Ising and Block, 1981). Paro et al. (1983) analysed 

3 TEs from different chromosomal locations, and found that all were 

flanked by FE elements. Another example of FE elements mobilising a 

piece of DNA between them is the white-Dominant zeste-like mutation. 

This is caused by a 13kb insertion consisting of a unique segment of 

DNA flanked by FE elements (Levis et al., 1982). 

(c) P and I elements 

P and I elements represent a third type of transposable element 

in Drosophila, having neither long direct repeats nor long inverted 

repeats. In common with copia-like and FE elements they constitute 

families of dispersed repetitive DNA sequences (Bingham et al., 1982; 

P1isson, 1981; Finnegan et al., 1983). p and I elements are involved 

in the phenomenon of hybrid dysgenesis, whereby the progeny of crosses 
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between certain strains of D. melanogaster show a number of unusual 

genetic traits (reviewed by Bregliano et al., 1980; Engels, 1981; 

Bregliano and Kidwell, 1982). These traits, which are limited primarily 

to the germ line, include high rates of mutation, frequent chromosomal 

aberrations, and in extreme cases the failure to produce any mature 

germ line cells. Many of these mutations are unstable, and genetic 

evidence has suggested that they are insertions resulting from the 

transposition of P or I elements, or the mobilisation of other trans-

posable elements (Engels, 1981; Plisson, 1981). Biochemical evidence 

in support of this hypothesis has now been obtained. Rubin et al. (1982) 

have examined several hybrid dysgenesis induced mutations in the white 

locus, and have shown that these are due to insertions of either a P 

element or a copia element. Another hybrid dysgenesis induced mutation 

in the white locus has been shown to be due to insertion of an I 

element (Finnegan et al., 1983). Direct transposition of cloned P 

elements (from plasmids injected into Drosophila embryos) into germ 

line chromosomes has also been observed (Spradling and Rubin, 1982). 

Members of both the Pand I elements are heterogeneous in length 

(Rubin et al., 1982; Finnegan et al., 1983). Sequence analysis of 

several P elements has now been performed (O'Hare and Rubin, 1983) 

Small P elements appear to have arisen by deletion of internal sequences 

from a larger element. All the P elements sequenced have 31bp perfect 

inverted terminal repeats, and after insertion are flanked by 8bp 

direct repeats of a host sequence found only once at the site of 

insertion. They can excise precisely to restore the original DNA 

sequence. Independent events resulting in insertion of a P element at 

the same nucleotide can occur, and the 8bp sequences adjacent to many 

P elements show some similarities. 

1.4 Retroviruses as transposable elements 

The series of events that constitute the life cycle of vertebrate 

retroviruses can be viewed as a mechanism of DNA transposition (for 

review see Gilboa et al., 1979; Varmus, 1982). These events are 

summarised in Figure 1.2. On infection, a linear double stranded 

form of viral DNA, slightly longer than the viral RNA, is synthesised 

in the cytoplasm by reverse transcription (Shank et al., 1978; Gilboa 

et al., 1979). This DNA has long terminal repeats (LTRS) which are 



Figure 1.2 Life cycle of a retrovirus 

The boxes represent the long terminal repeat sequences. 

Integrated proviral DNA (A) is transcribed into RNA (B) some of 

which is packaged into virions, and used as template for synthesis, 

by reverse transcription, of linear DNA (C) during a subsequent 

round of infection. Some of the linear DNA is converted into 

circular forms (D), and integration of an unspecified form gives 

a provirus (E) at a new site in an infected cell. 
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composed of sequences unique to the 3' and 5' ends of the viral RNA 

(U3 and U5), and a single copy of a short sequence (R) repeated at 

the ends of the viral RNA. Some of the linear DNA is carried into the 

nucleus where a portion at least is converted into closed circular 

species, mostly monomers with either one copy or two tandem copies 

of the LTR (Shank and Varinus, 1978; Shank et al., 1978; Yoshimura and 

Weinberg, 1979). Integration of the viral DNA can occur at a wide 

variety of sites in cellular DNA, possibly at random (Hughes et al., 

1978) 

The structure of the integrated (proviral) DNA is almost identical 

to that of unintegrated linear DNA (Hughes et al., 1978; Ringold et 

al., 1979). It has not yet been determined whether the immediate pre-

cursor of the provirus is linear or circular DNA, and it may be that 

both forms can integrate. Conflicting results have been reported 

concerning the infectivity of circular DNA forms. Ju and Skalka (1980) 

observed that circles with either one copy or two tandem copies of 

the LTR were infectious in transfection experiments, whereas Verma 

et al. (1980) found that only circles with two tandem LTRs were 

infectious. However, it is not clear if infectivity in these experi-

ments involved integration of the transfecting DNA, and whether or 

not circular forms can integrate remains a mystery. 

The LTRs and adjacent DNA of a number of proviruses of different 

retroviruses have been sequenced. The results for mouse mammary 

tumour virus (MMTV), Moloney murine sarcoma virus (MMuSV) and spleen 

necrosis virus (SNV) are summarised in Table 1.1. These proviruses all 

have the same structural features as Tn9, Tyl and the copia-like 

elements described above and diagrammed in Figure 1.1. The LTRs of 

the same provirus are always identical, although there may be some 

sequence variation between the LTRs of different proviral isolates of 

the same retrovirus. All the LTRs sequenced so far begin with TG and 

end with CA, in common with Tyl and most of the copia-like elements 

of Drosophila. Proviral integration is also associated with the 

duplication of a short segment of host DNA at the target site, a 

feature exhibited by all transposable elements. The number of bases 

duplicated is specific for the retrovirus in question, but the 

sequence is not. There appears to be no host sequence specificity 

involved in the integration process. In cases where the sequences 
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adjacent to more than one provirus of a particular retrovirus have 

been determined, there is no homology between the integration sites 

or between the integration sites and the ends of the viral DNA 

(Hughes et al., 1981a; Shimotohno and Temin, 1980; Majors and Varmus, 

1981). 

Integration also seems to result in the loss of two base pairs 

from one end of each LTR. When the sequences of circular DNA forms 

containing two LTRs in tandem are compared to proviral sequences, 

there are four base pairs found between the LTRs of the circular 

forms, (usually AATT) which are absent in the provirus (Hughes et al., 

1981a;:Juand Skalka, 1980). The idea that integration results in the 

loss of these four base pairs presupposes that the circle with two 

LTRs is the form that integrates. Only one example of linear uninte-

grated DNA has been sequenced (Scott et al., 1981), and this begins 

with AATG and ends with CATT. Since the corresponding integrated 

provirus has not been sequenced it is not known whether these sequences 

remain intact on integration. However, in the case of all integrated 

proviruses examined, they begin with TG and end with CA. It therefore 

seems likely that the AA and TT at each end of the linear DNA above 

would be lost on integration, to give a provirus sequence beginning 

with TG and ending with CA. Thus if the linear form or circular form 

with two tandem LTRs are capable of integration, then this presumably 

results in loss of two base pairs from the end of each LTR. No 

circular forms with only one copy of the LTR have been sequenced, so 

if this form can integrate it is not known whether such integration 

would result in the loss of any sequence. 

As well as proviruses which have been acquired directly as a 

result of viral infection, the genomes of most vertebrates contain 

endogenous proviruses (for review see Coffin, 1982) which make up a 

substantial proportion of their DNA. Todaro et al. (1980) have esti-

mated that about 0.1% of the genomes of rodents and primates may be 

virus-related sequences. The structure of these genetically transmitted 

proviruses in both birds and mice conforms to the structure deduced 

for proviruses acquired by infection (Cohen et al., 1979; Hughes et 

al., 1979, 1981b; McClements et al., 1979; Hayward et al., 1980). 

The sequences of the LTRs and adjacent DNA of two endogenous proviruses, 

evi of chickens and MMTV have now been determined (see Table 1.1), 
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The long direct repeats and adjacent DNA of two genomic 412 

elements from strain Oregon R were sequenced. A fragment from strain 

Canton S from the corresponding site in the genome of one of these 

elements, but in this strain lacking a 412 element, was then cloned 

and sequenced. The results, described in Chapter 3, show that the 412 

family shares many features with Tn9, Tyl and the other copia-like 

elements of Drosophila. Particularly striking, however, are the 

homologies between the 412 sequences and those of proviruses. In 

view of these homologies, and the fact that circular forms of copia 

elements analogous to the circular forms of retroviruses had been 

described (see beginning of Chapter 4), a study of circular 412 

elements was instigated. 412 circles were isolated from tissue 

culture cells, cloned into phage lambda, and 25 clones were analysed 

in detail by restriction enzyme and E.M. heteroduplex mapping, and 

also by sequencing. The results, described in Chapter 4, show that 

412 circles have certain features in common with those of retroviruses, 

although the analogy is incomplete. 

The extent of the resemblance between 412 elements and proviruses 

is discussed in Chapter 5, along with the implications this may 

have for the mechanism of transposition. The biological effects of 

transposition as well as the potential functions of transposable 

elements in eukaryotes are also reviewed. 
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Chapter 2 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Media 

L Broth - Difco Bacto Tryptone, lOg; Difco Bacto yeast extract, 5g; 

NaCl 5g per litre, pH 7.2. 

L agar - Difco Bacto Tryptone, lOg; Difco Bacto yeast extract, 5g; 

NaCl lOg; Difco agar, 15g per litre, pH 7.2. 

BBL agar - Baltimore Biological Laboratories trypticase, lOg; NaCl 5g; 

Difco agar, lOg per litre. 

BBL top agar - As for BBL agar but only 6.5g Difco agar per litre. 

Supplemented with MgCl  to a final concentration of 10mM when 

used for plating phage. 

Spizizen salts - (NH4)2  SO4, 2g; K2HPO4, 14g; KH2PO4, 6g; trisodium 

citrate dihydrate, ig; MgSO4. 7H20, 0.2g per litre. 

Minimal medium - Difco Bacto agar, 15g; Spizizen salts, 200ml; glucose, 

lOmi 20% solution; vitamin Bi, 0.25m1 2mg/mi solution per litre. 

Phage buffer - KH2PO4, 3g; Na2HPO4  (anhydrous), 7g; NaCl, 5g; lOmi 

0.1M MgSO4; lOrd 0.01M CaCl2; lrnl 1% gelatin solution per litre. 

Antibiotics were added to L agar as required, ampicillin at 100mg 

per litre and tetracycline at 25mg per litre. Ampicillin was added to 

L broth as required at 50mg per litre. 

2.2 Enzymes 

Prepared in this laboratory: Alul (A.Newman); Aval (J. Boothroyd); 

BamHI, EcoRI, Hindill, T4 polynucleotide kinase (K. Mileham); EcoRI 

(J. Gould); BglII, KpnI, XhoI (B. Sam); Epal (I. Garner); PstI (J. 

de Banzie); T4 DNA ligase (S. Bruce); E. coli DNA polymerase I (B. Will). 

All other restriction enzymes were purchased from New England 

Biolabs or Bethesda Research Laboratories. Other enzymes were obtained 

from the following sources: calf intestinal phosphatase, E. coli DNA 

polymerase I large fragment, RNase A (Boehringer Mannheim); DNase I, 

lysozvrne, protease (type VI) , RNase A (Sigma). 

2.3 Chemicals and other materials 

Purchased from the following companies:- 

Agarose - Miles Laboratories Ltd. 
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Ampicillin - Beecham Research Laboratories. 

Deoxytriphosphates (dNTPs) - Boebringer Mannheim. 

Dideoxytriphosphates (ddNTPs) - P-L Biochemicals. 

Hydrazine - Pierce and Kodak. 

M13 primer pentadecamer - New England Biolabs. 

Methyl--D-Thiogalactoside (MTG) - Sigma. 

Nitrocellulose - Schleicher and SchUll GmbH. 

Radioactive compounds - 32 dCTP (410 Ci/mmol) , 132P ATP (2,000 - 

3,000 Ci/mmol) - The Radiochemical Centre, Amersham. 

Repelcote - Hopkin and Williams. 

Sephadex G50 and G75 - Pharmacia Fine Chemicals. 

Tetracycline - Lederle Laboratories. 

tRNA - Boehringer Mannheim. 

5-Bromo-4-Chloro-3-Indoly1--D-Galactoside (Xg) - Sigma and Bachem Inc. 

Fine Chemicals. 

All other chemicals were from BDH Chemicals Ltd, Fisons Scientific 

Apparatus, Koch-Light Laboratories and Sigma. Chemicals were of 

analytical or reagent grade as appropriate. 

2.4 Bacterial strains 

See Table 2.1 

2.5 Phage strains 

For cloning into lambda, the Hindlil insertion vector X728 
434 

(genotype: AbS38, LredA, imm 	, shn6°; Murray et al., 1977) was 

used. For cloning into M13 the vectors M13mp8 and M13mp9 (Messing 

and Vieira, 1982) were used. Figure 2.1 shows the restriction enzyme 

sites which can be used for cloning in these two vectors. 

2.6 DNA 

Canton S and Oregon R D. melanogaster embryonic DNA5 were gifts 

of J. de Banzie and D. Hogness respectively. The following plasmid 

and phage DNA5 were gifts of D. Finnegan and S. Dunbar: cDm412, 

cDm454, pOR708, pOR720, pBR322, pAT153, XCS240, XCS295, Ac1857, S7, 

M13mp8 and M13mp9. The plasmid pDK368 was a gift of D. Hoshizaki. 

2.7 Lambda-Drosophila recombinant DNA libraries 

The Canton S library was obtained from T. Maniatis and J. Lauer. 

It consists of sheared fragments of embryo DNA from D. melanogaster 



Table 2.1 Bacterial strains 

E. coli 
strain 	Reference 
	 Genotype 

number 

HB101 	Boyer and Roulland-Dussoix (1969) 

JM1O1 	Messing (1979) 

C600 	Appleyard (1954) 

ED8654 	Murray et al. (1977) 

NM494 	N. Murray (personal communication) 

BHB2688 	Hohn (1979) 

BHB2690 	I-John (1979) 

ara, arg, gal, hsdS, pro, recA, StrR 

lacpro, supE, thi(F'traD36, proAB, 	ZtM15) 

Leu, supE, thi, thr, tonA 

gal, hsdR, met, supE, supF, trpR 

hf 1, LthsdS 

N205recA(Ximm434, c1ts, b2, red3, Earn4, Sam 7)/X 

434  N205recA(Airnrn, c1ts, b2, red3, Dam 15' 
 Sam 7)/A 



Figure 2.1 Restriction enzyme sites for cloning into M13 vectors 

mp8 and mp9. 
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I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 

I 	2 	3 4 	5 6 ARC CLV SEA VAL ASP LEU CLN PRO SEA LEU ALA 7 8 
THR MET ILE THR ASP4 SEA 	 LEU ALA 

M13mp8 	ATC ACC ATC AlT ACG AAT IcC CCC C3GA ICC CTC GAC dO CAG CCA ACC TIC C3CA dC CCC 

EcoRI 	BamHI 	 PstI 	H Ind Ill 	 HaeIr 

Smal 	 Sail 
XmaI 	 AccI 

HincU 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

I 	2 	3 4 PRO 5CR LEU ALA ALA CLV ARC ARC ILE PRO CLV 5 6 	7 8 
THR MET ILE THR 	 ASH SEA LEU ALA 

M13mp9 	AM ACC 410 AlT 4CC CC _ACC T10 CCI GCA_CT CCA C9C_41-C CCC CC3_4.41_TCA dC CCC 

Hind ill 	Pat I 	Barn HI 	EcoRI 	*.. 
Sail 	 Smal 
AccI 	 XmaI 
H Inc K 
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strain Canton S. cloned into the lambda replacement vector charon 4 

(Blattner et al., 1977) using EcoRI linkers (Maniatis et al., 1978). 

The Oregon R library was obtained from D. Hogness. It consists of 

sheared fragments of embryo DNA from D. melanogaster strain Oregon R 

cloned into the lambda replacement vector sep 6 using oligo dC:dG 

tailing (Wensirik et al.,, 1974). 

2.8 Solutions 

The following solutions are used in many of the methods described 

below. 

TE - 10mM Tris-HC1 pH 8.0, 1mM EDTA;1 x SSC - 0.015M tn-sodium 

citrate, 0.15M NaCl. Prepared as 10 x SSC and diluted as appropriate. 

2.9 Plating cells 

A fresh overnight of C600 or ED8654 was diluted 20-fold in L 

broth, and grown with aeration at 37°C until an A650  of 0.5 - 1.0 

was reached. The cells were then pelleted and resuspended in an equal 

volume of 10mM MgCl 2. Cells prepared in this manner were stored at 

4°C and could be used for up to two weeks thereafter. 

2.10 Phage lambda titration 

Appropriate dilutions of the phage stock to be titred were made, 

and 0.2m1 of each dilution was mixed with 0.2ml plating cells. After 

30 minutes at 37°C to allow adsorption of the phage to the bacteria, 

2.5ml of molten BBL top agar was added and the mixture poured onto 

a BBL agar plate. 

2.11 Preparation of plasmid DNA 

An overnight culture of the plasmid carrying strain was diluted 

100-fold into 500ml of L broth (containing 1% glucose and antibiotics 

as required) and shaken at 37°C until an A650  of 1 was reached 

(3 - 4 hours). Chioramphenicol (75mg) was added and the culture shaken 

for a further 12 hours at 37°C. After the addition of 5ml chloroform 

followed by 10 minutes shaking at 37°C, the cells were pelleted and 

resuspended in Sml sucrose mix (25% sucrose, 10mM EDTA, 50mM Tnis-HC1 

pH 8.0). Lysozyme (0.5m1 lOmg/ml solution in sucrose mix) and lml 0.5M 

EDTA pH 8.0 were then added. After 10 minutes at room temperature, 

13m1 of 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.0625M EDTA, 0.05M Tnis-HC1 pH 8.0 were 

added. The solution was allowed to stand on ice for 10 minutes and 
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then centrifuged at 15,000 rpm for 45 minutes at 4°C in a Sorvall 

6 x 50 fixed angle rotor. The supernatant was decanted and, after 

addition of 0.95g CsCl and 0.1rnl 5mg/mi ethidium bromide per ml of 

supernatant, was centrifuged at 38,000 rpm for 48 - 72 hours at 20°C 

in a MSE 8 x 40 fixed angle rotor. The gradient thus generated was 

viewed under long wavelength UV light, and the supercoiled plasmid 

DNA was removed by side puncture. Ethidium bromide was removed from 

the DNA on a small column of "Dowex 50W-X8 and the DNA was ethanol 

precipitated and redissolved in TE before being dialysed overnight 

against TE to remove CsC1. 

2.12 Preparation of phage lambda DNA 

The method used was that of Will et al. (1981). In some cases, 

C600 was used as a host strain instead of ED8654. 

2.13 Preparation of chromosomal DNA from Drosophila tissue culture 

cells 

The method used was essentially that of Potter et al. (1979). 

About 10 Echalier K line cells (Echalier and Ohanessian, 1970; 

source, D. Ish-Horowicz) in spinner culture (lOOml) were harvested 

by centrifugation at 3,000 rpm for 5 minutes, washed with 20ml 

0.15M NaCl, 0.05M Tris-HC1 pH 7.5, and resuspended in 20ml 0.03M 

Tris-HC1 pH 8.0, 0.1M EDTA, 100g/ml autodigested protease at 0°C. 

After addition of Sml 5% sarkosyl the resultant lysate was incubated 

for 5 hours at 37°C, followed by addition of CsC1 to a final density 

of 1.7g/cm3. The solution was then centrifuged at 38,000 rpm for 72 

hours at 20°C in a MSE 8 x 40 fixed angle rotor. Fractions were 

collected by side puncture about one third of the way up the tube. 

Those fractions which contained DNA (i.e. were very viscous) were 

pooled and dialysed overnight against TE. 

2.14 Preparation of supercoiled circular DNA from Drosophila tissue 

ri1 tiir 	r91 1 s - 

The method used was essentially that of Hirt (1967) as modified 

by Ish-Horowicz and Burke (1981) . About 1O9  cells (see 2.13 above) in 

spinner culture (lOOml) were harvested by centrifugation for 2 minutes 

at 2,000 rpm. The cells were resuspended in lml of 1% glucose, 25mM 

Tris-HC1 pH 8.0, 10mM EDTA and left at 22°C for 5 minutes. Addition of 
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2m1 0.2N NaOH, 1% SDS was followed by gentle mixing and 5 minutes on 

ice. After addition of 1.5ml precooled 3M potassium acetate pH 4.8 

with gentle mixing the lysed cells were left on ice for 5 minutes and 

then centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 10 minutes in a Sorvall 8 x 50 

fixed angle rotor. The supernatant was carefully removed, and 

neutralized with 2M Tris base, followed by the addition of 0.95g 

CsC1 and 0.1ml 5mg/ml ethidium bromide per ml of supernatant. The 

solution was centrifuged at 38,000 rpm for 48 - 72 hours at 20°C 

in a MSE 8 x 40 fixed angle rotor. The resulting gradient was then 

fractionated by collecting drops through a puncture in the bottom 

of the tube, and 12 - 20 fractions of equal volume (about 0.5m1) 

were collected. Ethidium bromide was removed by extracting twice 

with "Dowex" 50W-X8, and each fraction was then ethanol precipitated 

and redissolved in TE. 

2.15 Ethanol precipitation of DNA 

The salt concentration of the DNA solution was raised by addition 

of one tenth volume of 2.7M sodium acetate, 0.1M magnesium acetate 

pH 5.0. Two to three volumes of ethanol were added, and the DNA 

allowed to precipitate for at least 2 hours at -20°C (or 5 minutes 

at -70°C in the case of volumes under 1.5ml). The DNA was then pelleted 

in either a plastic or siliconised glass centrifuge tube. After 

removing the supernatant the pellet was dried under vacuum. 

2.16 Ligation of DNA 

All ligations were carried out in 66mM Tris-HC1 pH 7.2, 1mM 

EDTA, 10mM MgCl 
21 
 10mM dithiothreitol, 0.1mM ATP. Reactions were 

incubated overnight at 10°C with 10 units of T4 DNA ligase. 

2.17 Cloning 

(i) Subcloning into plasmids. 

Vector and donor DNA5 were digested with the appropriate 

restriction enzymes and then mixed in equimolar amounts to a total 

concentration of 20 - 304g/ml, and ligated. The ligated DNA (0.1 - 

0.3g) was then transformed into HB101 and transformants selected 

on L agar plates supplemented with appropriate antibiotics. Trans-

forinants were screened for desired recombinant plasmids by doing 

small scale plasmid DNA preparations. 
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(ii) Subcloning into M13. 

The principle of M13 cloning is described in Sanger et al. (1980). 

Vector and donor DNAs were digested with the appropriate restriction 

enzymes and then mixed such that the ratio of donor fragments to 

vector molecules was approximately 3:1. Ligations were carried out 

in 2041 volumes containing 40 - lOOng of M13 vector DNA. The ligated 

DNA (containing 2 - 4ng of M13 vector DNA) was then transformed into 

JM101, and transformants were screened for the desired recombinants 

by plaque hybridisation. 

2.18 Transformation 

Into EB101. 

The method used was essentially that of Wensink et al. (1974). 

To make competent cells, an overnight culture of 83101 was diluted 

40-fold into L broth and grown at 37°C with aeration until an A650  

of 0.5 was reached. The cells were pelieted and resuspended in half 

the initial volume of 50mM CaCl2  and left on ice for 15 minutes. 

After being peileted again the cells were resuspended in one tenth 

the initial volume of 50mM Cad 2. The cells were stored on ice and 

used within the next few hours. The transforming DNA was mixed with 

5041 of 10mM CaCl2, 10mM MgCl 2, 10mM Tris-HC1 pH 7.5, and after 

addition of 0.1ml competent cells the mixture was left on ice for 

20 minutes. After 10 minutes at 42°C, imi of L broth was added and 

the cells were incubated at 37°C for 45 minutes. Molten BBL top agar 

(2.5m1) was then added before pouring onto the appropriate selective 

L plate. 

Into JM101. 

The method used was essentially that of Sanger et al. (1980). 

Competent cells were prepared as above, except that the cells were 

only grown to A650  0.35 - 0.45. The transforming DNA was mixed with 

501 of 10mM CaCl2, 10mM MgCl 2, 10mM Tris-HC1 pH 7.5 and after addition 

of 0.2m1 competent cells the mixture was left on ice for 30 minutes. 

After 2 minutes at 42°C, 3.5ml of molten EEL top agar were added along 

with the following: 3041 Xg (20mg/mi in dimethylformamide), 2041 MTG 

(24mg/mi in dimethylformamide), and 0. 2ml freshly grown JM10 1. This 

mixture was then poured onto a minimal plate. 

2.19 In vitro packaging of lambda DNA ------------- 
A modification of the method of Becker and Gold (1975) was used. 
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The packaging mix consisted of four components. 

Ci) Buffer A. 

20mM Tris-HC1 pH 8.0, 3mM MgCl 21  0.05% (v/v) -mercaptoethanol, 

1mM EDTA pH 7.0. 

Buffer Ml. 

llOp.l H20, 641 0.5M Tris-HC1 pH 7.5, 3001 50mM spermidine 

100mM putrescene neutralised with Tris base, 941 1M MgCl 
2' 
 751 

0.1M ATP-neutralised with NH4OH, 141 -mercaptoethanol. 

Freeze thaw lysate (FrL). 

Three 500m1 cultures of BHB2688 in L broth were grown at 30°C in 

21 flasks. At A650  0.3 the phage were induced by placing the flasks 

in a 45°C water bath for 15 minutes without shaking. The induced cells 

were then grown at 37°C for 1 hour with vigorous aeration. The cells 

were then pelleted and the supernatant removed. The cells were re-

suspended in 6m1 cold 10% sucrose, 50mM Tris-HC1 pH 7.5, and dispensed 

into 2x10ml Oak Ridge centrifuge tubes. To each tube were added 751 

fresh lysozyme solution (2mg/mi in 0.25M Tris-HC1 pH 7.5) followed by 

gentle mixing. After being frozen in liquid nitrogen and thawed slowly 

to lyse the bacteria, 751 buffer Ml were added to each tube followed 

by gentle mixing. The samples were then centrifuged at 35,000 rpm for 

35 minutes. The supernatant was removed and dispensed in 100tl aliquots 

into cooled microfuge tubes, which were then frozen in liquid nitrogen 

and stored at -70°C. 

Sonicated extract (SE) 

A SOOml culture of BHB2690 in L broth was grown at 30°C to an A650  

of 0.3. The phage were then induced, the cells grown and pelleted, 

and the supernatant removed as for the FTL (above). The cells were 

resuspended in 4.6ml of buffer A and then sonicated (without foaming) 

until the suspension was no longer viscous. After the debris had been 

pelleted by centrifugation for 6 minutes at 6,000 rpm, the supernatant 

was dispensed in 501 aliquots into cooled microfuge tubes which were 

then frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -70°C. 

Ethanol precipitated phage DNA was dissolved in 741 buffer A, 

141 buffer Ml, 641 SE, 1041 FTh and 341 H20. The mixture was left at 

room temperature for 1 hour and then 0.5m1 of phage buffer was added 

and the packaged phage were titred. 

2.20 Small scale preparation of plasmid DNA 

The method used was essentially that of Brnboim and Doly (1979). 
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An overnight culture (0.75m1) was centrifuged in a microfuge tube 

for 15 seconds. The cell pellet was resuspended in 1001 2mg/mi 

lysozyme, 25mM Tris-HC1 pH 8.0, 10mM EDTA, 1% glucose and left on 

ice for 5 minutes. Addition of 15041 300g/ml tRNA in 3M sodium 

acetate pH 5.0 was followed by a further 1 hour on ice. After micro- 

fuging for 5 minutes at room temperature, 40041 of the supernatant 

was removed and added to lml of ethanol and placed at -20°C for 30 

minutes. After microfuging for 2 minutes at 4°C the supernatant was 

discarded and the pellet resuspended in 10041 0.1M sodium acetate 

pH 6.0, followed by the addition of 20041 of ethanol and 10 minutes 

at -20°C. The solution was then microfuged for 2 minutes at 4°C, and 

the pellet dried under vacuum and redissolved in 30-501 TE. The plasmid 

DNA obtained in this way could be digested with most restriction 

enzymes prior to analysis by agarose gel electrophoresis. 

2.21 Preparation of single stranded M13 templates for sequencing 

A modification of the method of Sanger et al. (1980) was used. 

Plaques which had given a positive signal on hybridisation were stored 

by picking a plaque (after three rounds of purification) into 501 

0.4mM Tris-HC1 pH 8.0, 0.4mM NaCl, 0.01mM EDTA. When templates were 

required phages stored in this way were diluted, and plated out on 

minimal plates with BBL top agar, xg, MTG and JM101 as described for 

transformation of JM101. An overnight culture of JM101 was diluted 

40-fold and grown at 37°C to an A650  of 0.3. A freshly plated white 

plaque was then picked with a toothpick into a imi aliquot of the JM101 

culture. After shaking for 44 hours at 37°C the culture was transferred 

to a microfuge tube and microfuged for 5 minutes at room temperature. 

The supernatant was transferred to a fresh microfuge tube and 20041 

2,5M NaCl, 20% polyethylene glycol 6,000 were added, followed by 30 

minutes at room temperature. After microfuging for 5 minutes the 

supernatant was discarded, the pellet resuspended in 1001 10mM Tris-

HC1 pH 8.0, 0.1mM EDTA and 5041 phenol were added. After vortexing for 

10 seconds, standing for 10 minutes and microfuging for 1 minute the 

aqueous layer was transferred to a fresh microfuge tube and ethanol 

precipitated twice. The dried down DNA was resuspended in 5041 10mM 

Tris-HC1 pH 8.0, 0.1mM EDTA and stored at -20°C. 
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2.22 Restriction enzyme digests 

See Table 2.2 for the buffer conditions used. All digestions 

were at 37°C (except TaqI digests which were at 65°C) with incubation 

periods of 1-5 hours. Reactions were terminated by heating at 70°C 

for 5 minutes. Reaction volumes were from 5 - 10041. Double and triple 

digests were performed simultaneously where possible, or by doing 

those involving lower salt concentrations first, with the addition of 

the appropriate amounts of salt with the second and third enzymes. 

2.23 Agarose gel electrophoresis 

DNA samples were prepared for electrophoresis by adding one third 

volume of tracking dye (20% glycerol (v/v), 10mM EDTA, 0.1% bromophenol 

blue, 0.1% xylene cyanol) and, in the case of lambda DNA, heating to 

70°C for 5 minutes immediately before loading on the gel (to denature 

the cohesive ends of lambda which may have annealed) . Electrophoresis 

was through horizontal agarose slabs (21.5 x 13 x 0.5cm) connected by 

wicks at each end to tanks containing 40mM Tris, 20mM tn-sodium acetate, 

1mM EDTA adjusted to pH 8.2 with glacial acetic acid. The agarose, 

which had been melted in this same buffer, was 0.7, 1.0, 1.5, 1.7, 2.0 

or 2.5%. Samples were run into the gel at 3 volts/cm and then run 

overnight at 1.0 - 1.5 volts/cm until the tracking dyes had reached 

the desired positions. Gels were stained by submersing in a 2mg/l 

solution of ethidium bromide for 30 minutes, followed by destaining 

in distilled water for 30 minutes. Digests of Xc1857, S7 DNA with 

EcoRI and/or Hindill were used as standards for molecular weight 

determination. 

2.24 Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

Samples were prepared as for agarose gel electrophoresis. 

Vertical gels of 3.5, 4.0, 5.0 or 6.0% polyacrylamide (15.5 x 15.0 x 

0.15cm) were prepared by polymerisation of 50m1 of degassed acrylamide 

solution (prepared by dilution of a 20% stock 20:1 acrylamide: 

bisacrylamide solution with 90mM Tris, 2.75mM EDTA, 90mM boric acid) 

by addition of 0.2ml 10% ammonium persulphate and 3041 of N,N,Nt,N'-

tetramethylethylenediamine. The running buffer was 90mM Tris, 2.75mM 

EDTA, 90mM boric acid. If DNA bands were to be purified from the gel, 

then the gel was prerun for 10 minutes at 100 volts prior to loading 

of the samples. Gels were run either overnight at 2.5 volts/cm (in 
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which case samples were run in at 5 volts/cm) or at 25 volts/cm for 

1 - 2 hours until the tracking dyes had reached the desired positions. 

Staining and destaining were performed as for agarose gels. Digests 

of pBR322 or pAT153 with a suitable enzyme, such as HaeIII, were 

used as standards for molecular weight determinations. 

2.25 Gel photography 

Gels were photographed under short wavelength UV light using 

Ilford FP4 Professional 5" x 4" sheet film using a Rodenstock Ysarex 

150mm f/4.5 lens fitted with a Hoya R(25) red filter. Exposure was 

for 5 - 10 minutes at f/4.5, development for 10 minutes in Ilford 

Microphen developer. Relative mobilities of DNA fragments were 

measured directly from the negative. 

2.26 Purification of DNA fragments from gels 

Agarose gels. 

After the gel had been stained and photographed, a slice of 

agarose containing the fragment to be purified was cut out of the 

gel and further dissected into 2 - 3mm wide strips. These were then 

placed in a dialysis bag containing 50mM Tris, 25mM acetic acid, and 

the bag placed in a tank containing the same buffer. The, DNA was 

electroeluted at 200 volts for 2 hours, followed by a reversal of 

polarity for 10 minutes. The liquid was then removed from the dialysis 

bag and, after the addition of lOOiLg carrier tRNA, was extracted with 

phenol and butan-1-ol, dialysed against TE and ethanol precipitated. 

Polyacrylamide gels. 

Fragments were eluted as described by Maxam and Gilbert (1980), 

except that DNA bands were visualised by ethidium bromide staining 

and UV light rather than autoradiography. 

2.27 Transfer of DNA from agarose gels to nitrocellulose filter 

The method used was essentially that of Southern (1975). Gels 

were soaked in 0.5M NaOH, 1.5M NaCl for 40 minutes, and in 0.5M Tris, 

3.OM NaCl pH 7.0 for 40 minutes. They were then placed on a wick of 

blotting paper soaked in 20 x SSC and dipping into a reservoir of 

20 x SSC. A piece of nitrocellulose cut to the exact size of the gel, 

and wetted in 2 x SSC, was then placed on top of the gel, followed by 

a stack of blotting paper 2 - 3cm thick. After about 20 hours, the 
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nitrocellulose was removed and rinsed in 2 x SSC then baked in a 

vacuum oven at 80°C for 11 hours. 

2.28 Transfer of plaques from agar plates to nitrocellulose filter 

The method used was a modification of that of Benton and Davis 

(1977). For lambda, phage were plated out as described for titration 

using dry BBL agar plates and freshly melted BBL top agar. For M13, 

phage were plated out as described for transformation of JM101 using 

dry minimal plates and freshly melted BBL top agar. After overnight 

incubation a disc of nitrocellulose (with orientation marks) was 

placed on each plate for 1 minute. The nitrocellulose discs were 

then placed plaque side up in a petri dish, containing blotting paper 

soaked in 0.5M NaOH, 1.5M NaCl, for 1 minute. The discs were then 

placed in a beaker of 0.5M Tris, 3.OM NaCl pH 7.0 for 5 minutes, then 

washed with 2 x SSC and baked in a vacuum oven at 80°C for 1i hours. 

2.29 Nick translation 

The method used was that of Will et al. (1981). Specific 

activities of at least 107cpm/4g were generally obtained. 

2.30 Hybridisations 

Nitrocellulose filters from agarose gel transfer or plaque 

transfer experiments were treated as described by Will et al. (1981). 

Nick translated probe DNA contained between 0.5 x 106  and 20 x 106cpm. 

2.31 End-labelling of DNA 

The 3' or 5' ends of DNA restriction fragments were labelled 

as described by Will et al. (1981). 

2.32 Preparation of fragments labelled at one end for sequencing 

The method used was that of Will et al. (1981) 

2.33 Sequencing 

The methods of Maxarn and Gilbert (1980) and Seif et al. (1980) 

were used as modified by Will et al. (1981) 

When using the method of Sanger et al. (1977b) the following 

conditions were employed. Annealing of primer and template was carried 

out by mixing 3 - 5ng primer (15bp synthetic oligonucleotide) with 
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1.541 100mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 100mM MgCl 2; 3.541 H 2 0 and 541 single 

stranded M13 template DNA in a microfuge tube, followed by incubation 

at 60°C for 30 - 60 minutes. Aliquots of 241 of the annealed primer-

template mix were dispensed into 4 microfuge tubes. After addition of 

21 of the appropriate nucleotide mix (containing 14Ci of ci.32P dCTP, 

see below) and 241 of E. coli DNA polymerase I large fragment (0.25 - 

0.5 units, diluted from stock into 10mM Tris-HC1 pH 8.0) to just inside 

the rim of each tube, the tubes were microfuged for a few seconds to 

start the reactions. After 15 minutes at room temperature, 241 of 

dATP,- dCTP, dGTP, dTTP all at 0.5mM in 10mM Tris-HC1 pH 8.0 were added 

followed by a further 15 minutes at room temperature. The reactions 

were stopped by addition of 441 of 90% (v/v) formainide, 10mM EDTA, 

0.3% Xylene cyanol, 0.3% bromophenol blue. Products of sequencing 

reactions were fractionated on 6% polyacrylaniide gels as described by 

Maxam and Gilbert (1980). 

Nucleotide mixes were prepared from the following stock solutions. 

ddATP - 1.0mM 	1 
ddCTP - 0.0625mM 	

All in 5mM Tris-HC1 pH 8.0 
ddGTP - 0.5mM 

ddTTP - 0.4mM 

All 0.5mM in 10mM Tris-HC1 
pH 8.0, 0,1mM EDTA 

dATP dGTP dTTP 

A° 	iRl 2041 2041 
CO 	201 2041 201 

G° 	2041 111 201 

To 	2041 20p,l 11 

Equal volumes of ddATP and A°, ddCTP and C°, ddGTP and C°, 

ddTTP and TO were mixed and used to redissolve 4 aliquots of dried 

down a32P dCTP, such that there was 0.5Ci/41, before addition to 

the sequencing reactions. 

All sequencing gels were autoradiographed either wet, or after 

having been dried. Wet gels were exposed at room temperature; dry 

gels were exposed either at room temperature or at -70°C as appropriate. 

2.34 Autoradiography 

Autoradiography was carried out using CRONEX 4 X-ray film (Du Pont 
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Ltd). Exposure was either at room temperature or at -70°C in which 

case an intensifying screen (Du Pont Cronex Lightning Plus) was used 

with pre-fogged film (Laskey and Mills, 1977). Exposures times varied 

from 30 minutes to 2 weeks. Films were developed for 5 - 10 minutes in 

Polycon developer (May and Baker Ltd). 

2.35 Electron Microscopy 

DNA was spread for electron microscopy according to the method 

of Davis et al. (1971). The contour lengths of ten molecules for each 

experiment were measured and the molecular weights determined by 

comparison with standards spread on the same grid. Molecular weight 

standards used were pAT153 (3.657kb, Sutcliffe, 1978 and Twigg and 

Sherratt, 1980) and M13 (6.407kb, van Wezenbeek et al., 1980) . In 

some cases 4X1.74 (5.375kb, Sanger et al., 1977a) was used as the 

double stranded molecular weight standard instead of pAT153. 



Chapter 3 

ANALYSIS OF GENOMIC 412 ELEMENTS 

3.1 Restriction mapping and base sequence of the 412 direct repeats 

The C01E1/D. melanogaster hybrid plasmids cDm412 and cDm454 each 

carry complete copies of the 412 transposable element plus adjacent 

DNA (Rubin et al., 1976). Figure 3.1(a) shows restriction maps of 

these clones (Finnegan et al., 1978 (cDm412) and I. Frame, personal 

communication (cDm454)) available at the start of this project. More 

detailed maps of the direct repeats and of the surrounding DNA were 

required before the direct repeats could be sequenced. The Hindlil 

restriction fragments containing the left-hand direct repeats of 

both elements, the EcoRI-BamHI restriction fragment containing the 

right-hand direct repeat from cDm454 and the EcoRl-Hindlil restric-

tion fragment containing the right-hand direct repeat from cDm412 

were subcloned in pAT153 (Twigg and Sherratt, 1980). The first three 

of these were subcloned by D. Finnegan and S. Dunbar. Detailed 

restriction maps of these clones, named pOR726, pOR702, pOR724 and 

pORl respectively, were made (Fig. 3.1(b) and (c)), using either 

whole plasmid or purified fragments of D. melanogaster DNA. The 

EcoRl-Hindill Drosophila fragment of pORl was separated from the 

rest of the plasmid on a sucrose gradient (by D. Finnegan) and the 

Hindill Drosophila fragment of pOR702 was purified from an agarose 

gel. In both cases purified Drosophila fragments were nick-translated, 

digested with appropriate restriction enzymes and the products run 

on polyacrylamide gels. These were then dried and autoradiographed. 

The positions of the direct repeats in pOR726, pOR702 and 

pOR724 were localised by hybridisation experiments. Restriction 

digests of each plasmid were run on agarose gels, transferred to 

nitrocellulose filter and hybridised to 32P-labelled probe DNA con-

taining sequences from the opposite end of a 412 element (i.e. whose 

only homology to the DNA on the filter was through the direct repeat 

sequences). Digests of pOR726 and pOR702 (containing the left-hand 

direct repeats) were probed with XCS295. The only 412 sequences in 

this phage are from the right-hand end of an element (D. Finnegan, 

personal communication). Digests of pOR724 (containing a right-hand 
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Figure 3.1 Restriction maps of cDm412 and cDin454, and detailed 

maps of the regions containing the repeats. 

HindIII(H), EcoRI(E) and BamHI(B) restriction maps of the 

regions of cDm412 and cDm454 containing 412 elements. (See note below.) 

Expanded maps of the Drosophila DNA fragments of pOR726 

and pOR702 containing the left-hand direct repeats. 

Expanded maps of the Drosophila DNA fragments of pORl 

and pOR724 containing the right-hand direct repeats. 

Except where stated, all the following enzymes were used to 

digest the four clones in (b) and (c) : Alul, Aval, BglII, HaeII, 

HaeIII, HhaI, Hindu, Hinfl, HpaI, HpaII, KpnI, PstI, Sad, Sail, 

Sau3A (not tried on pOR726 or pORl), Smal (not tried on pOR726), 

TaqI and XhoI. All sites found for each of these enzymes are shown, 

except the following: the Alul sites in all four clones; the HaeIII 

sites in pOR726, pOR702 and pOR724; 1 Hinfl site between the 4th 

Hinf I site and the right-hand Hindlil site of pOR702; 1 HpaII site 

between the 2nd and 3rd HpaII sites of pOR702; 1 TaqI site between 

the 2nd and 3rd TaqI sites of pOR702; 1 TaqI site between the 2nd 

and 3rd TaqI sites of pOR724; and 1 Sau3A site between the 3rd and 

4th Sau3A sites of pOR724. Sites which were only subsequently located 

by sequencing experiments are not shown. 

The lines below each map in (b) and (c) indicate regions shown 

by hybridisation to contain direct repeat sequence DNA. 

Note: The position of the middle of three EcoRI sites as published 

in Finnegan et al. (1978) has since been found to be incorrect. The 

correct position is indicated in this, and subsequent Figures, in 

this thesis. 
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Figure 3.1 (a) 
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direct repeat) were probed with XCS240. The only 412 sequences in 

this phage are from the left-hand end of an element (D. Finnegan, 

personal communication). Those restriction fragments which hybrid-

ised to the probe were presumed to contain direct repeat sequence 

DNA (Fig. 3.1(b) and (c)). 

The base sequences of all four direct repeats and of adjacent 

DNA were determined using the methods of Maxam and Gilbert (1980) 

and Seif et al. (1980). The sequences of the direct repeats of cDm412 

were determined by A. Bayev. The strategy for these sequencing 

experiments is shown in Figure 3.2. The base sequences of the direct 

repeats were deduced by comparing data from the left and right-hand 

ends of the same element. These sequences are given in Figure 3.3. 

The repeats on cDm412 are identical and 481bp long; those on cDm454 

are also identical to each other, but differ slightly from those on 

cDm412. The repeats on cDm454 are 571bp long, the first 482 of which 

correspond to the 481bp repeats of cDm412, differing from them by 

five base substitutions and one base addition/deletion. These differ-

ences are indicated in Figure 3.3. In this thesis direct repeats of 

cDm412 and cDm454 shall be referred to as 481bp and 571bp repeats 

respectively. 

The relationships between the direct repeats of cDm412 and 

cDm454 resemble those found for other copia-like transposable ele-

ments of D. melanogaster, although no difference has previously been 

reported as extensive as the 89bp present at the right-hand end of 

the 571bp but not the 481bp repeat. The last 14bp of the 481bp repeat 

occur twice in the 571bp repeat; firstly at the corresponding position 

(bases 469 to 482) and secondly at the very end (bases 558 to 571). 

Most eukaryotic transposable elements and proviruses begin with TG 

and end with CA, and these bases are often part of short terminal 

inverted repeats (see Table 1.1). The direct repeats of 412 elements 

are consistent with this. The 481bp and the 571bp repeats both start 

with TG and end with CA, and in each case these are part of an 

imperfect (8/10) lObp terminal inverted repeat. Further similarities 

between the 412 direct repeat sequences and provirus sequences will 

be discussed in Chapter 5. 

3.2 571bp repeats are rare in D. melanogaster 

The 89bp distinguishing the 481bp and 571bp repeats contain an 



Figure 3.2 Sequencing strategies for 412 direct repeats. 

The top and bottom diagrams are Hindlil (H), EcoRI (E) and 

BamHI(B) restriction maps of the regions of cDm412 and cDm454 

containing 412 elements. Hatched areas indicate the direct repeats. 

Expanded maps of the regions which have been sequenced are shown 

in the centre of the Figure. The arrows above and below the maps 

indicate the regions which have been sequenced in the top and bottom 

strands, respectively. A filled circle at the tail of an arrow 

indicates a 3'-labelled end while an open circle indicates a 

5'-labelled end. The broken lines indicate the boundaries of the 

direct repeats. 
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Figure. 3.2 
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Figure3.3 Sequence of direct repeats of 412 elements. 

The sequence of the 481bp repeats of the 412 element 

on cDm412. 

The sequence of the 571bp repeats of the 412 element on 

cDm454. 

Bases which differ between corresponding regions of the 481bp 

and 571bp repeats are indicated with an asterisk. The single base 

addition/deletion is in the region of bases 322-326 of the 481bp 

repeat and bases 322-327 of the 571bp repeat. Possible promoter 

and polyadenylation signals are underlined in the 481bp repeat, 

while the Epal site characteristic of the 571bp repeat is overlined. 

Part of a sequencing gel showing sequence to the left and 

to the right of the HpaI site in the direct repeat on pOR724. The 

numbers above the bases correspond to those in (b) . The sequencing 

method used in this experiment was that of Maxam and Gilbert (1980) 
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Figure 3.3 

 

	

10 	20 	30 	40 	50 	60 
TC,TAGTATGT GCCTATGCAA TATTAAGAAC AATTAAATAA AATAGCAIAI TAACTTATGG 

	

70 	80 	90 	100 	110 	120 
CAGCACTTTG TTGCTATGTT TAIGITTAIG TTTATGCACG CAGTIAGGCC AGGGCGGATG 

	

130 	140 	150 	160 	170 	180 
TAACATGATC ACCCACTCGA AGGCAAAAAG TATAAGTGCA TGGTCAGCAT TCACACGCCG * 

	

190 	200 	210 	220 	230 	240 
ACCAAATACA TATTACATAC GTACATACAT ATCTCGCTCT CCCGATAAGC CTAGATATAT 

	

250 	260 	270 	280 	290 	300 
AAGATATACA TAAGAACGCC GCTCCGCTGC TGGCGTACCC GGCAGCGCAG CTACGCGGAT 

	

310 	320 	330 	340 	350 	360 
TAGCCTAAGT CCAAATATAT_TAAAAACTGT AAAATCGGAG AGACTCTGTA GACGTTGAGC * 

	

370 	380 	390 	400 	410 	420 
GGACAGAACC ATTTCTGCCT ACTCTAAAAT CAAAAGAAGA AATTGAATAA_ATATAIGICA 
* 

	

430 	440 	450 	460 	470 	480 
GCCCGACGGC TGCCTTCAAC TTAAAACGGA CTTGTGTTCT GAATTGGAGT ICATCATTAC 

* 	 * 

A 

 

	

10 	20 	30 	40 	50 	60 
TGTAGTATGT GCCTATGCAA TATTAAGAAC AATTAAATAA AATAGCATAT TAACTTATGG 

	

70 	80 	90 	100 	110 	120 
CAGCACTTTG ITGCTATGTT TATGTTTATG TTTATGCACG CAGTTAGGCC AGGGCGGATG 

	

130 	140 	150 	160 	170 	180 
TAACATGATC GCCCACTCGA AGGCAAAAAG TAIAAGTGCA TGGTCAGCAT TCACACGCCG * 

	

190 	200 	210 	220 	230 	240 
ACCAAATACA TATTACATAC GTACATACAI ATCTCGCTCT CCCGATAAGC CTAGATATAT 

	

250 	260 	270 	280 	290 	300 
AAGATATACA TAAGAACGCC GCTCCGCTGC TGGCGTACCC GGCAGCGCAG CTACGCGGAT 

	

310 	320 	330 	340 	350 	360 
TAGCCTAAGT CCAAATATAT TAAAAAACTG TAAAATCAGA GAGACTCTGT AGACGTTGAG 

* 

	

370 	380 	390 	400 	410 	420 
CTGACAGAAC CATTTCTGCC TACTCTAAAA TCAAAAGAAG AAATTGAATA AATATATGTC 
* 

	

430 	440 	450 	460 	470 	480 
AGCCCGACGG CTGCCTTAAA CTTAAAACGG ACTTGTGTTC TTAATTGGAG TTCATCATTA * 	 * 

	

490 	500 	510 	520 	530 	540 
CACAAGTGTA PATGTTAACG AATCTAGAGC ATAGCAIAGC TTAGCATAAA CTATGACGAC 

	

550 	560 	570 
TAGTTATCGI GACAAGCAGT TCATCATTAC A 
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Figure 3.3 (c) 
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HpaI restriction site (bases 494 to 499) and this is the only such 

site present in either repeat. The number of 412 elements per haploid 

genome with the longer repeat was estimated, by looking for the 

presence or absence of this site in total genomic DNA. 

pOR746 is a pAT153 derivative containing the right-most 

EcoRI-XhoI fragment from within the 412 element on cDm412 (Fig. 3.4(a)). 

The size of restriction fragments hybridising to pOR746 in EcoRI-HpaI 

digests of total D. melanogaster DNA will depend on whether or not 

they are derived from elements with 481bp or 571bp direct repeats. 

Fragments from elements with 481bp terminal repeats will vary in 

length depending on the distance from the internal EcoRI site to 

the first EcoRI or HpaI site to the right of the element. In contrast 

all 412 elements with 571bp repeats will give fragments of 1.3kb, 

extending from the internal EcoRI site to the HpaI site in the 571bp 

repeat. The number of these 1.3kb fragments per haploid genome 

should give a measure of the number of elements with this repeat. 

These fragments should be smaller than any fragments from 412 elements 

with 481bp repeats, since the HpaI site in the 571bp repeat is only 

12bp from the sequence common to both. It is unlikely that an EcoRI 

site or HpaI site would be so close to a 481bp repeat by chance. 

Embryonic DNA from D. melanogaster strains Oregon R and Canton 

S was digested with both EcoRI and HpaI; the resulting fragments 

were separated on an agarose gel, transferred to nitrocellulose 

filter and hybridised to 32P-labelled pOR746. pOR724 was also digested 

with both EcoRI and HpaI and loaded on the same gel in amounts equiv- 

alent to one, two and four copies per haploid genome. This served 

as a size marker for the fragment expected from 412 elements with a 

571bp repeat at the right-hand end and allowed an estimate to be 

made of the number of such elements per haploid genome. The results 

of this experiment are shown in Figure 3.4(b). 

Two EcoRI-HpaI fragments of pOR724 hybridise to pOR746. The 

larger is mostly vector DNA and the smaller is the 1.3kb fragment 

from the right-hand end of the 412 element in cDm454. Many fragments 

hybridise to pOR746 in the digests of D. melanogaster DNA. The patterns 

of hybridisation differ between the two strains reflecting the 

different chromosomal distributions of 412 elements in each (Strobel 

et al., 1979). The smallest fragments hybridising in each case 



Figure 3.4 Hybridisation experiments to determine the number of 

412 elements with 571bp repeats. 

Restriction map of part of cDm454 showing fragments subcloned 

and used in these experiments. Restriction sites are indicated as 

follows: BamHI(B); EcoRI(E); HindIII(H); HpaI(P); XhoI(X). 

A total of 54g each of Canton S (CS) and Oregon R (OR) DNA 

were digested with EcoRI and HpaI and run on a 1.5% agarose gel 

together with amounts of EcoRI-HpaI digested p0R724 equivalent to 

1, 2 and 4 copies per haploid genome (loaded with 54g sonicated 

calf thymus DNA). After electrophoresis DNA was transferred to a 

nitrocellulose filter and hybridised with 32P-labelled p0R746. 

A total of 5g each of Canton S (CS) and Oregon R (OR) 

DNA were digested with HpaI and run on a 1.7% agarose gel together 

with amounts of HpaI digested pOR702 equivalent to 1, 2 and 4 copies 

per haploid genome (loaded with 54g sonicated calf thymus DNA). 

After electrophoresis DNA was transferred to a nitrocellulose filter 

and hybridised with 32P-labelled fragment A (see (a)) . Fragment A 

was purified from HpaI-XhoI digested pOR702 by polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis. 
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comigrate with the 1.3kb fragment of pOR724, consistent with their 

being derived from elements with 571bp repeats. Comparison of the 

intensities of this band in the three pOR724 tracks with those from 

the two D. melanogaster DNAs indicates that there can be no more 

than four 412 elements with 571bp repeats in either strain. Strain 

Oregon R clearly contains one such element since it has been cloned 

in cDm454. An alternative but less likely source of this fragment 

from Canton S DNA is an element with a 481bp repeat and an EcoRI or 

HpaI site in adjacent DNA less than about 50bp from the right-hand 

repeat. 

These experiments give information only as to the number of 412 

elements with 571bp repeats at their right-hand ends. Similar experi-

ments were performed to investigate left-hand repeats. Total embry-

onic DNA from strains Oregon R and Canton S was digested with HpaI. 

The resulting fragments were separated on an agarose gel, transferred 

to nitrocellulose filter and hybridised to a 32P-labelled XhoI-HpaI 

fragment from the left-hand end of the 412 element in cDm454 (frag-

ment A in Fig. 3.4(a)). This fragment was purified from the rest of 

pOR702 on a polyacrylaxnide gel. All 412 elements with a 571bp repeat 

at the left-hand end will give rise to an 850bp fragment hybridising 

to fragment A. Elements with a 481bp repeat at the left-hand end 

will give rise to fragments at least 1.3kb long depending on the 

distance to the first HpaI site to the left of each element. 

The plasmid pOR702 was used as a control, digested with HpaI 

and loaded on the same gel in amounts equivalent to one, two and 

four copies per haploid genome. This provided a size marker for the 

fragment expected from elements with a 571bp repeat at the left-hand 

end and gave a guide as to the number of such elements per haploid 

genome. The results are shown in Figure 3.4(c). Two HpaI fragments 

of pOR702 hybridise to fragment A. The larger is mostly vector DNA 

(presumably hybridising due to contamination of fragment A with DNA 

from the rest of pOR702) and the smaller is the 850bp fragment from 

the left-hand end of the 412 element in cDm454. Only DNA from strain 

Oregon R gives a fragment of 850bp, and the intensity of this band 

is equivalent to one or two copies per haploid genome. The two 

smaller fragments in the DNA from both strains probably come from 

variant 412 elements with an extra HpaI site between the HpaI sites 
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flanking fragment A. There can only be two or three of such elements 

and they appear to be identical in both strains. 

These results clearly indicate that 412 elements with 571bp 

direct repeats at both ends are rare. There appears to be only one 

or two of these in strain Oregon R; perhaps only the one cloned in 

cDm454. The genome of strain Canton S does not contain any elements 

with 571bp repeats at both ends, but probably has one or two elements 

with 571bp repeats at the right-hand end. These experiments do not 

give any information about the length of the direct repeats in other 

412 elements. Information available for other copia-like elements 

of D. melanogaster and for Tyl of S. cerevisiae (see Table 1.1) 

suggests that all copies of a particular element have direct repeats 

of similar length and sequence. It is probable that the vast majority 

of 412 elements have repeats closely related to the 481bp sequence 

in Figure 3.3(a). This assumption is supported by the results pre-

sented in Section 3.4 and Chapter 4 below. 

3.3 412 elements are associated with the duplication of four base-pairs 

All prokaryotic and eukaryotic transposable elements and pro-

viruses which have been studied at the DNA sequence level are flanked 

by short direct repeats (see Table 1.1). The number of base-pairs 

in each repeat, and not the sequence, is characteristic of each 

transposable element or provirus. The sequences flanking the 412 

elements in cDm412 and cDm454 were examined to determine if they too 

are associated with short direct repeats. Figure 3.5 gives the sequence 

of the 20 base-pairs immediately preceding the left-hand direct repeats 

(region 1) and immediately following the right-hand direct repeats 

(region 4) of the two 412 elements. The sequences from cDm412 were 

determined by A. Bayev. The sequence CTGG is found before and after 

the 412 element in cDm412 and the sequence CTTG before and after the 

element in cDm454. Thus 412 elements are flanked by direct repeats 

of four base-pairs. 

In several cases comparisons have been made between pairs of 

DNA fragments from different sources, one containing and one lacking 

a particular transposable element or provirus. In each instance the 

few base-pairs repeated before and after the element or provirus have 

been found to occur only once in its absence. An empty 412 site from 



Figure 3.5 Sequences immediately adjacent to the direct repeats 

of the 412 elements on cDm412 and cDm454. 

The positions of regions 1-4 are indicated in the diagram at 

the top of the Figure, where the boxed regions represent the direct 

repeats. The smaller letters indicate the first (regions 1 and 3) 

and last (regions 2 and 4) bases of the direct repeats. The larger 

letters indicate sequences immediately before (region 1) and after 

(region 4) the 412 elements and the first (region 2) and last 

(region 3) bases of the body of the 412 elements inside the direct 

repeats. 
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strain Canton S was isolated to determine if this is also true for 

412 elements. Strobel et al. (1979) have shown that 412 elements 

have very different chromosomal distributions in D. melanogaster 

strains Oregon R and Canton S. The DNA cloned in cDm454 is from 

strain Oregon R, and it was likely that there would not be a 412 

element in the corresponding site in Canton S DNA. To test this, 

hybridisation experiments using total genomic DNA from both strains 

were performed. 

There are no BamHI sites within 412 elements and the element 

cloned in cDm454 is contained within a 10.5kb BamHI fragment (Fig. 3.6). 

Should this element not be present at this position in Canton S DNA 

then the corresponding fragment would be 3.0kb long, since 412 

elements are 7.5kb long (Finnegan et al., 1978). The size of this 

fragment can be determined by probing BamHI digests of total D. 

melanogaster DNA with 32P-labelled pOR720, a plasmid containing the 

BamHI-HindIII fragment immediately to the left of the 412 element in 

cDm454 (Fig. 3.6). This fragment contains only non-repetitive 

sequences (D. Finnegan, personal communication) and should hybridise 

to a single BamHI fragment. Total embryonic DNAs of D. melanogaster 

strains Oregon R and Canton S were digested with BamHI and electro-

phoresed on an agarose gel together with BamHI digested cDm454. The 

DNA was transferred to nitrocellulose filter and hybridised to 

32P-labelled pOR720. The results of this experiment are shown in 

Figure 3.7. 

There is as expected a 10.5kb fragment of Oregon R DNA which 

hybridises to pOR720 and comigrates with the smaller BamHI fragment 

of cDm454 containing the 412 element. There is no equivalent band 

of hybridisation in Canton S DNA but there is hybridisation in a 

position corresponding to a fragment of 3.0kb. It was concluded 

from these results that the Canton S genome does not contain a 412 

element in the region corresponding to the Oregon R DNA in cDm454. 

Oregon R DNA also has a 3.0kb band of hybridisation. This presumably 

indicates that the Oregon P. population from which the DNA was made 

was heterogeneous for the presence/absence of a 412 element at this 

position. Intrastrain heterogeneity of the location of copia elements 

has been reported by Strobel et al. (1979) in an Oregon R stock. 

To clone this 3.0kb fragment from Canton S DNA the library of 



Figure 3.6 Restriction map of cDm454 and comparison with XCS101. 

Restriction sites are indicated as follows: BamHI(B); EcoRI(E); 

HindIII(H); Smal(S). The broad hatched regions of cDm454 represent 

Co1E1 DNA, while the thin line represents D. melanogaster DNA. 

The boxes represent the direct repeats of the 412 element on 

cDm454. 

Only a portion of the D. melanogaster DNA carried by XCS101 

is shown in this Figure. This is the region corresponding to the 

Oregon R DNA cloned in cDm454. The lines joining the 2 maps 

indicate the equivalent restriction sites closest to the 412 

element in cDm454. 
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Figure 3.7 Hybridisation of pOR720 to DNA of D. rnelanogaster 

strains Canton S and Oregon R. 

A total of 54g each of Canton S (CS) and Oregon R (OR) DNA 

were digested with BainHI and run on a 1% agarose gel together with 

an amount of BamHI digested cDtn454 equivalent to one copy per haploid 

genome (loaded with 54g sonicated calf thymus DNA). After electro-

phoresis the DNA was transferred to a nitrocellulose filter and 

hybridised with 32P-labelled pOR720. 
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AID. melanogaster Canton S hybrids prepared by Maniatis et al. (1978) 

was screened with pOR720. About 50,000 phages from the library were 

plated out and the plaques transferred to nitrocellulose filter and 

hybridised with 32P-labelled pOR720. Two recombinant phages hybridised 

to this probe and DNA of both was made. Both phages were restriction 

mapped and were found to contain nearly identical Drosophila DNA 

inserts. These were 16.8kb and 15.6kb long respectively. The phage 

containing the 16.8kb insert was named ACS101. Its insert contains 

all of the DNA found in the 15.6kb insert, plus an extra 1.2kb at 

one end. Figure 3.8(a) shows an agarose gel of EcoRI, BamHI and 

Hindlil single and double digests of ACS101, from which most of the 

map in Figure 3.8(c) was deduced. In order to confirm that ACS101 

contained the expected 3.0kb BamHI fragment, the gel shown in Figure 

3.8(a) was transferred to nitrocellulose filter and probed with 

32P-labelled pOR720 DNA. The result of this experiment is shown in 

Figure 3.8(b). A 3.0kb BamHI fragment does indeed hybridise to 

pOR720. The bands in the other tracks which hybridise are Of the 

sizes expected from the restriction map of XCS101. 

A comparison of the restriction maps of cDm454 and XCS101 indi-

cates that the two differ by the presence or absence of a 412 element 

(Fig. 3.6). Electron microscopic examination of a heteroduplex 

formed between cDm454 and XCS101 confirmed this (Fig. 3.9). The 

single stranded insertion/deletion loop measures 7.54 ± 0.76kb 

which is the size of a 412 element. 

In order to analyse in detail the region of XCS101 in which, in 

cDm454, a 412 element is inserted, the appropriate Hindill-BamHI 

fragment of XCS101 was subcloned in pAT153 (pCS3 in Fig. 3.6). This 

fragment should have some homology to both pOR702 and pOR724 through 

the sequences which flank the 412 element present in these two 

plasmids. It should, however, have no homology to cDm412 since the 

sequences flanking the 412 element in cDm412 are different to those 

of cDm454. Three aliquots of a double digest of pCS3 with Hindill 

and BamHI were run on an agarose and transferred to nitrocellulose 

filter. Each aliquot was hybridised with one of pOR702, pOR724 and 

cDm412, labelled with 32P. The results of this experiment, shown 

in Figure 3.10, confirm that the Drosophila DNA in pCS3 has weak 

homology to pOR702 and strong homology to pOR724. This pattern of 



Figure 3.8 Restriction mapping of XCS101 and hybridisation of 

pOR720 with digests of XCS101. 

Restriction enzyme digests of XCS101 run on a 1% agarose 

gel. The digests are indicated as follows: BainHI(A); EcoRI(B); 

HindIII(C); BamHI-EcoRI(D); EcoRI-HindIII(E); BamHI-HindIII(F). 

The DNA on the gel shown in (a) was transferred to a 

nitrocellulose filter and hybridised with 32P-labelled pOR720. The 

tracks labelled A-F correspond to those in (a). 

Restriction map of the Drosophila DNA in XCS101. This map 

shows the BaxnHI(B), EcoRI(E), HindIII(H) sites (the positions of 

which were deduced from the sizes of fragments on the gel in (a)) 

and the Smal(S) sites (the positions of which were deduced from the 

sizes of the fragments produced by Smal, Smal-EcoRI and Smal-BamEl 

single and double digests (data not shown)). The terminal EcoRI 

sites are derived from the EcoRI linkers used in the construction 

of the library. The 3.0kb fragment hybridising to pOR720 is indicated 

by the line beneath the map. 
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Figure 3.9 Heteroduplex molecule between cDm454 and XCS101. 

Before formation of the heteroduplex, cDm454 was digested with 

Smal to linearise the plasmid. The upper part of the Figure shows 

a photograph of one heteroduplex molecule, and the lower part a 

tracing of the same molecule. The letters represent the following 

regions: 

A - single stranded lambda DNA from XCS101 

B - single stranded Co1E1 DNA from cDm454 

C - double stranded DNA containing regions of homology 

between )CS101 and cDm454 

D - single stranded DNA from cDm454 containing a 412 

element. 

Region D measures 7.54 ± 0.76kb. Six molecules were measured. 
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Figure 3.10 Hybridisation of pCS3 with pOR702, pOR724 and cDxn412. 

A Hindlil-BamEl digest of pCS3 was divided into 3 aliquots 

containing equal amounts of DNA which were run on a 1.5% agarose 

gel (tracks labelled 'A'). The DNA on the gel was transferred to a 

nitrocellulose filter and each aliquot was hybridised with one of 

pOR702, pOR724 or cDm412 labelled with 32 P (tracks labelled 'B') 

The 0.9kb Drosophila DNA fragment of pCS3 is indicated by the 

arrow. All three hybridisations contained 0.6 x 106cpm of 

32P-labelled probe DNA. 
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hybridisation is consistent with the small amount of flanking DNA 

present in pOR702 (about 0.2kb) and the larger amount of flanking 

DNA present in pOR724 (about 0.7kb). As expected the Drosophila DNA 

in pCS3 has no homology to cDm412. 

A detailed restriction map of pCS3 was made (Fig. 3.11). Digests 

of whole plasmid DNA were run on agarose or polyacrylamide gels as 

appropriate, and the map deduced from the sizes of fragments pro-

duced. The arrangements of those restriction sites which have been 

mapped in the homologous regions of both pCS3 and pOR724 are almost 

identical (Fig. 3.11). The only difference is at the right-hand end, 

where the HaeII-BamHI fragment of pCS3 is slightly larger than the 

corresponding fragment of pOR724 and contains an HhaI site not found 

in pOR724. This probably represents an allelic variant present in 

the individual in which the insertion (or deletion) of a 412 element 

took place. 

Comparison of the maps of pCS3 and pOR724 in Figure 3.11 shows 

that the point of insertion of the 412 element is between the Hindlil 

site and the first Hinfl site to the right, in pCS3. This region 

was sequenced by the method of Maxam and Gilbert (1980), using the 

strategy shown in Figure 3.12. This figure also shows the base 

sequences at the two ends of the 412 element in cDm454 and the 

equivalent region of pCS3 The sequence CI'TG which flanks the 412 

element is not present in the corresponding region of pCS3. In its 

place is the sequence CTGG, which is found once exactly at the 

position into which the 412 element has inserted. This sequence 

difference (CTTG versus CTGG) might have been caused by the mechanism 

by which 412 elements insert into (or excise from) the genome. It 

seems more likely, however, that this represents another allelic 

variant. In the cases of other transposable elements and proviruses 

examined at this level, the sequence which occurs only once at the 

site of insertion is identical to the sequence repeated directly 

before and after the element. A third allelic variant is found ten 

base-pairs to the left of the 412 element where the sequence 

TGACCCCCATGCT, present in cDm454, is absent in pCS3 The sequence 

130bp to the left and 37bp to the right of the point of insertion in 

both cDm454 and pCS3 was determined, and no other differences were 

found. 



Figure 3.11 Restriction map of pCS3 and comparison with pOR724. 

All of the enzymes listed in the legend to Figure 3.1 were 

used to digest pCS3. All sites which were found in the Drosophila 

DNA fragment of pCS3 are shown except those of Alul, HaeIII and 

TaqI, the positions of which were not mapped. The region in pCS3 

which contains the point of insertion of the 412 element in cDm454 

is indicated by the line under the map of pCS3. 
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Figure 3.12 Relationship between a filled and empty site for a 

412 element. 

The diagram indicates the strategy used to sequence the empty 

site from Canton S DNA originally cloned in XCS101 and subcloned 

in pCS3. The symbols used are described in the legend to Figure 1. 

Only the Hinf I site used for sequencing is shown. The sequences of 

the empty site and of DNA adjacent to the 412 element (represented 

by a dotted line) on cDm454 are shown at the bottom of the Figure. 

The 4 bases underlined in pCS3 are presumed to correspond to the 

4 bases (underlined) repeated immediately before and after the 

412 element. The 13 bases in the box are present in cDm454 but 

not in the corresponding region (indicated by an arrow) of pCS3. 
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An attempt was made to clone the 3.0kb BamHI fragment of Oregon 

R DNA which hybridises to pOR720 (Fig. 3.7), and thus presumably 

also contains the empty site for the 412 element on cDm454. The 

library of X/D. melanogaster Oregon R hybrids prepared by Meyerowitz 

and Hogness (1982) was screened with pCS3. About 50,000 phages from 

the library were plated out and the plaques transferred to nitro-

cellulose filter and hybridised with 32P-labelled pCS3. Five 

recombinant phages hybridised to this probe. Further plaque hybrid-

isation experiments using 32P-labelled pOR746 (Fig. 3.4(a)) showed 

that all of these 5 recombinants contain sequences from within a 

412 element. Thus they probably all represent filled sites containing 

complete 412 elements. Since Oregon R DNA contains at least as many 

empty sites as filled sites (by comparison of the band intensities 

in the OR track in Figure 3.7) one would expect at least one of the 

5 recombinants obtained to contain an empty site. The lack of any 

recombinants containing an empty site could indicate one of the 

following things: the Oregon R population from which the library was 

made was not heterogeneous for the presence/absence of a 412 element 

at this position, and contained only filled sites; the population 

contained less empty sites relative to filled sites than that from 

which the DNA in Figure 3.7 was made; the number of empty site 

containing clones was reduced during amplification of the library. 

3.4 Analysis of free copies of the 412 direct repeat 

The direct repeats found at the ends of copia-like transposable 

elements in D. melanogaster suggest a possible mechanism of trans-

position. A circular molecule consisting of a transposable element 

with only one direct repeat could be inserted via a single cross-

over event into a chromosomal site containing a second repeat (a 

free repeat). The product would be a filled site that is terminally 

redundant. Deletion of an element from a filled site could occur by 

the reverse process giving a circular DNA molecule and an empty site 

(Finnegan et al., 1978). The many potential sites of integration 

demonstrated for 412, copia and 297 elements (Strobel et al., 1979) 

lead one to predict that if this is the mechanism of transposition 

there should be many empty sites each containing a copy of the 

direct repeat. Levis et al. (1980) and Kulguskin et al. (1981) have 

shown for copia and mdgl respectively that this is not the case, by 
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analysis of digests of total D. melanogaster DNA. There are very 

few, if any, free copies of the copia or mdgl direct repeat in the 

D. melanogaster genome. Similar experiments were performed to look 

for free copies of the 412 direct repeat. 

pDK368 is a plasmid derived from cDm454. It was constructed 

by D. Hoshizaki as shown in Figure 3.13(a). It contains a complete 

571bp repeat, but no other 412 DNA, as well as sequences flanking 

the 412 element up to the first Hindlil site to the left and the 

first BamHI site to the right of the element, cloned in pAT153. It 

can therefore be used as a probe to detect free repeats. There are 

no BamHI or SalI sites in 412 elements (D. Finnegan, personal 

communication). In BamHI-SalI digests of total Drosophila DNA, 

fragments containing complete 412 elements will thus be larger 

than 7.5kb. If any direct repeat sequences occur separately from 

complete 412 elements they are likely to be on smaller fragments 

with sizes ranging upwards from 481bp. 

Embryonic DNA from D. melanogaster strains Canton S and Oregon 

R and DNA from Drosophila tissue culture cells (Echalier Kc  line) 

were digested with BamHI and SalI. The resulting fragments were 

separated on an agarose gel, transferred to nitrocellulose filter 

and hybridised to 32P-labelled pDK368. A fragment containing the 

empty site, known to be present in both the Canton S and Oregon R 

embryonic DNAs (see Fig. 3.7) will hybridise to pDK368 via the 

sequences flanking the direct repeat in pDK368. As a size marker for 

this fragment, XCS101 (see Fig. 3.6) digested with BamHI and SalI 

was loaded on the same gel in an amount equivalent to one copy per 

haploid genome. pOR1 (see Fig. 3.1) digested with XhoI and Hindill 

was also loaded on the same gel in an amount equivalent to one copy 

per haploid genome. Since the only homology between pOR1 and pDK368 

is through the direct repeat which they each contain, this acted as 

a control for the intensity one would expect of pDK368 hybridising 

to a single copy fragment containing a free repeat. The results of 

this experiment are shown in Figure 3.13(b). 

As expected Canton S, Oregon R and XCS101 all have a fragment 

of the same size, containing the empty site, which hybridises to 

pDK368. Tissue culture cell DNA does not contain this fragment, 

presumably indicating that this site is occupied by a 412 element 
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Figure 3.13 Derivation of pDK368 and hybridisation of pDK368 to 

digests of total Drosophila DNA. 

Derivation of pDK358. Restriction sites are indicated as 

follows: BamHI (B); EcoRI (E); HpaI (P); Hindlil (H). The upper part of 

the Figure shows a restriction map of part of cDm454; the lower 

part shows a map of the same region, after digestion with HpaI and 

ligation, with most of the 412 element deleted. The 1-lindill-BamEl 

fragment subcloned in pAT153 is indicated. The boxes represent the 

412 direct repeats. 

Hybridisation of pDK368 to digests of total Drosophila DNA. 

A total of 5g of Canton S (Cs), Oregon R (OR) and tissue culture 

cell (TC) DNA were digested with BamHI and SalI and run on a 1% 

agarose gel together with amounts of BamHI-SalI digested XCS101 

and XhoI-HindIII digested pORl equivalent to one copy per haploid 

genome (loaded with 5g sonicated calf thymus DNA). After electro-

phoresis the DNA was transferred to nitrocellulose filter and 

hybridised with 32P-labelled pDK368. 
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in these cells (alternatively, the empty site sequence may be 

deleted). Canton S, Oregon R and tissue culture cell DNAs contain 

from 6-10 fragments, other than the empty site, of less than 7.5kb 

hybridising to pDK368. These presumably represent fragments con-

taining free repeats, although the possibility cannot be excluded 

that they contain 412 elements in which deletions have occurred, 

resulting in elements smaller than 7.5kb. The intensity of these 

bands is either the same as, or less than, the intensity of the 

lower band of pORl (which hybridises to pDK368 through direct repeat 

sequences only). This variation in intensity could be due to free 

repeats having different amounts of homology to the 571bp repeat 

on pDK368. Alternatively, it may be due to a dosage effect reflec-

ting heterogeneity for the presence/absence of a free repeat at a 

particular site in the populations of flies or cells from which 

the DNAs were made. 

The number of these free repeats is not sufficient to account 

for the many potential sites of integration demonstrated for 412 

elements. Reciprocal recombination bet'zeen direct repeats, therefore, 

cannot play a significant role in transposition of these elements. 

This is consistent with the base sequence comparisons which have 

been made between full and empty sites of various elements. In no 

case has an empty site been found to contain a copy of a direct 

repeat. 

Two recombinants each potentially containing a 412 free repeat 

have been isolated from the library of A/D. melanogaster Canton S 

hybrids prepared by Maniatis et al. (1978) (Finnegan et al., 

manuscript in preparation). Sau3A and MspI restriction fragments 

containing parts of the repeat of one of these recombinants were 

cloned in M13mp2 and M13mp7 respectively, by D. Finnegan and L. 

Brown. These fragments were then sequenced by the method of Sanger 

et al. (1977b), according to the strategy shown in Figure 3.14(a). 

The MspI fragments were sequenced by D. Finnegan. The sequence of 

this repeat plus adjacent DNA is shown in Figure 3.14(b). The 

sequence of the 15bp to the right of the MspI site (bases 284-298) 

has still to be confirmed. The length of the repeat sequence was 

defined by comparing the sequence in Figure 3.14(b) to that of the 

481bp direct repeat. The repeat is 475bp long, and differs from 
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Figure 3.14 Sequencing strategy for free repeat, and sequence of 

the free repeat plus adjacent DNA. 

Sequencing strategy. The boxed region represents the free 

repeat. The arrows above and below the Figure indicate regions 

which have been sequenced on the top and bottom strands, respectively. 

The sequence. The sequence of the free repeat runs from 

bases 1-475. The differences between the free repeat sequence and 

the 48 1b sequence in Figure 3.3(a) are indicated. Where there is a 

base substitution, the base present in the 481bp repeat is written 

below the sequence. Additional bases, not present in the 481bp repeat, 

have an x below them. The position of the lObp deletion is also 

indicated. The 4bp repeated in direct orientation on either side 

of the free repeat are boxed. 



Figure 3.14 
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the 481bp repeat by 16 base substitutions, 4 base additions and a 

single lObp deletion. These differences are indicated in Figure 

3.14(b). The sequences on either side of the repeat were compared 

to the sequences flanking the 481bp and 571bp direct repeats. No 

significant homologies were found. 

Interestingly, the potential free repeat is flanked by a short 

direct repeat of four base pairs, ATAG. This could be a duplication 

resulting from insertion of the repeat at this site, indicating that 

412 direct repeats have the ability to transpose independently of 

the rest of a 412 element. If this is the case, then such trans-

position events must be rare since, unlike the chromosomal distri-

butions of complete 412 elements, the distributions of free repeats 

in Canton S and Oregon Rare very similar (see Fig. 3.13(b)). It 

seems more likely that this repeat is derived from a complete 412 

element, and is the result of excision by homologous recombination 

as described above. The four base pairs flanking the repeat would 

thus be those which were duplicated on insertion of the complete 

412 element. Such an event has been described for Tyl of S. cerevisiae 

(Farabaugh and Fink, 1980). By sequence analysis they have identified 

excision of a Tyl element by homologous recombination between the 

direct repeat sequences (6s). A single CS is left behind, flanked 

by the same five base pair direct repeat present on either side of 

the Tyl before excision. 

There are about 30-50 free CSs in the genome of S. cerevisiae 

(Cameron et al., 1979), and these have probably all arisen by such 

excision (Farabaugh and Fink, 1980). The fact that there are con-

siderably fewer 412 free repeats in D. melanogaster than free CSs in 

S. cerevisiae indicates that similar excision events are rarer in 

D. melanogaster. Free CSs show extensive sequence divergence from 

each other (Gafner and Philippsen, 1980; Cameron et al., 1979) as 

apparently do 412 direct repeats (unless all of the variation of 

intensity of free repeats hybridising to pDK368 is due to dosage 

effects, as described before). The sequence of the potential free 

repeat does show considerably greater divergence from the 481bp and 

571bp repeats than these two repeats show from each other (apart 

from the extra 89bp at the end of the 571bp repeat). These limited 

data suggest that there may be constraints on the sequence of the 
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direct repeats of complete 412 elements. This would reflect the 

functional importance of these sequences in transposition. In the 

case of a free repeat, these constraints would not apply, and thus 

mutations could accumulate. 

Finally, it may be argued that the free repeat sequenced above 

arose as a result of homologous recombination during growth of the 

lambda recombinant in E. coli. Lambda phages carrying Tn9 show a 

marked tendency to lose the chioramphenicol resistant phenotype 

during growth (MacHattie and Jackowski, 1977). This occurs by 

homologous recombination between the IS1 elements at the ends of Tn9, 

leaving a single IS1 in the phage. Deletion of the Moloney tnurine 

sarcoma provirus in lambda recombinants has also been observed 

(McClements et al., 1980), by homologous recombination between the 

LTRs leaving one LTR behind in the phage. It seems unlikely that 

such events in E. coli gave rise to the free repeat sequenced above 

for two reasons. Firstly, a complete genomic 412 element has been 

cloned in phage lambda and propagated without any detectable loss 

of the element (D. Finnegan, personal communication). The vector 

used in this case was such that a phage in which deletion of the 

element had occurred would still be viable. Secondly, the theoretical 

maximum size of fragment which can be cloned into charon 4, the 

vector used to construct the library from which the free repeat was 

cloned, is 20kb (Williams and Blattner, 1980). The size of the 

Drosophila fragment containing the free repeat is 15kb, which would 

have been 22kb prior to an excision event, and thus unlikely to have 

been cloned. 

However, neither of these reasons provides conclusive proof 

that a deletion did not occur in E. coli. In the first case, deletions 

may be selected against, since they may be less viable because of 

their small size (41.9kb). In the second case, if a fragment of 

22kb had been cloned, then deletions would be selected for as they 

would be smaller and therefore more viable. To show that the free 

repeat does exist as such in the genome of D. melanogaster, appropriate 

digests of Canton S DNA could be hybridised with a unique fragment 

of DNA adjacent to the free repeat. Such experiments are now in 

progress. 
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Chapter 4 

ANALYSIS OF EXTRACEROMOSOMAL CIRCULAR 412 ELEMENTS 

4.1 purification and cloning of circular copies of 412 elements 

Extrachromosomal DNA was first described in Drosophila by 

Stanfield and Helinski (1976). Drosophila eggs and tissue culture 

cells contain a heterogeneous population of circular species with 

sizes ranging from a few hundred base pairs to 20kb. More than 80% 

of this DNA is homologous to middle repetitive DNA (Stanfield and 

Lengyel, 1979) of which 412 and copia elements are examples. Circular 

copies of copia elements have since been isolated from Drosophila 

tissue culture cells (Flavell and Ish-Horowicz, 1981). The majority 

of these copia circles have either one copy of the direct repeat, 

or two copies in tandem, and appear to be analagous to the circular 

DNA intermediates of the retrovirus life cycle. In view of the 

sequence similarities between 412 elements and the proviral form of 

retroviruses (discussed in Chapter 5) it seemed likely that 412 

elements might also be represented in Drosophila circular DNA. 

Circular DNA was isolated from Drosophila tissue culture cells 

(Echalier Kc  line) and separated from contaminating chromosomal DNA 

on a CsC1/ethidium bromide gradient. Nineteen fractions were collected 

from the gradient and these were assayed for the presence of 412 and 

copia sequences. As a control for the position of supercoiled DNA 

the plasmid RSF1010 had been loaded onto the gradient, so fractions 

were also assayed for the presence of this plasmid. RSF1010 (which 

was a gift of K. Derbyshire) has no homology to the plasmids which 

were used to detect 412 and copia sequences, and thus would not 

interfere with this. 

Each of the nineteen fractions was divided into three equal 

aliquots which were run on three agarose gels. After transfer to 

nitrocellulose filter each set of fractions was hybridised to one 

of the following 32P-labelled plasmids: pOR708, which consists of 

the 10.5kb BamEl fragment of cDm454, containing a complete 412 

element, subcloned in pAT153 (see Fig. 3.6); cDm5002, containing a 

complete copia element cloned in pBR322 (Dunsmuir et al., 1980; a 

gift of G. Rubin); and RSF1010. As controls, lOOpg of one of the 

following plasmids were run on the appropriate gel: pOR726, which 
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is 6.6kb long and thus acts as a rough size marker for circular 412 

elements; pOR2, which is 5.2kb long and thus acts as a size marker 

for circular copia elements; and RSF1010. The first two of these will 

hybridise to the probes, pOR708 and cDm5002 respectively, mainly 

through the vector sequences they contain. The results of these 

experiments are shown in Figure 4.1. 

Fractions 4-7 each contain 412 and copia homologous sequences 

which co-purify with RSF1010 on the CsC1/ethidium bromide gradient. 

In each case there are two bands, a fast migrating one presumably 

comprising supercoiled circles, and a more slowly migrating one, 

presumably consisting of supercoiled circles which have been nicked 

to form open circles after extraction from the gradient. Fractions 

11-13 contain very slow migrating bands homologous to both 412 and 

copia, presumably representing chromosomal DNA, which has a lower 

buoyant density than supercoiled circular DNA and thus is present in 

fractions from further up the gradient. These fractions also contain 

412 homologous DNA migrating to the same position on the gel as the 

presumed nicked circles in fractions 4-7. These represent circles 

which were nicked before being loaded on the gradient. The fractions 

from the upper part of the gradient also contain the supercoiled form 

of RSF1010. This may be due to trapping of this form by the contamin-

ating chromosomal DNA, which bands in this part of the gradient. 

To confirm that the 412 homologous sequences observed in fractions 

4-7 are present on supercoiled and nicked circular molecules, restric-

tion digests of a gradient fraction containing these species were 

performed. Digests with BamHI, which does not cut 412 elements, and 

with BamHI and Hindlil, which cuts twice in 412 elements, were run 

on an agarose gel alongside undigested and mock digested (i.e. with 

no enzyme) DNA. After transfer to nitrocellulose filter the DNA was 

hybridised with 32P-labelled pOR708. The results of this experiment 

are shown in Figure 4.2. 

Mock digestion results in partial conversion of the fast 

migrating band to the more slowly migrating band. This is presumably 

due to contaminating nucleases, likely to be present in such a crude 

DNA preparation, which have nicked the supercoiled circles to yield 

open circles. Digestion with BamHI results in complete conversion of 

the supercoiled circles into nicked circles and into a third form of 

intermediate mobility. This was unexpected as BamHI has no sites in 
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Figure 4.1 Detection of 412 and copia circles in tissue culture cells. 

One third of each of the 19 fractions from the CsC1 gradient was 

run on each of three 1% agarose gels, along with lOOpg of the appro-

priate control plasmid (see text). After transfer to nitrocellulose 

filter each set of fractions was hybridised to one of pOR708, cDm5002 

and RSF1010 labelled with 32P, as indicated in the figure. Fractions 

1 and 19 are from the bottom and the top of the gradient respectively. 

The number of cpm of each probe used was as follows: pOR708, 8 x 106cpm; 

cDm5002, 12 x 106cpm; RSF1010, 8 x 106cpm. The amount of RSF1010 loaded 

on the CsCl gradient was O.lp.g. 
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Figure 4.2 Restriction enzyme digests of circular 412 elements. 

Samples from a CsC1 gradient fraction containing 412 homologous 

sequences were run on a 0.7% agarose gel, transferred to nitrocellulose, 

and hybridised with 32P-labelled pOR708. 

A - undigested 

B - mock digested 

C - BamHI digested 

D - BamHI-HindIII digested 

The faint bands in tracks C and D (apart from the largest one 

in track D) are due to contamination of the BamHI with other nucleases. 
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412 elements. However, the preparation of BamHI used was found to be 

contaminated with other nucleases, and this third band of intermediate 

mobility presumably represents linear molecules derived from super-

coiled and nicked circles by the action of these nucleases. This 

band co-migrates with a faint band present in the undigested and mock-

digested samples. Digestion with Hindill and BamHI removes completely 

the supercoiled and nicked circular molecules, giving one major band 

which migrates faster than the linear DNA in the BamHI digest. This 

band corresponds in size to a 412 element containing a single repeat, 

from which the 0.8kb HindIll fragment (see Fig. 3.6) has been excised. 

Hybridisation to this 0.8kb fragment was not observed, due to the 

high level of background hybridisation in the lower part of each 

track. The fainter band present above the major species is presumably 

linear DNA resulting from partial digestion with Hindlil. This band 

seems a little above the linear DNA in the BamHI digest, since the 

Hindlil-BamHI digested DNA was retarded a little during electro-

phoresis. Surprisingly, no bands corresponding in size to 412 elements 

with two copies of the direct repeat were observed. 

Circular species of 412 elements were cloned into phage lambda, 

for further analysis. Although Hindill has two sites in 412 elements, 

it was used in the cloning since there were no suitable restriction 

enzymes known to cleave only once. This would result in the separate 

cloning of the 0.8kb HindIll fragment (see Fig. 3.6) plus a larger 

fragment containing the rest of the element. A CsC1/ethidium bromide 

gradient fraction containing circular 412 elements was digested with 

Hindill together with 14g of the Hindlil insertion vector X728. The 

DNA was then ethanol precipitated and ligated in a volume of 3041. 

The ligated DNA was packaged in vitro and the resultant phages were 

plated out on NN494, which allows c1  mutants to grow, but not c1  

phages. Since recombinants are all c1  and non-recombinants are c1+, 

plating out on this strain selects for recombinants. The plaques 

were then screened for the desired recombinants by plaque hybridi-

sation to 32P-labelled pOR708. 

Out of a total of 28,000 recombinant phages, about 1,000 (3.6%) 

hybridised to this probe. Some recombinants hybridised more strongly 

than others, indicating variable amounts of homology with the probe. 

Those showing weak hybridisation presumably contained the 0.8kb 

Hindlil fragment, with those showing stronger hybridisation containing 



the larger fragment. Twenty four plaques showing strong hybridisation 

and one plaque showing weak hybridisation were chosen at random, 

purified, and DNA prepared from each. 

4.2 Restriction enzyme mapping and heteroduplex analysis of cloned 

circular 412 elements' 

The circular forms of copia elements analysed by Flavell and 

Ish-Horowicz (1981) fell into two main classes: those containing 

complete copia elements with only one copy of the direct repeat; and 

those containing a complete element with two copies of the direct 

repeat in tandem. To see if the same applied to the cloned circular 

412 elements, each of the 25 phage DNAs was digested with XhoI and 

Hindlil. XhoI has four sites in 412 elements, and thus differences 

between any of the Drosophila inserts such as the presence of one or 

two copies of the direct repeat, would be more obvious than if Hindill 

alone was used. Figure 4.3 shows an XhoI-HindIII restriction map of 

the 412 element cloned in pOR708, as well as maps of the predicted 

structures of circular elements after cloning into X728. The recombi-

nant, called ATC109, which had hybridised weakly to pOR708 was found 

to contain only the 0.8kb HindIll fragment, as expected. Of the 24 

strongly hybridising recombinants, 16 were found to be identical to 

each other while the other 8 were different from each other and also 

from the 16. An agarose gel of XhoI-HindIII digests of each of these 

8 different recombinants, together with digests of one of the 16 

identical recombinants (XTC104) and pOR708, is shown in Figure 4.4(a). 

Only one recombinant, XTC105, has all the fragments predicted 

from a clone with one direct repeat (see Fig. 4.3(b)). None of the 

recombinants have all the fragments predicted from a clone with two 

direct repeats. The only difference between XTC104 and XTC105 is that 

one of the fragments (labelled 1 in Figure 4.3) is slightly smaller 

in XTC104. This could indicate that the size of this particular 

fragment is heterogeneous in genomic 412 elements. This is confirmed 

below. Presumably the size of this fragment in the cloned circular 

elements is determined by the structure of the genomic element from 

which they were derived. The other 7 recombinants contain some, but 

not all, of the predicted fragments as well as some new fragments, 

indicating that they contain 412 elements which have undergone some 

kind of rearrangement. 



Figure 4.3 Restriction maps of pOR708, and of the predicted 

structures of cloned circular 412 elements. 

XhoI(X) and HindIII(H) restriction map of the part of pOR706 

containing a 412 element. The boxes represent the direct repeats. 

Predicted XhoI(X) and HindIII(H) restriction maps of 

circular 412 elements after cloning into X728. Only the Drosophila 

DNA is shown. The boxes represent the direct repeat sequences. 

The numbers beneath each diagram indicate corresponding 

restriction fragments in each of the structures. 
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Figure 4.4 XhoI-HindIII digests of different cloned circular 412 

elements, hybridised with ATC109. 

(a) XhoI-HindIII digests of cloned circular 412 elements, and 

pOR708, run on a 1.5% agarose gel. 

A - ATC1O4 

B - XTC1O5 

C - XTC11O 

D - XTC114 

E - XTC118 

F - XTC119 

G - XTC122 

H - XTC126 

I - XTC127 

J - pOR7O8 

Fragments 1, 3, 4, 5 and J1  correspond to those labelled as such 

in Figure 4.3. 

(b) The DNA on the gel shown in (a) was transferred to 

nitrocellulose filter and hybridised with 32P-labelled XTC109. 

The tracks labelled A-J correspond to those in (a). The arrow 

indicates the Drosophila fragment of XTC119 which hybridises to 

XTC 109. 
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The DNA on the gel shown in Figure 4.4(a) was transferred to 

nitrocellulose filter and hybridised with 32P-labelled XTC109, to 

investigate whether any of the recombinants contained homology to 

the 0.8kb HindIll fragment. The results of this experiment are shown 

in Figure 4.4(b). As expected, the 0.8kb fragment of pOR708 (labelled 

2 in Figure 4.4(a)) hybridises strongly. Three fragments of each 

recombinant also hybridise strongly. These contain lambda vector DNA 

(X728 has a single XhoI site in one of the arms, thus giving three 

fragments when digested with XhoI and Hindlil) which hybridises due 

to the lambda DNA present in the probe. Surprisingly, one of the 

Drosophila DNA fragments of one of the recombinants, XTC119, hybridises 

very weakly to XTC109 (indicated by an arrow in Figure 4.4(b)). An 

explanation of this is presented below. 

In order to test whether the size of the XhoI-HindIII fragment 

labelled 1 in Figure 4.3(a) is heterogeneous in genomic 412 elements, 

the following experiments were performed. Embryonic DNA from the D. 

melanogaster strains Canton S and Oregon R, and DNA from tissue 

culture cells (Echalier K line) was digested with XhoI and Hindlil. 

The resulting fragments were separated on an agarose gel, transferred 

to nitrocellulose filter and hybridised with 32P-labelled fragment A 

(see Fig. 3.4(a)). This fragment (which was prepared as described 

before) contains DNA from the left-hand end of the XhoI-HindIII 

fragment under investigation, and should not hybridise to any other 

XhoI-HindIII fragments of 412 elements. XhoI-HindIII digests of 

XTC104 and ATC105 were loaded on the same gel in amounts equivalent 

to 5 copies per haploid genome. The results of this experiment are 

shown in Figure 4,5. 

XTC104 and XTC105 each have two fragments hybridising to 

fragment A. The upper of these is fragment J1  (Fig. 4.3(b)) which 

hybridises due to contamination of fragment A with the similarly 

sized adjacent HpaI-XhoI fragment (Fig. 3.4(a)). The lower fragment 

in each case corresponds to fragment 1 (Fig. 4.3(b)), with that of 

XTC104 being smaller than that of XTC105, as expected. The Canton 5, 

Oregon R and tissue culture cell DNAs all have two strongly 

hybridising fragments of the same size as the lower fragments of 

XTC104 and XTC105. This indicates that the size of this fragment is 

heterogeneous in genomic 412 elements. Canton S and Oregon R contain 

roughly equal numbers of each size of fragment, whereas tissue 



Figure 4.5 Heterogeneity of an XhoI-HindIII fragment of 412 

elements. 

A total of 5.tg of Canton S (CS), Oregon R (OR) and tissue 

culture cell (TC) DNA were digested with XhoI and Hindlil and run 

on a 1.5% agorose gel together with amounts of XhoI-HindIII digested 

XTC104 and XTC105 equivalent to 5 copies per haploid genome (loaded 

with 54g sonicated calf thymus DNA). After electrophoresis the DNA 

was transferred to nitrocellulose filter and hybridised with 32P-. 

labelled fragment A (see Fig. 3.4(a)). Fragments J1  and J2  correspond 

to those labelled as such in Figure 4.3(b). 
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culture cells contain about twice as many 412 elements with the 

smaller fragment. This is consistent with the fact that more 412 

circles, which were cloned from tissue culture cells, contain the 

smaller fragment (17 vs 3). All three genomic DNA5 also contain a 

number of faintly hybridising bands. These are due to contamination 

of fragment A with the adjacent HpaI-XhoI fragment. The sizes of 

these fragments are variable since they are derived from the junction 

of a 412 element with genomic DNA, and thus their sizes depend on 

the position of the nearest XhoI or Hindill site to the left of the 

412 element in each case. 

Although none of the cloned circular 412 elements contain all 

the fragments predicted from a clone with two direct repeats, it is 

- possible that some of them contain two direct repeats, but that this 

has been obscured by any rearrangements which may have occurred. 

The direct repeats of 412 elements contain a single site for the 

enzyme HhaI. There should be no HhaI sites between the first EcoRI 

site to the left and the first Hindlil site to the right of the 

direct repeat in a cloned circular 412 element such as ATC104 (see 

maps of pOR724 and pOR702, Fig. 3.1(c) and (b)). When cloned circular 

412 elements are digested with EcoRI, HhaI and Hindlil, they will 

have either two or three fragments containing direct repeat sequence 

DNA, depending on whether they contain one direct repeat or two 

copies in tandem, respectively (Fig. 4.6(a)). Each of the different 

412 circle clones was digested with EcoRI, HhaI and Hindlil. The 

resulting fragments were run on an agarose gel, transferred to 

nitrocellulose filter and hybridised with 32P-labelled pDK368 

(see Fig. 3.13(a)), which will hybridise only to those fragments 

which contain direct repeat sequence DNA. As size markers for 

fragments 1 and 2 (Fig. 4.6(a)) an EcoRI-HhaI--Hindlil digest of 

X0R329 was run on the same gel. This consists of the 412 element 

containing EamHI fragment of pOR708, cloned into phage lambda. The 

results of this experiment are shown in Figure 4.6(b). 

Since X0R329 contains two direct repeats each with an HhaI site, 

and has sites for one of the enzymes used on either side of each 

repeat, it gives four fragments which hybridise to pDK368. The upper 

two correspond to fragments 1 and 2 in Figure 4.6(a) as indicated in 

Figure 4.6(b). XTC104 and ATC105 both give two fragments hybridising 

to pDK368. The lower of these in each case is the same size as 



Figure 4.6 Hybridisation experiments to determine whether any of 

the cloned 412 circles contain two direct repeats. 

Predicted EcoRI(E)-HhaI(H)-HindIII(H) fragments containing 

direct repeat sequence DNA from cloned circles with either one 

direct repeat or two direct repeats in tandem. Only the relevant 

EcoRI and HhaI sites are shown. The boxes represent the direct 

repeats. Only the Drosophila DNA is shown. The numbers beneath each 

diagram refer to corresponding restriction fragments. 

EcoRI-HhaI-HindIII digests of X0R329 and each of the 

different 412 circle recombinants were run on a 1% agarose gel, 

transferred to nitrocellulose filter and hybridised with 32 P-

labelled pDK368. Fragments 1 and 2 correspond to those labelled 

as such in (a). 

A - A0R329 

B - XTC1O4 

C - XTC1O5 

D - XTC11O 

E - XTC114 

F - XTC118 

G - XTC119 

H - ATC122 

I - XTC126 

J - XTC127 
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fragment 1 of A0R329, while the upper fragments are equivalent to 

fragment 2. The upper fragment of XTC104 is smaller than that of 

XTC105, since XTC104 contains the smaller version of the XhoI-HindIII 

fragment to the right of the repeat. Both of the upper fragments of 

ATC104 and XTC105 are smaller than that of X0R329, because X0R329 

contains the larger version of the XhoI-HindIII fragment and also the 

rare 571bp repeats. The amounts by which the fragments of XTC104 and 

ATC105 are smaller than the upper fragment of A0R329 are consistent 

with their containing 481bp repeats. Three other recombinants, ATC114, 

XTC118 and XTC122 also contain two fragments hybridising to pDK368. 

In each case, one of these is the same size as fragment 1 of A0R329. 

The other does not correspond to fragment 2. This lack of correspondence 

is presumably due to rearrangements which have occurred to the right 

of the direct repeat. XTC122 also contains a band hybridising weakly 

to pDK368 which does correspond to fragment 2. An explanation for 

this is presented below. 

One clone, XTC127, contains only one band hybridising to pDK368, 

suggesting that it has lost the HhaI site in the direct repeat. Two 

clones, XTC110 and XTC126 have no fragments which hybridise to pDK368, 

indicating that they do not contain any direct repeat sequence DNA. 

The results concerning XTC119 are again surprising. This recombinant 

gives four fragments hybridising to pDK368, two of which correspond 

to fragments 1 and 2 of X0R329. This suggests that XTC119 contains 

two direct repeats, but not in tandem. 

Thus none of the recombinants, except XTC119, seem to contain 

two direct repeats. Homoduplexes of XTC119 were formed to determine 

whether the two direct repeats are in inverted or direct orientation 

(Fig. 4.7). In each case, a "snap-back" structure was observed, having 

a doable stranded stem of 0.5±0.06kb in length, with a sinale stranded 

loop of 4.05±0.35kb. This suggests that XTC119 contains two direct 

repeats in inverted orientation with 4.05kb of DNA between them. 

Heteroduplex analyses were performed to investigate further the 

relationships between each of the different recombinants. The orien-

tation of each cloned fragment within the phage was first determined 

by XhoI digestion and agarose gel electrophoresis (data not shown). 

Heteroduplex molecules were then formed between each of the different 

recombinants and XTC104 and XTC106 (which contains an identical 

insert to XTC104 but in the opposite orientation) as appropriate. 
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Figure 4.7 Homoduplex of XTC119 and heteroduplexes between 412 

circle clones. 

(a) On the left are photographs of each hornoduplex or heteroduplex, 

on the right are tracings of the molecules shown in the photographs. 

In the case of the heteroduplex between XTC114 and XTC118 the DNAs 

were digested with Hindlil before formation of the heteroduplex. 

The thick lines represent double stranded DNA, and the thin lines 

single stranded DNA. 

1 - XTC119 

2 - XTC110 + XTC106 

3 - XTC114 + XTC104 

4 - XTC118 + XTC106 

5 - XTC119 + XTC106 

6 - XTC122 + XTC104 

7 - XTC126 + XTC104 

S - XTC127 + XTC104 

9 - XTC114 + XTC118 

(b) Measurements of the molecules shown in (a). The numbers 1-9 

on the left-hand side of the table correspond to those in (a). The 

letters A-F on the top of the table correspond to the regions of 

each heteroduplex molecule as indicated on the tracings in (a). 

The measurements are given in kb. 
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Figure 4.7(b) 

A B C D 	 E 	 F 

0.50 ± 0.06 4.05 ± 0.35 - - 	 - 	 - 
12.81 ± 0.89 1.20 ± 0.17 33.66 ± 2.18 	 - 	 - 	 - 
15.33 ± 0.54 1,42 ± 0.23 1.78 ± 0.27 	27.96 ± 1.62 	 - 	 - 
11.59 ± 0.33 1.39 ± 0.27 1.65 ± 0,21 	34.50 ± 2.99 	 - 	 - 

11.91 ± 1.01 1.40 ± 0.28 4.73 ± 0.57 	0.59 ± 0.22 	1.77 ± 0.24 	30.44 ± 3.06 

16.54 ± 1.63 0.38 ± 0.20 30.29 ± 2.46 	 - 	 - 	 - 
14.90 ± 1.28 2.40 ± 0.23 30.27 ± 2.70 	 - 	 - 	 - 
15.98 ± 1.07 0.69 ± 0.26 32.15 ± 2.06 	 - 	 - 	 - 
4.83 ± 0.40 1.47 ± 0.24 1.86 ± 0,12 	 - 	 - 	 - 
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XTC104 or XTC106 were chosen to form heteroduplexes with each of the 

other recombinants as they contain the most common form of 412 circles. 

The results are shown in Figure 4.7. The heteroduplex formed between 

XTC106 and XTC105 is not shown. In this case no deletion or substi- 

tution loops were observed. This is consistent with previous data 

indicating that these two molecules differ only in the size of the 

XhoI-HindIII fragment to the right of the repeat. This difference 

(about 50bp) is too small to be observed under the electron microscope. 

Four of the recombinants, ATC110, XTC122, XTC126 and XTC127 contain 

deletions of 1.20kb, 0.38kb, 2.4kb and 0.69kb respectively. XTC114 

and XTC118 contain a region of DNA which does not hybridise to either 

XTC104 or XTC106, of 1.78kb and 1.65kb respectively. XTC119 annealed 

to XTC106 presents a more complex heteroduplex with a region of 

homology of 4.73kb bounded on each side by deletion/substitution loops. 

After mapping the EcoRI and XhoI restriction sites in each of 

the different recombinants, and collating these data with those 

presented above, the structures shown in Figure 4.8 were deduced. A 

map of the 412 element cloned in pOR708 (see Fig. 3.6) is also shown 

for comparison. The majority of the recombinants, represented by 

XTC104, comprise intact 412 elements (apart from the 0.8kb HindIll 

fragment lost in the cloning) circularised at the extreme ends of 

the element, with deletion of one direct repeat sequence. XTC105 

has the same structure as XTC104, except that it contains the larger 

version of the XhoI-HindIII fragment to the right of the repeat. 

The four clones containing deletions, ATC110, XTC122, XTC126 and 

XTC127 are all simple deletion variants of either XTC104 or XTC105 

(depending on which right-hand XhoI-HindIII fragment they possess). 

In XTC127 the second XhoI site from the left is missing, presumably 

due to either a point mutation or a very small deletion. Both XTC114 

and XTC118 are homologous to XTC104 from the left-hand end up to the 

end of the direct repeat, but beyond this they differ from XTC104. 

The right-hand ends of XTC114 and XTC118 also differ from each other 

as a heteroduplex molecule formed between these two DNAs shows 

(Fig. 4.7). 

The simplest explanation for all the data concerning XTC119 is 

that it is derived from a circular molecule in which an inversion, as 

well as a deletion, has occurred. Figure 4.9 shows the structure of 

this proposed circular molecule before cloning into X728. Linearisation 
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Figure 4.8 Structures of each of the 412 circle recombinants, 

compared to a genomic 412 element. 

Only the 412 element contained in pOR708 is shown. Only the 

Drosophila DNA of each lambda recombinant is shown. Boxed regions 

represent direct repeat sequence DNA. Gaps represent deletions, 

with the dotted lines indicating the uncertainties about the endpoints 

of the deletions. The thicker lines in XTC114, XTC118 and XTC119 

correspond to the regions of these recombinants which give substitution 

loops when heteroduplexed with either XTC104 or XTC106. The restriction 

sites are indicated as follows: Hindill (H); EcoRI (E); and XhoI (X). 
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Figure 4.9 Derivation of XTC119. 

Putative precursor of the Drosophila DNA in XTC119, 

arbitrarily shown with two direct repeats. 

Intermediate structure after inversion. 

(C) After inversion and deletion, before cloning into X728. 

The gap indicates which DNA has been deleted. 

The arrows in each diagram indicate the segment of DNA which 

has been inverted. The boxes represent the direct repeats. Restric-

tion sites are indicated as follows: EcoRI(E); HindIII(H); XhoI(X). 
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of the molecule in (c) at the Hindlil site gives the structure shown 

in Figure 4.8 for ATC119. This model explains why XTC119 has homology 

to XTC109 (Fig. 4.4(b)), since it contains a small part of the 0.8kb 

Hindlil fragment normally lost on cloning the larger Hindlil fragment 

of a circular 412 element. 

These results are very similar to those observed for cloned 

circular DNAs of retroviruses. Shoemaker et al. (1980, 1981) have 

observed deleted and inverted forms of cloned circular DNA of Moloney 

murine leukaemia virus, which seem to be analogous to some of the 

cloned circular 412 elements described above. There is one major 

difference between the above results concerning 412 circles, and the 

observations made of retroviruses. In the case of retroviruses two 

major classes of circle have been observed, one containing one LTR 

and the other two LTRs in tandem (Shank et al., 1978; Yoshimura and 

Weinberg, 1979). No 412 circles with two direct repeats in tandem 

were observed. This also contrasts with the results for copia circles. 

It is possible that 412 circles with two direct repeats in tandem 

do exist, but that after cloning in lambda and passage through E. coli. 

one direct repeat has been lost through homologous recombination. Loss 

of an LTR in this way has been observed from cloned retrovirus circles 

containing two LTRs in tandem (Shoemaker et al., 1980; Ju et al., 

1980). However, if circular 412 elements with two direct repeats do 

exist, they must be rare since no band of the size expected for these 

was observed when uncloned circles were digested with Hindlil and 

BamHI (see Fig. 4.2). The major band is of the size expected for 

elements with one direct repeat, showing that circular 412 elements 

such as those cloned in XTC104 and XTC105 do exist in tissue culture 

cells. 

The other 412 circles cloned presumably represent a small minority 

of circular 412 species, since no bands corresponding in size to 

these were observed in the HindIII-BamHI digest of uncloned circles. 

This could also indicate that they are derived from cloning artefacts. 

When Hindlil digests of each of the different 412 circle clones were 

run on an agarose gel, some evidence that rearrangements had occurred 

in E. coli was observed (Fig. 4.10(a)). The two largest fragments in 

each case are the arms of the lambda vector. Each of the recombinants 

give a third major species, corresponding in size to the structures 

shown in Figure 4.8. XTC104, XTC105 and XTC118 also give a single 
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Figure 4.10 HindIll digests of clones circular 412 elements, 

hybridised with pDK368. 

(a) Hindill digests of cloned circular 412 elements run on a 

0.7% agarose gel. 

A - XTC1O4 

B - XTC1O5 

C - ATC11O 

D - XTC114 

E - XTc118 

F - XTC119 

G - ATC122 

H - ATC126 

I - XTC127 

(b) The DNA on the gel in (a) was transferred to a nitrocellulose 

filter and hybridised with 32P-labelled pDK368. The letters A-I 

correspond to those in (a). 

The small faint bands in tracks A, B and E in (a), and the large 

faint band in track G in both (a) and (b) are not visible due to 

loss of resolution during photographic reproduction. 
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additional less abundant species, smaller than the major Drosophila 

fragment. Since each recombinant had undergone three rounds of 

purification, these are presumably the result of deletions which have 

occurred in E. coli rather than contamination with other recombinants. 

XTC122 contains two additional faint bands, one smaller and one 

larger than the major Drosophila species. The smaller band is similar 

in size to those observed in XTC104, XTC105 and ATC118, suggesting 

that it has arisen by a similar deletion. When the DNA on the gel 

shown in Figure 4.10(a) was transferred to nitrocellulose filter and 

hybridised with pDK368, the small faint bands of ATC104, XTC105, 

ATC118 and XTC122 all hybridised (Fig. 4.10(b)). This shows that they 

contain direct repeat sequence DNA. The slight variation in size of 

these smaller bands corresponds to the variation in size at the right-

hand ends of each of these clones (Fig. 4.8), and the direct repeat 

sequence occurs at the right-hand end. This suggests that all of these 

fragments have arisen by similar deletions occurring in the left-

hand end of the Drosophila DNA. 

The larger faint band of XTC122 is the same size as the major 

Drosophila band of XTC104, and it seems likely that the 0.38kb 

deletion observed in XTC122 has in fact occurred in E. coli. This 

explains the faint band of hybridisation to pDK368 observed in Figure 

4.6(b) corresponding to fragment 2 (Fig. 4.6(a)), which is presumably 

derived from non-deleted molecules. The rearrangements in XTC119 are 

very unlikely to have occurred in E. coli for two reasons. Firstly, 

the inversion spans the Hindill site used for cloning, and thus a 

number of events involving transfer of DNA from one end of the Drosophila 

insert to the other would be required to give the structure observed. 

Secondly, it is difficult to explain the presence of part of the 

0.8kb fragment, normally lost on cloning the larger fragment of a 412 

circle, unless the inversion/deletion occurred prior to cloning. It 

is not possible to say whether the deletions in XTC110, )TC126 and 

XTC127 occurred in Drosophila or in E. coli. 

Some or all of the deletions described above may have been 

selected for during the plaque purification. At the final stage of 

purification, and for DNA preparation, NM494 was replaced by C600 as 

host. NM494 is restriction and modification minus for the E. coli K 

system, whereas C600 is not mutant in this system, thus any deletions 

removing EcoK sites will have been selected for. The 0.38kb deletion 
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in ATC122 must have occurred late in the purification since some of 

the non-deleted form is still present. The larger deletions giving 

the small faint bands of XTC104, ATC105, XTC118 and ATC122 in Figure 

4.10(a) have probably occurred all the time at a low level during 

the purification. 

No retrovirus circles analagous to XTC114 and XTC118 have been 

observed. Shoemaker et al. (1981) described a circular molecule 

containing one LTR, and a portion of the rest of the retrovirus 

repeated in inverted orientation at each end. This may have been 

derived from a dimeric circular molecule in which an inversion had 

occurred. Homoduplexes of XTC114 and XTC118 were formed, to investi-

gate whether they may have had a similar origin. No "snap-back" 

structures were observed, showing that these clones do not contain 

inverted segments of 412 DNA. All the data on these two recombinants 

suggest that some of the DNA to the right of the direct repeat has 

been replaced by non-412 DNA. This is presumably Drosophila genomic 

DNA. In the case of XTC114 this could be tested by hybridising an 

EcoRl-Hindill digest of this clone to total Drosophila DNA and 

separately to a 412 element, and looking at the hybridisation pattern 

of the right-hand EcoRl-Hindill fragment (Fig. 4.8). 

4.3 Sequence analysis of cloned circular 412 elements 

Sequence analysis of cloned circular DNAs of retroviruses in 

which inversions have occurred shows that these are probably the 

result of intramolecular integration events (Shoemaker et al., 

1980, 1981). They bear many of the hallmarks of the retrovirus 

integration process: integration occurs at the border of an LTR; 

the two terminal nucleotides of the LTR are deleted; a small number 

of nucleotides at the target site are reiterated on either side of 

the integrated DNA. In order to investigate whether the inversion/ 

deletion of the circular 412 element cloned in ATC119 may have arisen 

by a similar process, attempts were made to sequence the direct repeats 

and adjacent DNA of XTC119, and also the appropriate regions of XTC104 

and XTC109, which represent 412 circle clones in which no rearrange-

ments have occurred. The sequencing was by the method of Sanger et al. 

(1977b) after subcloning of the relevant fragments into the appropriate 

M13 vector. 
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Sau3A fragments of XTC119 were subcloned into BamHI-cleaved 

M13mp8. Since 412 direct repeats contain a single Sau3A site this 

should result in the cloning of four different fragments containing 

direct repeat sequence DNA (Fig. 4.11, regions 1-4). These were 

distinguished from the other recombinants by plaque hybridisation 

with 32P-labelled pDK368 (see Fig. 3.13(a)) which contains a 571bp 

repeat but no other 412 DNA. Unfortunately no clones corresponding 

to region 4 were obtained, and further attempts to clone this region 

were not made due to lack of time. To sequence region 5, HindIII-XhoI 

fragments of XTC119 were subcloned into Hindlil-Sall cleaved M13mp8 

(to allow sequencing from the Hindlil site) and the resulting 

recombinants screened by plaque hybridisation with 32P-labelled 

pDK368. The end-points of the inversion/deletion of XTC119 in an 

unrearranged circle occur very close to one of the Mmdlii sites 

within the 0.8kb Mmdlii fragment of XTC109 (region 6, Fig. 4.11), 

and 250-300bp from the XhoI site of one of the XhoI-HindIII fragments 

of ATC104 (region 7, Fig. 4.11). The Mmdiii fragment of XTC109 

was subcloned into Hindlil-cleaved M13mp8. An attempt was made to 

subclone the appropriate XhoI-HindIII fragment of ATC104 into M13mp9 

(to allow sequencing from the XhoI site) but this was unsuccessful. 

Figure 4.12 shows how the sequences of the direct repeats of 

XTC119 differ from the 481bp repeat sequence. The sequence of the 

right-hand repeat (as shown in Fig. 4.11) differs from the 481bp 

sequence by 3 base substitutions, 1 base addition, 1 base deletion 

and a 23bp deletion at the extreme 3' end. The sequence of that part 

of the left-hand direct repeat which has been determined (region 3, 

Fig. 4.11) is almost identical to that of the corresponding region 

of the right-hand repeat. The only difference is that the left-hand 

repeat has a deletion of the 5bp sequence TGTAG which is present at 

the extreme 5' end of the right-hand repeat. The sequence to the 5' 

side of the right-hand repeat is the same as that of the corresponding 

region of the genomic 412 elements cloned in cDm412 and cDm454 

(Fig. 3.5, region 3), as expected. The sequence to the 3' side of 

the left-hand repeat (Fig. 4.13(a)) is not the same as any of the 

sequences adjacent to the direct repeats of the genomic 412 elements, 

again as expected. 

Until the corresponding fragmentofXTC104 (region 7, Fig. 4.11) 

has been sequenced, it is not possible to say whether the large 
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Figure 4.11 Regions of XTC119, ATC104 and XTC109 subcloned into 

M13 for sequencing. 

Only the Drosophila DNA of each clone is shown. Restriction 

sites are indicated as follows: HindIII(H); EcoRI(E); XhoI(X); 

Sau3A(S). Only the Sau3A sites in the direct repeats are shown. The 

arrows above and below each diagram indicate regions which have been 

sequenced on the top and bottom strands respectively. The dotted lines 

indicate those regions not successfully cloned. 
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Figure 4.12 Sequence of the direct repeats of XTC119 and XTC104 

compared to the 481bp repeat sequence. 

The sequence written out in full is that of the 481bp repeat. 

Differences between the 481bp repeat and the repeats of XTC119 and 

XTC104 are indicated below this sequence. 

A,C,G or T - base substitution 

+ A,C,G or T - base addition 

x - base deletion 

- - not sequenced 

The sequence of the left-hand direct repeat of XTC119 has been 

inverted in order to compare the same strands of each direct repeat. 

RH - right-hand repeat 

LH - left-hand repeat 
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Figure 4.13 Sequences flanking the direct repeats in XTC119 and 

sequence of XTC109 at the end-point of the inversion in ATC119. 

Sequence to the 3' side of the left-hand direct repeat of 

XTC119 (Fig. 4.11, region 3). The position of the 5bp deletion at 

the end of the repeat is indicated. 

Sequence to the 3' side of the right-hand direct repeat of 

XTC119 (Fig. 4.11, region 5) and of the corresponding region of 

XTC109 (Fig. 4.11, region 6). The position of the 23bp deletion at 

the end of the direct repeat in XTC119 is indicated. The Bbp 

sequence from the direct repeat of XTC119 which is also present in 

XTC109 is boxed. The sequence from XTC109 has been inverted in order 

to compare it directly to that from XTC119. 

In both (a) and (b) small letters represent direct repeat 

sequence DNA, and large letters non-repeat DNA. 

Part of a sequencing gel showing the sequences presented 

in (b). The Sbp sequences boxed in (b) are indicated. 
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Figure 4.13 

(a) 

CATAGGCACATATTTTTTTTCATTCATGCCAAAACAGGC GTAAAACTAGTTTTTCTACTTGATACAGGTGCAGATATCTCTATTCTCAAAGA 

5bp 

GAACTCTGACAAATTTTCTAATATTCAAATAACCAATAAAATAAACATTCAAGGCATAGGCAACAGAAAATTCAGTCTC GAGGACAGACT 

in 

ATCI 19 	TTCAACrFWACGG*rrGTG'p4ATCT GTTTTGC GTTAAGCACTTATAGGATTTTCTGAAATTTTCA 	 Hindl ii 

2 3bp 
	 site 

ATCIO9 TGATTGTTACATT GTGTTATCTGTTTTGC GTTAAGCACTTATAGGATTTTCTGAAATTTTCA ---- -  - Hindl II 
site 
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deletion which has occurred in XTC119 has an end-point adjacent to 

the direct repeat. It seems likely, however, that the 5 base pairs 

deleted from the 3' end of the left-hand repeat are part of this 

large deletion, and thus that one end-point of this deletion lies 

just inside the direct repeat. This is supported by the fact that the 

sequence to the 3' side of the left-hand direct repeat of XTC119 is 

not homologous to any of the sequence from the part of XTC109 containing 

the end-point of the inversion (region 6, Fig. 4.11). This would be 

expected if no large deletion had occurred in this region. 

The sequences from the right-hand Hindill site of XTC119 (region 

5, Fig. 4.11) and the left-hand Hindill site of XTC109 (region 6, 

Fig. 4.11) are shown in Figure 4.13(b) and (c). They are identical 

until after the first Sbp of the direct repeat sequence in XTC119. 

This confirms the previous conclusion that the end-point of the 

inversion in XTC119 occurred within the 0.8kb HindIll fragment of a 

412 circle, and close to one of the Hindlil sites. The fact that Bbp 

at the 3' end of the right-hand direct repeat of XTC119 are also 

present in XTC109 may explain the origin of the 23bp deletion in this 

repeat. If the right-hand repeat was originally 481bp long, and the 

end-point of the inversion occurred exactly adjacent to this repeat 

(as would be expected if the inversion arose by integration of a 

circular molecule into itself) this would result in a sequence of 

23bp flanked on either side by a direct repeat of 8bp. Deletion of 

one of the two 8bp repeats together with'the 23bp separating them 

would then give the observed sequence. This may have taken place 

either before or after cloning of the XTC119 DNA. Deletions of small 

amounts of DNA (20-123bp) between short direct repeats (5-8bp) leaving 

behind one copy of the direct repeat have been observed in the lad 

gene of E. coli (Farabaugh et al., 1978). 

In circular retroviral DNAs containing inversions a small number 

of nucleotides are repeated. These repeats lie adjacent to the LTRs, 

that is at either end of the inverted segments (equivalent to regions 

1 and 3 in Fig. 4.11) and are of the same length as the target site 

duplications associated with proviral integration. In XTC119 deletions 

have occurred at both ends of the inverted segment, thus it is not 

possible to say whether or not any sequence has been duplicated since 

it may have subsequently been removed. A duplication of 4bp would 

be expected. 
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In order to determine whether the circular 412 element cloned in 

XTC104 was derived by precise head to tail joining at the ends of a 

complete element, with deletion of one of the direct repeats, an 

attempt was made to sequence the direct repeat and adjacent DNA 

(regions 8 and 9, Fig. 4.11). Sau3A fragments of XTC104 were sub-

cloned into BamHI-cleaved M13mp8. Direct repeat sequence containing 

clones were distinguished from other recombinants by plaque hybridi-

sation with 32P-labelled pDK368. Unfortunately, no clones corresponding 

to region 9 were obtained. That part of the direct repeat sequence 

which was obtained is compared with the 481bp repeat sequence in 

Figure 4.12. The sequence from XTC104 differs from the sequence of 

the 481bp repeat by 3 base substitutions and one 2 base deletion. 
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Chapter 5 

DISCUSSION 

5.1 Similarity of copia-like elements to proviruses 

As described in Chapter 1, there are many structural similarities 

between the copia-like transposable elements and the proviruses of 

vertebrate retroviruses. These two classes of element are (1) of 

similar length, (2) bounded by direct repeats of a few hundred base 

pairs which themselves terminate in short inverted repeats and (3) 

flanked by direct repeats of a small number of bases which occur once 

at the site of insertion in the absence of the element. The results 

described in this thesis provide further evidence that copia-like 

elements and proviruses are closely related. 

There are four regions of proviruses, either inside or adjacent 

to the LTRs, which are thought to be important during the life cycle 

of the retrovirus (Fig. 5.1 and see also Fig. 1.2). Details of the 

retrovirus life cycle are described by Varmus and Swanstrom (1982). 

The provirus contains a complete copy of the viral RNA, as well as 

extra copies of U5 and U3, which along with R constitute the LTRs. 

Synthesis of progeny viral RNA is presumed to start at the beg.nning 

of R in the left-hand LTR of the provirus, and to finish at the end 

of R in the right-hand LTR, such that the RNA contains all of the 

information in the provirus. The canonical polyadenylation signal 

AATAAA (Proudfoot and Brownlee, 1974) and variants of the putative 

eukaryotic promoter sequence TATATAA (Corden et al., 1980) have been 

found in the appropriate positions of those LTRs which have been 

sequenced (Fig. 5.1, regions 1 and 2). Synthesis of the minus strand 

of DNA is primed by a transfer RNA hydrogen-bonded to the viral RNA 

by its 3'-terminal 18 nucleotides. The sequence to which the tRNA 

hybridises (the primer binding site) starts two base pairs to the 

right of the left-hand LTR, and begins TGG (Fig. 5.1, region 3). The 

fourth important feature of the provirus sequence is an 11 base 

purine-rich region adjacent to and including the first two base pairs 

of the right-hand LTR (Fig. 5.1, region 4). This may be concerned 

with priming of plus strand DNA synthesis (Majors and Varmus, 1981). 

The direct repeats and adjacent DNA of 412 elements possess 

counterparts of all of these signals. The 481bp repeat (Fig. 3.3(a)) 



Figure 5.1 Signal sequences in proviral DNA. 

A retroviral RNA molecule is represented in the upper part of 

the Figure while the lower part shows the corresponding proviral 

DNA integrated into the host chromosome (hatched line). R, U5 and 

U3 indicate viral RNA sequences present in both LTRs. The numbers 

correspond to the following four signal sequences: 

1 - putative promoter 

2 - polyadenylation signal 

3 - tRNA primer binding site 

4 - purine rich region. 
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contains both a putative promoter sequence (TATATTA, bases 316-322) 

and a polyadenylation signal (bases 406-411) at positions equivalent 

to those in proviral LTRs. This is the only likely promoter sequence 

in this strand of the repeat, and the only polyadenylation signal in 

either strand. There is also a purine-rich region just before the 

right-hand direct repeat (Fig. 3.5, region 3). This is again in the 

equivalent position to the corresponding sequence in proviruses, 

and is also very similar to the sequences found in proviruses (Fig. 5.2). 

Immediately following the left-hand direct repeat of the 412 elements 

(Fig. 3.5, region 2) is the sequence TGG, which could hybridise to 

the 3'-terminal CCA of any tRNA, and therefore might indicate a tRNA 

primer binding site. 

The possibility of there being a tRNA primer binding site on 412 

elements is difficult to assess. Comparisons have been made of the 

18 bases immediately following the left-hand direct repeat of 412 

elements with the 3'-terminal 18 bases of ten Drosophila tRNAs 

(RNAA5n, Hovemann et al., 1980; 	 and tRNA Yen 

and Davidson, 1980; tRNA
Leu 

 and tRNA
Ileu

Robinson and Davidson, 1981; 
His 	Glu tRNA, tRNA, RNAMet and tRNAPhe, Gauss and Sprinzl, 1981). The 

best match is for tRNA 1  and 	 for which 12 out of the 

last 15 bases would hybridise to the 412 sequence. Although this is 

less than the amount of homology involved at retrovirus tRNA primer 

binding sites, only a small number of Drosophila tRNAs have been 

tested. Also, the proposed tRNA primer binding site of 412 elements 

occurs immediately adjacent to the direct repeat, whereas in retro-

viruses it starts two bases to the right of the LTR. 

Other eukaryotic transposable elements for which sequence 

information is available do not all show such extensive sequence 

similarities with proviruses. Table 5.1 shows how many of the four 

sequences described above are contained in other copia-like elements 

of Drosophila and also in Tyl. B104 elements show the most similarities 

with retroviruses, and in this case the putative tRNA primer binding 

site begins two base pairs to the right of the direct repeat. Although 

in most cases the sequences of different elements do not show much 

homology to one another, there are several similarities between the 

sequences of mdgl and 412. The first 8 and the last 4 bases of the 

direct repeats are identical. Fourteen of the 18 bases of the putative 



Figure 5.2 Conserved purine-rich sequences of proviruses, compared 

to the equivalent region of 412 elements. 

Purine-rich 
sequence Element Reference 

GGGGAATG MMuSV Dhar et al. 	(1980) 

AGGGGGAAATG MMTV Donehower et al. 	(1981) 

AGTGGGGAATG SNV Shimotohno et al. 	(1980) 

AGGGGGAAATG evi Hishinuma et al. 	(1981) 

GGAGGGAGATG 	 412 

The sequence TG marks the start of the right-hand direct 

repeat of each element. 
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Table 5.1 Retrovirus-like sequence signals in copia-like elements 

and Tyl. 

promoter polyadenylation tRNA 	primer purine rich 
sequence signal binding site region 

412 + + + + 

copia + - - - 

297 - + - + 

mdgl + + + + 

mdg3 + - - - 

3104 + + + ? 

Tyl + - + - 
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tRNA primer binding site of 412 are present at the same position 

in mdgl. The 27 bases immediately adjacent to the right-hand direct 

repeats of 412 and mdgl are also identical. This gives 35 bases of 

homology when taken with the first 8 bases of the direct repeat, 

and includes the 11 base purine-rich region. 

Further evidence of the close relationships between copia-like 

elements of Drosophila and retroviruses is provided by the finding 

of circular forms of copia and 412 elements, which seem to be analo-

gous to the circular DNA forms of retroviruses. However, it is not 

possible to say whether or not these circular copia and 412 molecules 

are derived from events similar to those which occur during the 

life cycle of a retrovirus. As Flavell and Ish-Horowicz (1981) point 

out, copia circles could be the result of homologous recombination 

excising genomic elements. The same is true of 412 circles. 

In favour of the retrovirus life-cycle model is the recent 

discovery by Shiba and Saigo (1983) of Drosophila virus-like particles 

(VLPs) containing copia RNA. This copia RNA directs the synthesis 

in vitro of polypeptides which react with anti-VLP antisera, suggesting 

that it encodes VLP coat proteins. Shiba and Saigo also present 

preliminary evidence that VLPs are associated with reverse tran-

scriptase activity, one of the diagnostic features of retrovirus 

particles. Unlike retrovirus particles, which are assembled in the 

cytoplasm, VLPs are present in nuclei. They are also non-infectious, 

and in this respect more closely resemble the intracisternal A 

particles (lAPs) described in Chapter 1. No homology was detected 

between VLP RNA and DNA of members of three other families of copia-

like elements, 297, 412 and 17.6. This is surprising, since these 

families show more sequence similarities with proviruses than do 

copia elements. It is possible, however, that 297, 412 and 17.6 

sequences were not being expressed in the cells used by Shiba and 

Saigo, or that any RNA produced was not packaged into VLPs. 

All these data argue strongly in favour of an evolutionary 

relationship between the copia-like transposable elements of 

Drosophila and retroviruses. Temin (1980) has argued convincingly 

against convergent evolution being responsible for the structural 

similarities and sequence homologies between transposable elements 

and proviruses. He also contends that retroviruses have arisen 
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from transposable elements, but on the basis of current evidence it 

seems impossible to say whether this is the case, or whether trans-

posable elements are derived from retroviruses. 

5.2 Mechanism of transposition 

There is, as yet, no direct evidence concerning the mechanism of 

transposition of copia-like elements in D. melanogaster. However, 

the similarities between these elements and retroviruses suggest a 

possible mechanism. They may be able to change their position by 

events similar to those which occur during the life cycle of a 

retrovirus, i.e. transcription from a genomic element followed by 

reverse transcription and then integration into a new site. Against 

this, most of the copia-like elements examined at the sequence level 

lack one or more of the four signals described above, and yet seem 

no less able to transpose than 412 elements which have all the 

signals. 

If transposition is related to a retroviral life cycle, then one 

might expect to find in D. melanogaster cells long RNAs starting in 

one direct repeat and ending in the other, and circular DNAs 

containing the sequence of the entire element. Such circular DNAs 

have been described for copia and 412, and all six copia-like 

families which have been studied in detail are known to be tran-

scribed. Copia and 412 elements are transcribed into polyadenylated 

RNAs which are abundant in both the nucleus and the cytoplasm of 

D. melanogaster tissue culture cells (Finnegan et al., 1978; 

Flavell et al., 1980; Young and Schwartz, 1981). These RNAs are 

analagous to retroviral genomes in that they begin within one 

direct repeat and end in the other. Their length is such that they 

probably contain all of the sequence information found in the DNA 

(Flavell et al., 1981; Schwartz et al., 1982). These transcripts 

should by analogy with retroviruses be complementary to the strand 

containing the putative promoter sequence; that is transcription of 

412 elements should be from left to right in Figure 3.1(a). The 

412 transcripts which have been detected are from the opposite 

strand. 

This does not rule out the possibility of an RNA intermediate in 

transposition. In the cases of mdgl and mdg3, transcription of both 
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strands is observed in tissue culture cells, with one strand being 

copied 20 times more than the other (Ilyin et al., 1980c; Georgiev 

et al., 1981). The full length transcripts end, and possibly begin, 

within the direct repeats. The major mdg3 transcript is complementary 

to the strand containing the putative promoter, while the major mdgl 

transcript is not. Minor transcripts from the other strand of 412 

may also exist, and since transposition is a rare event (Young and 

Schwartz, 1981) any requisite RNA need only be present at a low level. 

Transcripts of the 3104 family are complementary to the strand con-

taining the putative promoter, and seem to begin and end in the 

direct repeats (Scherer et al., 1982). 

The copia-like elements of Drosophila are not the only sequences 

which might transpose via RNA intermediates. There are several human 

pseudogenes and middle repetitive sequences which show evidence of 

having been established by reverse transcription of RNAs transcribed 

from pre-existing sequences, followed by integration at a new site. 

For example, irnmunoglobulin and -tubulin pseudogenes have been 

described which lack introns, end with an oligo (dA) tract, are 

flanked by short direct repeats and are unlinked to their functional 

counterparts (Hollis et al., 1982; Wilde et al., 1982). Pseudogenes 

of small nuclear RNA genes and the widely dispersed abundant "alu" 

sequences are often flanked by direct repeats and concluded at one 

end with oligo (dA) (Van Ardsell et al., 1981; Jagadeeswaran, 1981). 

The fact that copia-like elements may transpose via RNA inter-

mediates does not rule out any possible mechanism involving only 

DNA. Extrachromosomal circular copia and 412 elements may integrate 

into new sites irrespective of whether they are derived from reverse 

transcription or homologous recombination. This could occur by 

mechanisms similar to those postulated for integration of circular 

retroviral DNAs with either one or two LTRs (Shoemaker et al., 1980). 

These mechanims are of course entirely speculative, as it has not 

yet been determined whether linear or circular DNA is the immediate 

precursor of the provirus. 

The long direct repeats at the ends of copia-like elements are 

identical, even though they can differ from one copy of an element 

to another. This could result from a correction mechanism like that 

which appears to act on D. melanogaster heat shock genes (Leigh-Brown 
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and Ish-Horowicz, 1981) and human globin genes (Slightom et al., 

1980). Alternatively, the mechanism of transposition could utilise 

the information from only one direct repeat. This would result from 

a mechanism involving a retrovirus-like life cycle. Another possibility 

is that circular copia-like elements containing only one direct repeat 

(generated by recombination between the ends of an integrated element) 

might integrate into chromosomal DNA with concomitant duplication of 

the direct repeat at the new site. Such a process has been observed 

involving IS1. An E. coli plasmid containing one copy of IS1 can fuse 

with a second plasmid, resulting in duplication of IS1 such that 

both plasmid genomes are now separated by copies of IS1 (Ohtsubo et 

al., 1980). 

This could be the origin of the 571bp repeat. A 412 element with 

481bp repeats could have inserted 75bp away from a chromosomal copy 

of the 14bp present at the right-hand end of 481bp repeats (a 

situation which may occur in Canton S DNA). Recombination between 

this 14bp sequence and that at the end of the left-hand 481bp 

direct repeat would yield a circular molecule with one copy of the 

original repeat plus an additional 89bp (a prototype 571bp repeat). 

Since this ends in the same sequence as the 481bp repeat, this 

circular DNA might integrate, as described above, to give a 412 

element with 571bp repeats at both ends. 

Different transposition mechanisms may be used by different 

transposable elements, and any one element may have more than one 

possibility open to it. The fact that the long terminal inverted 

repeats of some transposons and FB elements are not identical, in 

contrast to the direct repeats of copia-like elements, may reflect 

differences in the mechanism of transposition. For example, the 

repeats of Tn5 (Rothstein et al., 1980) and TnlO (Foster et al., 

1981) are functionally different and these differences survive 

transposition. However, there are two features which are common to 

all transposable elements and proviruses which suggest that the 

process of integrative recombination may involve similar events in 

every case. These are the association of each element with the 

duplication of a small number of base pairs at the site of integration, 

and the presence of short inverted repeats at the ends of each ele-

ment. These inverted repeats presumably serve as recognition sequences 
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and may be the only structural requirements for transposition 

involving DNA intermediates (although it is difficult to see how 

this could be true of repeats as short as the 2bp of Tyl and the 

3bp of 297 and SNV). The simplest illustration of this would be the 

insertion sequences and class I transposons of prokaryotes and also 

the P (and possibly I) elements of Drosophila, which just have short 

terminal repeats (Cabs and Miller, 1980; OHare and Rubin, 1983; 

A. Bucheton and H. Sang, personal communication). 

The terminal inverted repeats of class II transposons are part 

of longer repeats which lie in direct or more commonly in inverted 

orientation. The terminal inverted repeats of the other best studied 

eukaryotic transposable elements are also part of longer repeats 

which, except in the case of FB elements, are in direct orientation. 

If the copia-like elements are related to retroviruses, then this 

direct orientation would result from the nature of the retrovirus 

life cycle. There is no such constraint on the long terminal repeats 

of transposons, and in this case there may be a selective advantage 

in an inverted orientation since this would prevent excision- of the 

intervening DNA by recombination. If short terminal inverted repeats 

are the only requirement for transposition then any sequence flanked 

by copies of the same element may be transposable. This is true of 

segments of E. coli DNA lying between copies of the terminal repeat 

of TnlO (Foster et al., 1981). The same also seems to be true of 

some DNA segments of Drosophila lying between two FB elements. 

The small number of base pairs which are repeated on either side 

of all transposable elements are presumed to be the result of a 

staggered nick made at the target site just prior to integration. 

After insertion the gaps left by this nick are then filled, thus 

creating a duplication of host sequence. The fact that each family 

of elements is associated with the duplication of a particular number 

of base pairs, suggests the involvement of specific element encoded 

functions. These functions, as well as making a staggered nick, may 

also be responsible for recognition of the inverted repeats at the 

ends of the elements. A number of prokaryotic insertion sequences 

and transposons have been shown to encode diffusable products 

(transposases) necessary for their own transposition (for review see 

Kleckner, 1981). In the case of TnlO it has been shown that such 
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functions act on the ends of the element (Foster et al., 1981). 

There is no evidence for the involvement of element encoded 

functions in the transposition of eukaryotic transposable elements, 

except in the case of P elements. P elements contain long open 

reading frames which could code for transposases, and it has been 

shown that P elements containing insertions require a trans-acting 

function from a "wild-type" P element in order to transpose (Rubin 

and Spradling, 1982). One FB element which has been sequenced also 

contains long open reading frames. No copia-like elements have been 

sequenced in their entirety, and little is known about what functions 

they encode although they are all known to be transcribed. In vitro 

translation studies of copia RNA have been carried out (Flavell et 

al., 1980; Falkenthal and Lengyel, 1980) and several polypeptides 

ranging in molecular weight from 18,000 to 51,000 daltons were 

observed. One of these could be a candidate for a copia transposase. 

5.3 Biological significance of transposable elements in eukaryotes 

In eukaryotes, transposable elements have been described in 

yeast, maize and Drosophila, and it seems likely that their occurrence 

is widespread or ubiquitous. Do these elements serve any useful 

function? It has been suggested independently by Orgel and Crick 

(1980) and Doolittle and Sapienza (1980) that transposable elements 

represent the ultimate parasites: selfish DNA. Orgel and Crick 

defined selfish DNA as sequences which can spread by forming additional 

copies of themselves within the genorne, and which make no specific 

contribution to the phenotype of the organism. At the other extreme 

middle repetitive DNA, which in Drosophila consists mostly of trans-

posable elements, has been implicated in models for the regulation 

of gene expression (Davidson and Britten, 1979). In most eukaryotes, 

repeated sequences of about 300bp are generally interspersed with 

single copy DNA of 800-1200bp. However, in Drosophila the repetitive 

sequences are much longer, with an average length of 5.6kb, and are 

separated by unique stretches of DNA of 13kb or more (Manning et al., 

1975). Whether the gene regulation model of Davidson and Britten is 

generally applicable to both types of interspersion pattern is open 

to question. 

Transposition events do often have significant biological effects. 

In most cases examined the effect involved is gene inactivation due 
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to insertion of a transposable element either within, or upstream 

of, a structural gene. For example, the white-apricot and his4-912 

mutations of Drosophila and yeast respectively are due to insertions 

of transposable elements (Levis et al., 1982; Farabaugh and Fink, 

1980). Enhanced expression of a flanking gene due to Tyl has also 

been observed; Tyl inserted on the 5' side of the yeast alcohol 

dehydrogenase II gene in the opposite transcriptional orientation 

results in constitutive expression of the gene (Williamson et al., 

1981). However, these effects are probably the fortuitous consequences 

of transposition as opposed to the involvement of transposable 

elements in the regulation of gene expression. 

It seems unlikely that transposable elements, at least in 

Drosophila, have any significant role in controlling gene expression. 

The distribution of copia-like elements in D. melanogaster appears 

to be essentially random, with a large amount of variation between 

closely related strains, and even between individuals of the same 

strain. Also, the sibling species D. simulans seems to have consider-

ably fewer copia-like elements than D. melanogaster. Transposition 

cannot generally be an integral part of differentiation, since the 

distribution of 412 elements seems to be the same in DNA from embryos, 

larval brains and adults of the same D. melanogaster strain (A.M. 

Bowcock and D.J. Finnegan, unpublished results). 

There is some evidence, however, suggesting that the expression 

of different copia-like elements may be modulated during development. 

Scherer et al. (1981) looked at the times of onset of accumulation 

of cytoplasmic poly(A) RNA homologous to copia, 412, 297 and 3104 

during the 22 hours of embryonic development. Copia-specific RNA 

begins to accumulate at 10-15 hours, 412 at 15 hours and 3104 at 

2-5 hours. 297-specific RNA is found at 0-90 minutes but then dis-

appears. Flavell et al. (1980) have reported that copia RNA levels 

are low in 6-8 hour embryos, high in larvae and low in adults. 

Conflicting results have been reported by Young and Schwartz (1981), 

who have found little developmental specificity in the production 

of copia RNA. Any observed developmental expression patterns may 

once again be fortuitous, with expression depending on whether or 

not a particular element is situated within transcriptionally active 

chromatin. This could be tested by analysing the transcription 

patterns of copia-like elements in different D. melanogaster strains, 



which have different distributions of these elements throughout 

their genomes. 

Thus transposable elements appear to have little relevance 

during the lifetime of an individual. They may, however, play a role 

in evolution, by increasing genetic variability by mutations and 

chromosomal rearrangements. Some elements such as those involved in 

hybrid dysgenesis, may, as suggested by Spradling and Rubin (1981), 

also decrease genetic variability by diminishing interbreeding 

between certain populations. 

A recent observation by Modolell et al. (1983) shows that there 

can be interaction between a transposable element and an unlinked 

gene. They have shown that several D. melanogaster mutations, which 

are due to insertion of a copia-like transposable element called 

gypsy, are suppressed by another mutation, suppressor of Hairy-wing 

(su(Hw)). Thus a wild-type su(Hw) gene is required for the mutational 

effect of gypsy insertion. Modolell et al. suggest that su(Hw) and, 

perhaps, the wild-type alleles of other suppressor genes, may protect 

the organism against mobile elements by reducing their mobility or 

otherwise interfering with their expression. In doing so, the 

expression of the locus at the site of insertion might also be 

disrupted. Suppression might then activate the mobile element as 

well as the mutated locus. Is su(Hw)+  one way in which Drosophila 

is fighting back against an invasion of selfish DNA? 
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A Similarity to Proviral Long Terminal Repeats and its 
Implications for the Mechanism of Transposition 
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We have sequenced the long terminal direct repeats (and adjacent DNA) of two 
members of the 412 family of transposable elements of Drosophila meianogaster 
cloned on fragments of DNA from strain Oregon R. The repeats of the first element 
are identical and 481 base-pairs long: the repeats of the second are also identical 
but are 571 base-pars long. The first 482 base-pairs of the 571 base-pair sequence 
correspond to the 481 base-pair repeat difThring by five base substitutions and one 
addition/deletion. The 571 base-pair repeats are rare. Each of these 412 elements is 
flanked by a four base-pair direct repeat, suggesting that insertion of a 412 element 
is associated with duplication of four base-pairs. Analysis of the "empty site" from 
strain Canton 8 corresponding  to one of these elements supports this conclusion. 
The sequence of 48] base-pair repeats and of 412 DNA immediately adjacent to 
them show striking similarities to corresponding regions of vertebrate proviruses 
and we discuss the implications this may have for the mechanism of transposition. 

1. Introduction 
A significant proportion o the moderately repetitive DNA in the genome of 
Drosophila ineianoqa.ster is comprised of families of transposable elements. These 
families have a number of properties in common although there is no detectable 
homology between them. The members of the best characterized families (known as 
(opia. 412.297. mdgl and indg3 after the first member of each to be studied) are well 
conserved and are located at 20 to 40 sites distributed throughout the genome 
(Finnegan ci of.. 1978: Strobel el of.. 1979: Ilvin ci (if.. 1980). Their number and 
locations differ between strains of 1). inelanoqaster and between embryonic and 
tissue culture cell DNA (Ilvin el (it,. 1978: Tchurikov et al.. 1978: Potter el al.. 1979). 
The elements are terniiiiallv redundant having long direct sequences at each end. 
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the length and sequence of which are specific for particular families of elements 

(Finnegan ci (LI.. 1978). At the extreme ends of each element are short (about 10 

hase-pairs) inverted repeat sequences (Levis ci al., 1980: Spradling & Rubin. 1981) 

which, except in the case of mdg3 elements (Bayev ci (il.. 1980). are found at both 

ends of the long direct repeats. 
Immediately before and after each element is a short direct repeat of 

characteristic length (4 and 5 base-pairs have been found so far). The length of the 

repeat is the same for all members of 'a particular family but its sequence is not. In 

the case of copia and 297 elements comparisons have been made between particular 
sites in the genome from two different sources, one containing and one lacking a 

transposable element. The bases of the short repeat were found onlonce at the site 
into which the element was inserted (I)unsmuir ci al.. 1980: pradling & Rubin. 

1981 ). These properties are very similar to those of the transposable element Tv! of 

arr/iaromyre. erevi.iue (F'arabaugh & Fink. 1980), DNA J)roviruses of vertebrate 
retroviruses (Majors & Varmus. 1981) and a class of bacterial transposons (i'alos & 

Miller. 1980). 
We have cloned two fragments of DNA containing complete 412 elements from 

I). ii,eIaiioya.ier strain Oregon R. We have also cloned it fragment from sTrain 

Canton 8 corresponding to one of these but which in this strain lacks a 412 element 
(sit empty site). In this paper we report the DNA sequences of both terminal 
repeats of each of these elements and of this empty site. These results indicate that 
412 elements have a more striking resemblance to proviruses than other 
transposable elements so far described. and we discuss some implications this may 

have fir the mechanism of transposition. 

2. Materials and Methods 

(a) En:nu'.s and i..uIo1,e. 

T4 1)NA ligase was prepared by S . A. Bruce as described by Murray et al. (1979). T4 
1)olyllu(leoti(le kinase was prepared by K. Mileham as desci'ilwd by Murray (1973) an(l 

Exrh.erirhia roll DNAjcolvmerase I was prepared as described by Kelley & Stump (1979). 

E. roll DNA polynierase I 'large fragment'' and calf intestuia( phosphat.ase wele purchased 
from Boehringer. r.1annheini. The calf intestinal phosphat.ase was desalted before use by 
chromatography in 20 ma-Tris HO (pH 8'5). 100 mt-K('l through a 20 cm x 0'o cm column 
of Sephadex (-75 (Efitradiatis °I al.. 1977). Restriction enzymes were purchased from New 
England Biolabs or Bethesda Research Laboratories and were used in accordance with 
their instructions, y-32 PIATP (2000 to 3000 ('i/mmol) and -4. 32 Pfrl('TP (410 Ci/mmol) were 
l)uI'chase(l from Amersham International Ltd. 

(b) ILV.4 prepar(l/iOfl 

Em brvonic l)NAs front I). ine/uiwgus/cr strains Canton S and Oregon H were gifts from .J 

dc Ranzie and I). Hogness. respectively. Pla.smnid l)NAs were prepared by  the method of 

'lewell & Helimiski (1969) using as host the E. roil strain H Hi 01 (ora . (IrI/. gal. hxdS. pro. rf('A 

trR : Hover & Roulland - 1)ussoix. 1969). 
Phage I )NAs were prepared as follows A fresh overnight culture of E. co/i strain ED8654 

(gal. he/i?. met, xupE. supF. frpl? : Murray r/ (it.. 1977) was diluted 20-fld into nutrient broth 
supplemented with 10 mnM-Mg(l 2 . and grown at 3VC with aeration to an .4 6 ,., 0  of 045 to 06. 

The ccl It time was then i nfirt ccl with 4 x 10(,  to 6 s 1W,  p1 a ut 'Ic cmli ng units of phages and 
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incubated at 37(' with aeration until lysis occurred. The culture was shaken for a further 
10 min with 05 ml chloroform. After addition of NaCl to 50mg/mi and DNAase I and 
RNAase A to I g/ml the culture was allowed to stand at room temperature for 60 min 
before the cell debris was pelleted. Polyethylene glycol 6000 was then added to 10 (w/v) 
and the culture stored at 4°C overnight. The precipitate was pelleted and resuspended in 
phage buffer (3g KH2  PO4, 7g Na2  PO4. 5g NaCl, 10 ml of 01 M-I1g041  10 ml of 002 M-CaCl2  
and I ml of I (  (w/v) gelatin per litre). Phage suspensions were loaded onto CsCI step 
gradients. The steps were of density 13. 15 and 17 g/('m3. After centrifugation at 33.000 
revs/min for 2 h in an MSE 6 x 14 ml rotor phage bands were removed by side puncture and 
dialysed for I h against. TE buffer (10 mm-Tris' HCI (pH 8), 1 mi-EDTA). Phages were then 
extracted with phenol and dialysed extensively against TE buffer. 

(c) Suhr.loninq 

Vector and donor DNA,; were digested with the appropriate restriction enzymes and then 
mixed in equimolar amounts to a total concentration of 20 to 30 g/ml in 66 mar-Tris H  
(pH 7-2). 1 mi-EDTA. 10mM-MgCl2. 10 mm-dithiothreitol, 01 mm-ATP and 10 units T4 
1)NA ligase. Reactions were incubated overnight at 10°C. E. coN strain HB1O1 was then 
transformed (Wensink el a/., 1974) with 01 to 0-3 gg ligated DNA and transformants selected 
on nutrient agar supplemented with ampicillin (100 jLir/ml) or tetracycline (25 /Lg/ml). 
Trausforniants were screened liv the method of Birnboim & Dolv (1979). 

Recombinant phages and plasmids were cultured under,  conditions of Category I 
containment.  

(d) En.C'/-labelling of I)XA 

The 3' ends were labelled by filling in 5' protruding ends. Plasmid DNAs (10 /g) were 
digested with appropriate restriction enzymes, precipitated with ethanol and redissolved in 
5 pJ of 210 mM-Tris' HO (pH 75). 21 mrbi-MgC12 , 140 mM--mercapt.oet.hanol, 20 g 
gelatin/mi. This was added to 5 to 50 /Ci (depending on the number of ends to be labelled) of 
dried .321, 

 dCTP. One unit of DNA polvmerase "large fragment", cold dNTPs (final conen 
001 riir) and water were added to a final volume of 20 gl. Reactions were incubated at 37°C 
for 30 min followed by 3 min at 65°C. 

The Sends were labelled as follows. Plasmid DNAs (10 /g) were digested with appropriate 
restriction enzymes, treated with calf intestinal phosphatase. precipitated with ethanol and 
redissolved in 10l of 20 mm-Tris' HO! (pH 75). 10 mi-MgCl2. 10 mm--rnereaptoethanol. 
This was added to 50 Ci (when labelling 5' protruding ends) or 100 Ci (when labelling flush 
mS icc-eased ends) of dried IY-32

pIATP giving a final ATP concentration of 1-7 to 5 i. Two 
units of '4 Polyrlucleotide kinase were added and the reaction incubated for 2h at 37°C. 
El)TA was added to 50 mM and the mixture heated at 65°C firS ruin to stop the reaction. In 
the case of flush or 5' recessed ends the DNA was heated at 90°C fir 2 min followed by quick 
cooling before addit ion of T4 kinase. in all cases the DNA was precipitated with ethanol to 
remove most of the unincorporated isotope. 

(e) I'repara/zon of frarlments labelled at one end .16?-  .sPquencinq 

Where possible. fragments to be sequenced were cut with a second restriction enzyme and 
purified on 3-5 4 or 511 >  (w/v) acrvlamide gels. Labelled fragments were detected by 
autoc'a(hiogc'apbv and were eluted as described by Maxani & Gilbert (1980). Fragments for 
which a suitable second enzyme was not available were purified by iicrvlamide gel 
('i('ctrophuicsis and strand-separated (Maxam & Gilbert. 1980). Fragments prepared in this 
way contained rip to ]Of' eta/mm ((erènkov ). 

(f) Seqiienriity 

\\'heri using the method of Naxam & Gilbert (1980) the ( . ( ' + 'I' and T reactions were 
iii ('ill dii tech at 20'( ' for 2. 8 arid 4 min. respect i velv. The A+G react ion was carried out as 
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follows: 25I formic acid and 10,J labelled DNA were mixed and incubated at 20°C for 
4 min and were then treated as for the C + T and T reactions. When using the method of Self 
et al. (1980) the 4 forward and backward reactions were carried out using DNA polymerase I 
"large fragment" and DNAase I added to 25 x io-  mg/mi. 

Products of sequencing reactions were fractionated on 6, 8. 16 or 20% acrylamide gels 
(20 cm x 40 cm x 04 mm) as described by Maxam & Gilbert (1980). 

(g) Nick -i ra'nsialion. filler hybridisation and onloradiography 

A total of 10 to 40Ci of dried I o,-'2P]dCTP was dissolved in 201 of5OmM-TrisHCI 
(pH 75), 5mM-MgCl2, 5g gelatin/ml and 20tM-co1d dNTPs containing I unit DNA 
polvmerase I and 20 pg DNAase 1. Reactions were incubated at 15°C for 2 h and terminated 
by extraction with phenol. Unincorporated dCTP was removed by gel filtration through 
Sephadex 0-50 eluted with TE buffer. 

Nitrocellulose filters from DNA transfer (Southern, 1975) or phage screening (Benton & 
Davis, 1977) experiments were treated as follows. Filters were prehybridised in 50 ()  (v/v) 
formamide,4 x SSC (SSC isOI5 M-NaCl, 0015 M-tri-sodium citrate). 002% (w/v) bovine serum 
albumin, 002% (w/v) Ficoll (400.000Mr ; Sigma) and 002% (v/v) polyvinyl pyrrolidone for 
30 min at 37°C. After transfer to fresh buffer and addition of denatured labelled probe DNA 
and sonicated calf thymus DNA to 25 g/ml the filters were hybridised for 18 to 48 hat 37°C. 
The' were then washed for 2 x 30 min in prewarmed 501),,, formamide, 4 x SSC at 37°C and for 
4 x 30 min in 2 x SSC at room temperature. The filters were gently shaken during all 
incubations and washes. 

Aut.oradiographv was carried out using Dupont Cronex 4 X-ray film. In most cases 
intensifying screens were used (Dupont Lightning Plus) at —70°C with prefiashed film 
(Laskey & Mills, 1975). 

3. Results 

(a) The base sequence qf the 412 direct repeats 

The CoIE1/D. melanoga(er hybrid plasmids cDm4l2 and cDm454 each carry 

complete copies of the 412 transposable element plus adjacent DNA (Rubin et al., 

1976). Figure 1 gives restriction maps of these clones together with the sequencing 

strategies used in these experiments. The Hindul restriction fragments containing 

the left-hand direct, repeats. the EeoRI. Hin.dIII restriction fragment containing 

the right-hand direct repeat from cDm4l2 and the EcoRI, BamHI restriction 

fragment containing the right-hand direct repeat from cl)m454 were each 

subcloned in pATI53 (Twigg & Sherratt. 1980). Detailed restriction maps were 

made in the regions of the repeats. We identified restriction fragments containing 

left-hand repeats by their ability to hvbridise to fragments from the right-hand end 

of a 412 element and vice versa. 
We have determined the base sequences of all four direct repeats and of adjacent 

1)XA using the methods of Maxam & Gilbert (1980) and Seif el al. (1980) as 

indicated in the legend to Figure 1. The base sequences of the direct repeats were 

deduced by comparing the data from the left and right-hand ends of the same 

element. These sequences are given in Figure 2. The repeats present on cDm4l2 are 

identical and 481 base-pairs long. The direct repeats on (l)m454 are also identical 

to each other but differ from those on cDm4l2. The repeats on cl)m454 are 571 

nucleotides long, the first 482 of which correspond to the 481 of cDm412. differing 

from them by five base substitutions and one base addition/deletion. These 
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Fio. 1 Restriction maps and sequencing strategies for 41.2 direct repeats. The top and bottom 
diagrams are HindIII (H). /coRI (R) and BainHI (B) restriction maps of the regions of cI)m412 and 
cI)m454 containing 412 elements. Hatched areas indicate the direct repeats. Expanded maps of the 
regions which have been sequenced are shown in the centre of the Figure. The arrows above and below 
the maps indicate the regions which have been sequenced in the top and bottom strands, respectively. A 
tilled circle at the tail of an arrow indicates a 3'-labelled end while an open circle indicates a 5'-labelled 
end. The broken lines indicate the boundaries of the direct repeats. 

differences are indicated in Figure 2. In this paper we shall refer to these as the 
481 bpt and 571 bp repeats. respectively. This pattern of relationships resembles 
that found for the direct repeats of copia transposable elements although no 
difference has been previously reported as extensive as the 89 bp present 
at the right-hand end of the 571 bp but not the 481 bp repeat. The last 14 bp of the 
481 bp repeat occur twice in the 571 bp repeat; firstly, at the corresponding position 
(bases 469 to 482) and secondly, at the very end (bases 558 to 571). Levis et al. (1980) 
have sequenced both direct repeats of two copia elements. Repeats of the same 
element were identical but differed from those of the other by two base 
substitutions. 

The first and last two nucleotides of eukaryotic transposable elements Tyl. copia 
and mdg3 and MSV, SNV. MMTV and evi proviruses are the same: all begin with 
T-G and end with C-A and these are often part of short terminal indirect repeats. 
The direct repeats of 412 elements are consistent with this. The 481 bp and 571 bp 

t Abbreviations used: bp. base-pair: kb. 103  bases or base-pairs where appropriate: LTR. long 
terminal repeat. 
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10 	 20 	 30 	40 	 50 	 60 
TGTAGTATGT GCCIATGCAA TATTAAGAAC MTTAAATAA AATAGCATAT TAACTTATGG 

	

70 	80 	90 	100 	110 	120 
CAGCACTTTG TTGCTATGIT TATGTTTATG TTTATGCACG CAGTTAGGCC AGGGCGGATG 

	

130 	140 	150 	160 	170 	180 
TAACATGATC ACCCACTCGA AGGCAAAAAG TATAAGTCCA TGGTCAGCAI TCACACGCCG 

* 

	

190 	200 	210 	220 	230 	240 
ACCAAATACA TATTACATAC GTACATACAT ATCTCGCTCT CCCGATAAGC CTAGATATAT 

	

250 	260 	270 	280 	290 	300 
AAGATATACA TAAGAACGCC GCTCCGCTGC TGGCGTACCC GGCAGCGCAG CTACGCGGAT 

	

310 	320 	330 	340 	350 	360 
TAGCCTAAGT CCAAATATAT_TAAAAACTGT AAAATCGGAG AGACTCTGTA GACGTTGAGC 

* 

	

370 	380 	390 	400 	410 	420 
GGACAGAACC ATTTCTGCCT ACTCTAAAAT CAAAAGAAGA AATTGAATAA_ATATATGTCA 
* 

	

430 	440 	450 	460 	470 	480 
CCCCGACGGC TGCCTTCAAC TTAAAACGGA CTTGTGTTCT GAATTGGAGT TCATCATTAC 

* 	 * 

A 

10 	 20 	 30 	40 	 50 	60 
TGTAGTATGT GCCTATGCAA TATTAAGAAC AATTAAATAA AATAGCATAT TAACTTATGG 

	

70 	80 	90 	100 	110 	120 
CAGCACTTTG TTGCTATGTT TATGTTTATG TTTATGCACG CAGTTAGGCC AGGGCGGATG 

	

130 	140 	150 	160 	170 	180 
TAACATGATC GCCCACTCGA AGGCAAAAAG TATAAGTGCA TGGTCAGCAT TCACACGCCG 

* 

	

190 	200 	210 	220 	230 	240 
ACCAAATACA TATTACATAC GTACATACAT ATCTCGCTCT CCCGATAAGC CTAGATATAT 

	

250 	260 	270 	280 	290 	300 
AAGATATACA TAAGAACGCC GCTCCGCTGC TGGCGTACCC GGCAGCGCAG CTACGCGGAT 

	

310 	320 	330 	340 	350 	360 
TAGCCTAAGT CCAAATATAT TAAAAAACTG TAAAATCAGA GAGACTCTGT AGACGTTGAG 

* 

	

370 	380 	390 	400 	410 	420 
CTGACAGAAC CATTTCTGCC TACTCTAAAA TCAAAAGAAG AAATTGAATA MTATATGTC 
* 

	

430 	440 	450 	460 	470 	480 
AGCCCGACGG CTGCCTTAAA CTTAAAACGG ACTTGTGTTC TTAATTGGAG ITCATCATTA 

* 	 * 

	

490 	500 	510 	520 	530 	540 
CACAAGTGTA MTGTTAACG AATCTAGAGC ATAGCATAGC TTAGCATAAA CTATGACGAC 

	

550 	560 	570 
TAGTTATCGT GACAAGCAGT TCATCATTAC A 

I'io. 2. Sequence of direct repeats of 412 elements. (a) The sequence of the 481 bp repeats of the 412 
element carried by cI)m412. and (b) the sequence of the 571 bp repeats of the 412 element carried by 
ci )rn454. The sdaritv of these sequences is 5—:)'. Bases which differ between corresponding regions of 
the 481 bp and 571 bp repeats are indicated with an asterisk. The single base addition/deletion is in the 
region of bases 322 to 326 of the 481 hp repeat and bases 322 10 327 of the Si 1 hp repeat.. Possible 

promoter and x)lvadenvlation signals are underlined in the 481 bp repeat while the HpoJ site 

characteristic of the 571 bjc repeat is overlined. The hyphens have been omitted for clarity. 
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repeats both start with T-( and end with (-A. and ill each ease these are part of an 
imperfect  (S/I 0) 10 bp terminal indirect repeat. 

(b) 571  1)7) re7)e(II' ur( ?(Ir(,  in 1). nielanogast.er 

The 89 bp distinguishing the 481 bp and 571 bp repeats contain all HpaI 
restriction site (bases 494 to 499) and this is the onlsuch site present in either 
repeat. We have made use of this to estimate the number of 412 elements per 
haploid genome with the longer repeat 

p011746 is a pAT153 derivative containing the right-most Er.oRI. Xhol fragment 
from within the 412 element on (I)m41 2 (Fig. 3). The size of restriction fragments - 	 - 

	

H PXP H H 	 E E 	Es p B 
(a) 	cDrn454 	I I I I 	I 	I 	 I I 

U 	 U 
A 	 • 	 pOR766 

I 	 I kb 	 I I 
pOR702 	 pDR724 

pOR724 	 pOR702 
OR CS 1 	2 	4 	 OR 	CS 	1 	2 	4 

  

owns 

db 

1 85Ob 

low 

Pic. :3. Hvbridisation experiments to determine the number of 412 elements with 571 bp repeats. (a) 
Restriction map of part of clhn454 showing fragments subeloned and used in these experiments. 
Restriction sites are indicated as follows: Ba,eHI (B); EcoRI (E): HindIII (H): JJpeI (P): XhoI (X). (b) 
A total of5 g Canton S (CS) and Oregon B (OR) DNA were digested with EcoRI and Hjx:I and run on a 
15% agarose gel together with amounts of EcoRI. /I7xil-digested pORI24 equivalent to I. 2 and 4 
copies per haploid genome (loaded with 5 jAg sonicated calf thvmus DNA). After electrophoresis DNA 
was transferred to a nitrocellulose filter and hv liral ised with 32  P-Ia lid ed P°  R 746. (e) A total of 5 ig 
Canton S (CS) and Oregon H (OR) DNA were digested with 11pui and run on a 17% agarose gel together 
with amounts of llpal-digested pOR702 equivalent to I. 2 and 4 copies per haploid genome (loaded with 
0 zg sI)IIICOted calf tlivrnns DNA). After eloctrophoresis DNA was transferred to a nitrocellulose filter 
and I liv lirid sed with  '2 1)-labelled    fragment A (see (a ) ) Iragi 101 t A was purified from H/vs I S hol - 
d gestml p1) R702 liv aIrviall ide gel elect rophoresis. 
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412 

Region I 

c0m412 	OOAC.CCTGTTTAA000CTGOTcT 

cDm454 CCCCCATl3CTCG0CATCTTarT 

Region 3 

cOrn 412. 	ATTTTTCAA&AT3GA660AGATGT 

cDrn454 ATTTTTCAAAAGGA060AGATGT 

Region 2 

ACATOG C0.ACC0TGACTC0TC 

ACATOOC GACCGTGACAGTCGTC 

Region 4 

ACA CTGOTATCOCAACGTTC OCO 

ACAC T 10CC CAACT OCT ITT 0CC 

FIG. 4. Sequences immediately adjacent to the direct repeats of the 412 elements carried by cDm4l2 
and cDm454. The positions of regions 1 to 4 are indicated in the diagram. The smaller letters indicate the 
first (regions 1 and 3) and last (regions 2 and 4) bases of the direct repeats. The larger letters indicate 
sequences immediately before (region 1) and after (region 4) the 412 elements and the first (region 2) and 
last (region 3) bases of the body of the 412 elements themselves. The hyphens have been omitted for 
clarity. 

is contained within a 105 kb Barn HI fragment (Fig. 5). should this element not be 
present at this position in Canton 8 DNA then the corresponding fragment would 
be 30 kb long, since 412 elements are 7'S kb long (Finnegan ci (it.. 1978). The site of 
this fragment can be determined by probing Barn HI digests of total 
D. melanogaster DNA with 32P-label led pOR72O, a plasmid containing the BarnHI, 
HindIII fragment immediately to the left of the 412 element in cDm454 (Fig. 5). 
This fragment contains only non -repetitive sequences (unpublished data) and 
should hvbridise to a single BamHI fragment. Total embryonic DNAs of 
D. melan,oqasier strains Oregon R and Canton S were digested with BainHI and 
electrophoresed on an agarose gel together with BainHI digested cDm454. The 
DNA was transferred to a niti'ocellulose filter and hvbridised to 32P-labelled 
pOR720. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 6. There is as expected 
a 10'5 kb fragment of Oregon R DNA which liybridises to pOR720 and comigrates 
with the smaller BantHI fragment of cDm454 containing the 412 element. There is 
no equivalent band of hybridisation in ('antonS DNA but there is hybridisation in 
a position corresponding to a fragment of 3() kb. \\'e conclude from these results 
that the Canton S (renonle does not contain a 412 element in the region 
corresponding to the Oregon H DNA in ('i)m454. 

Oregon H [)NA also has a 3() kb band of hybridisation. This presumal)ly 
indicates that the Oregon H population from which our DNA was made was 
heterogeneous for the presence/absence of a 412 element at this position. 
Intrast.rain heterogeneity of the location of copia elements has been reported by 
Strobel ci al. (1979) in an Oregon H stock. 
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pOR?2O 

1 kb 

PCS3 

Fin. 5. Restriction maps of cl)m454 and AQSIOL Restriction sites are indicated as follows: BaniHl 
(13): EroRi (E): Hisdhli (I-I): Smal (s). The broad hatched regions of (-l)m454 represents CoIEI DNA. 
while the thin line represents I). nlelanogo8ter DNA. The boxes represent the direct repeats of the 412 
element carried bY cl)m454. Univ a portion of the D. mthznogaster Canton S DNA carried by CS1Oi is 
shown in this Figure. This is the region corresponding to the Oregon R DNA cloned in cl)m454. The lines 
Joining the 2 maps indicate the equivalent restriction sites closest to the 412 element in cl)m454. 

CS 	 OP 	c0m454 

qmMo 
105 kb 

3-0 kb 

ho. 6. Hvbrmdmsation ofp()R720 to DNA of I). ne1anjasler strains Canton Sand Oregon R. A total of 
5 ;4g .1 Canton n S (CS) and Oregon Il (011) I )N A were digested with II..'.. H! and run on a 071 ,, agarose 
gel together with an amount of Barn HI -digested ci )m454 equivalent to one copy per haploid genome 
(loaded with 5 jig sonicated calf thvmuus DNA). After eleetrophom-esis the DNA was transferred to 
a iiitr.ai'llmilose filter amid hvbridised with 32P-labelled pOR720. 
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H
LLJ 

B 

pCS3 	 I 	I 00 bp 

4,  
pCS3 	 CTCCTCTCGCAACACCACCGcGGCATCTGGCCC&ACTGCTTTTGcCTCTCATCTCG 

cDm454 	ACCACCGtTGACCCCCATGC1tGGCATCTTG ......CTTGCCCAACTCTTTTGCCTCTCTCTCG 

Fii 7. Relationship between a full and empty site for a 412 element. The diagram indicates the 
strategy used to sequence the empty site from Canton S DNA cloned originally in ACSI01 and subcloned 
in pCS3. The symbols used are described in the legend to Fig. 1. Only the Hinfl site used for sequencing 
is shown. The nucleotide sequences of the empty site and of DNA adjacent to the 412 element 
(represented by a dotted line) carried by cDm454 are shown at the bottom of the Figure. The 4 bases 
underlined in pCS3 are presumed to correspond to the 4 bases (underlined) repeated immediately before 
and after the 412 element. The 13 bases in the box are present in cDm454 but not the corresponding 
region (indicated by  an arrow) of pCS3. The hyphens have been omitted for clarity. 

To clone this 30 kb fragment from Canton S DNA we screened (Benton & Davis. 
1977) with 32P-labelled pOR720 about 50,000 phages from the library of 

AID. nielanogaster Canton S hybrids prepared by Maniatis et al. (1978). Two 
recombinant phages hybridised to this probe and the restriction map of one of these 
(ACS1OI) is shown in Figure 5. A comparison of the restriction maps of cDm454 and 
ACSIOI indicates that the two do differ simply by the presence or absence of a 412 
element. We have examined this at the DNA sequence level by silbeloning the 

appropriate Hindlil. BamHI fragment of ACS101 (pCS3 in Fig. 5) and sequencing 
across the point, at which, in cDm454, a 412 element is inserted. The strategy for 
this is indicated in Figure 7, as are the base sequences at the two ends of the 412 
element in cDm454 and the equivalent region of pCS3. 

The sequence C-T-T-G which flanks the 412 element is not present in the 
corresponding region of pCS3. In its place is the sequence C-T-G-G. This is found 
once exactly at the position into which the 412 element has inserted. This sequence 
difference (C-T-T-G versus C-T-G-G) might have been caused by the mechanism by 
which 412 elements insert into (or excise from) the genome. We think it more likely 
that this represents an allelic variant present in the individual in which the 
insertion (or deletion) took place. Another allelic variant is found ten base-pairs to 
the left of the 412 element where the sequence  
present in cDm454, is absent in pCS3. We have determined the sequence of 130 base-
pairs to the left. and 37 base-pairs to the right of the point of insertion in both 
cDm454 and pCS3. and have found no other differences. 

4. Discussion 

(a) Similarity of 412 elei,ten.ts to proviruses 

Several authors have noted the similarity between the sequence organisation of 
transposable elements in I). inelan.oçjaster and of the proviruses of vertebrate 
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Provirol DNA  

Fic. 8. Relationship between retroviral RNA and proviral DNA. A retroviral RNA molecule is 
represented in the upper part of the Figure while the lower part shows the corresponding proviral l)NA 
integrated into a host chromosome (hatched line). R. U5. and t'3 indicate viral RNA sequences present 
in the long terminal repeats (LTR). The position of the proviral sequences corresponding to the tRNA 
primer binding site is indicated by 1 and the position of a conserved purine-rich sequence is indicated by 
2. These sequences are all described in the text. 

retroviruses (Levis el (il., 1980: Bayev et at.. 1980: Finnegan, 1981). These two 
(lasses of elements are (1) of similar length. (2) bounded bdirect repeats a few 
hundred base-pairs long which themselves are terminated by  short inverted 
repeats, and (3) flanked by a small number of bases which occur once at the site of 
insertion in the absence of the element. 

The terminal direct repeats of proviruses. known as long terminal repeats. are 
formed during the events which take place after a retrovirus has infected a host cell 
and contain sequences from both ends of the viral RNA. At the left-hand end of an 
LTR. is a unique sequence from the Tend of the viral RNA. Adjacent to this is the 
sequence repeated at both ends of the viral RNA and a unique sequence from its 5' 
end. These are designated U3. R and U5. respectively, in Figure 8. Viral RNA 
molecules are first reverse transcribed into line.ai' double-stranded l)NAs with 
LTRs at both ends. These are converted to circular molecules with one copy of the 
LTR or two copies in tandem. It is not known which of these DNAs integrates into 
host chromosomes but some evidence favours a circular form (Shoemaker ci al.. 
1980). A-detailed discussion of this process can be found (Gilboa ci al., 1979). 

vnthesis of progeny viral RNA is presumed to start at the beginning of R in the 
left-hand LTR of the provirus and to terminate at the end of H in the right-hand 
LTR. Variants of the putative eukarvot.ic promoter,  sequence T-A-T-A-T-A-A 
(Corden ci al.. 1980) and of the putative polvadenvlation signal A-A-T-A-A-A 
(Proudfoot & Brownlee. 1974) have been found in appropriate positions of those 
LTRs which have been sequence(. nthesis of the minus I)NA strand is primed l)y 
a transfer RNA hydrogen, bonded to the viral H NA by its 3'-terminal 18 
nueleoti(les. The sequence to which the t H N_A hvbridises (the primer binding site) 
starts two base-pairs to the right of the left-hand LTH. Another feature of those 
provii'uses which have been studied at the DNA sequence level is an II base purine-
rich sequence adjacent to and including the first two bases of the right-hand LTR. 
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This ma\' be concerned with the priming of' the plus DNA strand (Majors & 
Varmus. 11)81). 

One might. expect transposable elements in I). me1anoq(z.ter and other eukarvotes 
to contain some of these signal sequences if, as suggested. they are related to 
proviruses. The 481 bp direct repeat of 412 elements (Fig. 2(a)) contains both a 
putative prOmoter sequence (T-A-T-A-T-T-A. bases 316 to 322) and a 
polyadenylation signal (bases 406 to 411) at positions equivalent to those in 
proviral LTRs. rflljs  is the only likeI' promoter sequence in this strand of the repeat 
and the only polvadenvlation signal in either strand. There is also a purine-rich 
sequence just before the right-hand direct repeat (Fig. 4. region 3). This is very 
similar to that found in proviruses as indicated Figure 9. 

Immediately following the left-hand direct repeat of the 412 elements in cI)m412 
and cI)n-i454 (Fig. 4 region 4) is the sequence T-G-G,which could hybridise to the 3'-
terminal ('-C-A of any tRNA. and therefore might indicate a tRNA primer binding 
site. We have compared the 18 bases immediately  following the left-hand direct 
repeat with the last 18 bases of ten Drosophilat.RNAs ( t,RNAASD.  1-Iovemann et al.. 
1980: tRNA. tRNAArg2  and tRXA 2. Yen & Davidson. 1980: tRNA 	and 
Rx._d1J. Robinson & Davidson. 1981 : tRNAH .  tRNA. tRNA`  and tRNAPhC. 

(.'a us,, & Sprinzl. 1981). The best match is for t  RNA  Ar  and tRNA A,g2  for which 12 
out of the last 15 bases at. the 3'-terminus could hvbridise to the 412 sequence. We 
have also compared the three tRNAs known to act as primers for retroviruses 
(avian t.RNATrP. and murine t.RNAPIO  and tR.NALYS3).  The best match is with 
tRNALY.3 for which eight out of the last nine bases could hybridise to the 412 
sequence. 

The possibility of there being a tRNA primer binding site on 412 elements is 
difficult to assess. Firstly. the amount of homology to tRNAs found so far is less 
than fin' known ret.roviruses, but on the other hand we have tested only a small 
number of I)ro.s'aphiia tR.XAs. Secondly, the possible primer binding site is 
immediately adjacent. to the left-hand direct repeat. whereas in proviruses it starts 
two bases to the right. 

We conclude that there is more than just a topological similarity between the 
l)XA sequences of 412 elements and proviruses. Several of the crucial regulatory 
sequences present in proviral LTRs and adjacent viral DNA have counterparts in 

Pun ne—rich 
sequence 	Element 	 Reference 

AGGGGGAAATG 	evi Hishinurna ef al. 	(1981) 
AGGGGGAAATG 	MMTV Donehower etal. 	(1981) 

GGGGAATG 	MSV Dhar et al. 	(1980) 
AGTGGGGAATG 	SNV Shimotohno et al. 	(1980) 
AGGGGGAAATG 	AMV Swanstroni et al. 	(1981) 
GGAGGGAGATG 	412 

I"ic. 9. conserved purme-rich sequences in proviruses. The 412 sequence is from region 3 in Fig. 4. The 
other' sequences are from equivalent regions of proviral l)NAs. The sequence T-G marks the start of the 
right-hand direct repeat, of each element.. The hyphens have been omitted for clarity. 
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412 elements. These data strongly support the suggestion that there is a 
relationship between eukarvotic transposable elements and proviruses, but 
whether proviruses arise from transposable elements, as Temin (1980) contends, or 
whether transposable elements are derived from proviruses, we cannot say. There is 
no evidence at present that D. ni-elanoya.ster cells produce retroviruses with 412 
sequences. 

Other eukarvotic transposable elements for which sequence information is 
available do not have such extensive sequence similarities to proviruses. The direct 
repeats ofTyl. mdg3 and copia elements have putative promoter sequences but not 
a polvadenvlation signal (Farabaugh & Fink. 1980: (afner & Philippsen. 1980: 
Baye.v el al.. 1980; Levis et al., 1980). The direct repeat of 297 elements has a 
polvadenylation signal but no promoter (Al. W. Young & G. M. Rubin, unpublished 
results). None of these elements has a sequence resembling a tRNA primer binding 
site and unIv 297 elements have a conserved j)urine-rich sequence adjacent to the 
right-hand direct repeat. 

(b) Mechanism of tran.po.ction 

The direct repeats found at the ends of transposable elements in D. melanoyaster 
suggest a possible mechanism for transposition. A circular molecule consisting of a 
transposable element with only one direct repeat could be inserted via a single 
crossover event into a chromosomal site containing a second repeat. The product 
would be a filled site that is terminally redundant. Deletion of an element from a 
filled site could occur- by the reverse reaction giving a circular DNA and an empty 
site (Finnegan ci al.. 1978). The many potential sites of integration demonstrated 
for 412. copia and 297 elements (Strobel ci al., 1979) lead one to predict that if this is 
the mechanism of transposition then there should be many empty sites each 
containing a copy of the direct. repeat. Levis ci al. (1980) have shown by analysis of 
digests of total LI. me.lanoga,ster DNA that this is not, the case for copia elements and 
that there are few if any free copies of the direct repeat in the D. melanogasier 
genome. We have (lone similar experiments and have finind the same to be true for 
412 direct repeats (Brown & Finnegan. unpublished data). This is consistent with 
the base sequence comparisons which have been made between full and empty sites. 
In no case has an empty site been found to contain a copy of a direct repeat. 
Reciprocal recombination between direct repeats, therefore, cannot play a 
significant role in insertion of these elements. 

Free copies of the direct repeat (known as the delta sequence) of Tvl do occur in 
the genome of S. cereri.iae (Cameron ci al.. 1979). vet even here the do not appear 
to be targets for insertion. Farabaugh & Fink (1980) have sequenced a site of 
insertion in the His4 locus and have shown that it does not contain a delta 
sequence. The free delta sequences which do exist could indicate that they can 
transpose independently of the test of Tvl . Alternatively they could be left behind 
by reciprocal recombination events between the end of Ty I elements but unrelated
to transposition Accumulation of free repeats by similar events may be precluded 
in I). iiie/a iioqasicr. 

Endogenous proviruses in the genome of chickens and mice resemble 
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Note added in proof: Kulgushkin ci al. (SunL An id.s Res. (1981). 9. 3451-3464) have 
published the nucleotide sequences of both terminal direct repeats of one member of the 
mdgl family of transposable elements from D. melanoya.s!er together with some adjacent 
mdgl DNA. These show some striking similarities to the 412 sequences reported above. They 
can be seen in the mdgl strand complementary to the one that has been published (that of 
the strand coinciding with the main transcript). 

The first eight (T-0-T-A-0-T-A-T) and last four (T-A-('-A) bases of the direct repeats 
of mdgl and 412 elements are identical. 

Fourteen (T-C-C-C-0-A-C-('-C-T-C-A-('-A) of the 18 bases of the putative tRNA 
primer binding site of 412 elements are present at the same position in mdgl elements. 

The 27 bases  
immediately adjacent to the right-hand direct repeat of412 and mdgl elements are identical. 
This gives 35 bases of exact. homology when taken with the first 8 bases of the direct repeat 
and includes the II base purine-rich sequence (C-C-A-( -( -( -A-G-A-T-C ) similar to that 
Found it? pr'o\'iruses. 

These resemblances between mdgl elements. 412 elements and proviruses reinforce the 
view that they may be evolutionarily and functionally related. 
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INTRODUCTION 

One half of the moderately repetitive DNA in the genome of 
Drosophila melanogastar (5 to 10% of the whole genome) is 
comprised of about 30 families of transposable elements 
(Rubin at al., 1981). The best studied families (known as 
copia, 412, 297, mdgl and mdg3 after the first member of each 
to be studied) have a number of properties in common, 
although there is no detectable homology between them (Finne-
gan at al., 1978; Strobel at al., 1979; Ilyin at al., 1980). 
These sequences are sometimes referred to generically as 
"copia-like" elements. The members of each family are well-
conserved and are located at 20 to 40 sites distributed 
throughout the genome. The number and locations of elements 
in each family vary between strains of D. melcznogastar and 
between embryonic and tissue culture cell DNA, where there 
may be up to 150 copies per haploid genome (Tchurikov et al., 
1978; Potter at al., 1979). This suggests that, even if 
these elements cannot integrate at random, then they must at 
least be able to do so at many sites. 

At both ends of an element there are long direct repeats, 
the length and sequence of which are specific for each family 
of elements. At the extreme ends of each element are short 
(about 10 base-pairs) inverted repeat sequences which, except 
for the mdg3 family, are found at both ends of the long 
direct repeats. Immediately before and after each element is 
a short direct repeat with a characteristic length (4 and 5 
base-pairs have been found so far). The lengths of these 
short repeats are the same for all members of a particular 
family but their sequences are not (Dunsmuir at al., 1980; 
Levis at al., 1980; Bayev at al., 1980; B.M. Will, A.A. Bayev 

*present address: Institute for Molecular Biology, Academy of 
Science of USSR, Moscow 
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FIG. 1 (a) Diagram of a typical eukaryotic transposable elem-
ent, indicating the positions and orientations of the various 
repeat sequences. The relationship between a full and empty 
site is shown. The repeats are 1, long direct repeat; 2, 
short inverted repeats 3, repeat of a host sequence present 
once only at an empty site. (b) Diagram showing the relation-
ships between sequences in retroviral RNA and proviral DNA and 
between an integrated provirus and a site into which it has 
inserted. U5, R and (13 are described in the text. Repeat 
sequences are described in (a) above. 



TABLE I 

Characteristics of the Various Repeat Sequences associated with Eukaryotic Transposable 
Elements and Proviruses 

41 	 Element 	Length of 	Terminal Length of Reference or source 
direct 	inverted flanking 
repeat 	repeat 	repeat 

copia 276 13/17 5 Levis et al. 	(1980) 
Dunsmuir et al. 	(1980) 

297 412 3 4 Young and Rubin (unpublished results) 
Spradling and Rubin, 	(1981) 

412 481 8/10 4 Will, Bayev and Finnegan (unpublished results) 
mdg3 269 15/18 5 Bayev et al. 	(1980) 
Tyl 334 2 5 Farabaugh and Fink, 	(1980) 

Gafner and Philippsen, 	(1980) 
SNV 569 3 5 Shimotohno et al. 	(1980) 
MNTV 1327 6 - Donehower at al. 	(1981) 
MSV 588 11 4 Dhar at al. 	(1980) 
evi 273 5/7 6 Hishinuma at al. 	(1981) 

The lengths of repeat sequences are given in base-pairs. 
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and D.J. Finnegan, unpublished results). 
In the case of the copia, 297 and 412 families, comparisons 

have been made between corresponding sites, one containing and 
one lacking a transposable element, in the genomes of differ-
ent strains of D. rnelanogczster (Dunsmuir et al., 1980; E. 
Young and G.M. Rubin, unpublished results; B.M. Will and D.J. 
Finnegan, unpublished results). These indicate that the bases 
of the short repeats occur only once at the site into which an 
element inserts. Figure 1(a) shows a typical copia-like elem-
ent and Table I summarises the properties of the best-
characterised elements from D. melanogaster. 

TRANSPOSABLE ELEMENTS IN OTHER ORGANISMS 

Transposable DNA elements are not confined to the genotne of 
D. melanogaster. In the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, for 
example, there is a family of transposable elements (Tyl ele-
ments) with properties very similar to those in D. melanogas-
tar (Table I), and in Escherichia coli, transposable elements 
have been known for some time (Cabs and Miller, 1980). These 
are of two broad classes, insertion sequences (IS elements) 
and transposons. IS elements are generally about 1000 bases 
long and resemble the long direct repeat sequences of copia-
like elements, in that they have inverted repeat sequences at 
their ends. Transposons are several thousand bases long and 
are distinguished by carrying one or more antibiotic resist-
ance genes. They are of two types, the first being like IS 
elements in just having short inverted repeats at their ends. 
Those of the second type are similar to transposable elements 
in D. mel.anogaster, and have long terminal repeats, although 
in this case they are most commonly in inverted orientation. 
These long repeats also have short inverted repeats at their 
ends, and in several cases can transpose independently as IS 
elements. 

Several authors have noted the similarity between the 
sequence organisation of transposable elements in D. rnelano-

gaster and of the proviruses of vertebrate retroviruses (Levis 
at al., 1980; Bayev at al., 1980). These two classes of ele-
ments (1) are of similar length, (2) are bounded by direct 
repeats a few hundred base-pairs long, which are themselves 
terminated by short inverted repeats, and (3) are flanked by 
a small number of bases, which occur once at the site of 
insertion in the absence of the element. The similarity 
extends to the first and last two base-pairs of each element. 
All proviruses that have been analysed start with the sequence 
T-G and end with C-A, and the same is true of copia, 412 and 

mdg3 (but not 297) elements. 
The terminal direct repeats of proviruses, known as long 
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terminal repeats (LTRs), are formed during the events that 
take place after a retrovirus has infected a host cell and 
contain sequences from both ends of the viral RNA. At the 
left-hand end of an LTR is a unique sequence from the 3' end 
of the viral RNA. Adjacent to this is the sequence repeated 
at both ends of the viral RNA and a unique sequence from its 
5' end. These are shown in Figure 1(b), where they are desig-
nated U3, R and tJ5, respectively, and the properties of some 
vertebrate proviruses are given in Table I. Viral RNA mole-
cules are first reverse transcribed into linear double-
stranded DNAs with LTRs at both ends. These are converted to 
circular molecules with one copy of the LTR or two copies in 
tandem. It is not known which of these DNAs integrates into 
host chromosomes but some evidence favours a circular form 
(Shoemaker et al., 1980). A detailed discussion of this is 
given by Gilboa et al. (1979). Synthesis of progeny viral 
RNA is presumed to start at the beginning of R in the left-
hand LTR of the provirus and to terminate at the end of R in 
the right-hand LTR. Vertebrates do not have to be infected 
with a retrovirus to acquire sequences of this type. The gen-
omes of most, if not all, vertebrates contain endogenous pro-
viruses (Teich and Weiss, 1977), which can make up a substan-
tial proportion of their DNA, and Todaro et al. (1980) esti-
mate that about 0.1% of the genomes of rodents and primates 
may be virus-related sequences. 

The similarity between proviruses and transposable elements 
extends beyond their sequence organisation, since Varmus and 
his colleagues (Cohen and Varmus, 1979; Hughes et al., 1979) 
have shown that the chromosomal locations of endogenous pro-
viruses differ between individuals within populations of chick- 
ens and between inbred strains of mice. Whether these simi- 
larities indicate that, as Temin (1980) contends, proviruses 
arise from transposable elements or whether transposable ele-
ments are degenerate proviruses, we cannot tell. 

THE MECHANISM OF TRANSPOSITION 

Little is known of the mechanism of transposition in eukary-
otes. A circular molecule consisting of a transposable elem-
ent with only one direct repeat could be inserted via a single 
crossover event into a chromosomal site containing a second 
repeat. The product would be a filled site that is terminally 
redundant. Deletion of an element from a filled site could 
occur by the reverse reaction, giving a circular DNA and an 
empty site (Finnegan et al., 1978). The many potential sites 
of integration demonstrated for 412, copia and 297 elements 
(Strobel et al., 1979) lead one to predict that if this is the 
mechanism of transposition, then there should be many empty 
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sites, each containing a copy of the direct repeat. Levis et 
al. (1980) have shown by analysis of digests of total D. 
meZanogaster DNA that this is not the case for copia elements, 
and that there are few if any free copies of the direct repeat 
in the D. raelanogaster genome. We have done similar experi-
ments and have found the same to be true for 412 direct re-
peats (L. Brown and D.J. Finnegan, unpublished results). This 
is consistent with the base sequence comparisons that have 
been made between full and empty sites. In no case has an 
empty site been found to contain a copy of a direct repeat. 
Reciprocal recombination between direct repeats therefore can-
not play a significant role in insertion of these elements. 

Free copies of the direct repeat (known as the 6 sequence) 
of Tyl do occur in the genome of S. cerevisiae (Cameron et 
al., 1979), yet even here they do not appear to be targets for 
insertion. Farabaugh and Fink (1980) have sequenced a site of 
insertion in the His4 locus and have shown that it does not 
contain a 6 sequence. The free 6 sequences that do exist 
could indicate that they can transpose independently of the 
rest of Tyl. Alternatively, they could be left behind by 
reciprocal recombination events between the ends of Tyl ele-
ments but unrelated to transposition. Accumulation of free 
repeats by similar events may be precluded in D. melanogaster. 

One can easily imagine how proviruses could change their 
locations by going through a complete viral life-cycle (trans-
cription of viral RNA, formation of extracellular virions, 
infection, reverse transcription, integration) or a partial 
life-cycle going directly from viral RNA to proviral DNA and 
bypassing virions. The topological similarities between pro-
viruses and transposable elements might indicate that they 
also move via a complete or partial viral life-cycle. If this 
were the case, then in D. melanogaster cells one might expect 
to find RNA complementary to entire transposable elements and 
circular DNA molecules like those found after retroviral in-
infection. 

Flavell and Ish-Horowicz (1981) have detected circular DNAs 
containing copia-like sequences in D. melanogaster tissue cul-
ture cells. On the basis of restriction site mapping and DNA 
hybridisation experiments, these appear to be analogous to cir-
cular proviral DNAs having all the DNA from the body of a 
copia element plus one terminal repeat or two terminal repeats 
in tandem. 

These circular molecules need not, as Flavell and Ish-
Horowicz point out, be derived from reverse transcription of 
copia RNA. They could be produced by recombination events 
involving either copia direct repeats or the five base-pairs 
of non-copia DNA repeated immediately before and after each 
element. This may well be their origin and need not preclude 
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their being intermediates in transposition. 
The mechanism by which extrachromosomal proviral DNA integ-

rates into the genome of the host cell is not known. The same 
mechanism nevertheless may well act directly on proviruses or 
transposable elements, allowing them to move from one position 
in the genome to another. This might resemble transposition 
in E. coli and could account for some of the structural simi-
larities between prokaryotic and eukaryotic transposable elem-
ents. 

Different transposition mechanisms may be used by different 
transposable elements and any one element may have more than 
one possibility open to it. The only structural requirement 
for transposition might be short terminal inverted repeats to 
serve as recognition sequences (although it is difficult to 
imagine how this could be true of repeats as short as the 2 
base-pairs of Tyl and the 3 base-pairs of spleen necrosis 
virus). The simplest illustration of this would be the IS 
elements of prokaryotes and transposons that just have short 
terminal inverted repeats (Cabs and Miller, 1980). The ter-
minal inverted repeats of the remaining transposons are part 
of longer repeats that lie in direct or inverted orientation. 
The terminal inverted repeats of the best-studied eukaryotic 
transposable elements are also provided by longer repeats that 
are always in direct orientation (transposable elements with 
long inverted terminal repeats have been reported by Potter 
et al., 1980). If eukaryotic transposable elements are rela-
ted to retroviruses, then this direct orientation would 
result from the nature of the retroviral life-cycle. There 
is no such constraint on the long terminal repeats of trans-
posons and, in this case, there might even be a selective 
advantage in an inverted orientation, since this would pre-
clude excision of the intervening DNA by recombination. If 
short terminal inverted repeats are the only structural 
requirement for transposition, then any sequence flanked by 
copies of the same transposable element may itself be trans-
posable. This is true of segments of E. coli DNA lying 
between copies of the terminal repeats of the transposon TnlO 
(Foster et al., 1981). 

BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF TRANSPOSITION 

Each transposition is a mutation that may or may not have a 
detectable effect. Transposable elements should inactivate 
any gene into which they insert, and many spontaneous muta-
tions previously regarded as point mutations could be inser-
tions. This certainly occurs in Escherichia eCu (Cabs and 
Miller, 1980). Gehring and Paro (1980) noticed that labelled 
DNA containing opia-specific sequences would hybridise in 
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situ to the position of the white eye locus (w) on chromosomes 
carrying the white apricot mutation but not if they carried 
the wild-type allele. On the strength of this, they suggested 
that the white apricot mutation could be due to insertion of 
a copia element into the white eye gene. This has recently 
been confirmed genetically and at the DNA level by Bingham, 
Judd and Rubin (see Spradling and Rubin, 1981). Several muta-
tions of the bithorax locus are also insertions, although the 
DNA sequences involved are not known to be related to any 
family of transposable elements characterised so far (Bender, 
Lewis and Hogness, quoted by Spradling and Rubin, 1981). 

Deletions, inversions and translocations could result from 
recombination between different copies of the same transpos-
able element on different chromosomes or at non-homologous 
regions of the same chromosome. An unstable mutation iis4-922 

in S. cerevisiae is due to insertion of a Tyl element in the 
region of the His4 locus. Chromosomes carrying this mutation 
have a high incidence of gross chromosomal rearrangements with 
one of their endpoints within the Tyl element. Similarly, the 
unstable mutations WC and wDZ1 of the white eye gene in D. 

meZanogaster are due to insertions (Bingham, Collins, Levis 
and Rubin, quoted by Spradling and Rubin, 1981). 

All D. melanogaster transposable elements studied in any 
detail are transcribed in tissue culture cells, and at least 
some stages in the life-cycle of the organism (Finnegan et 

al., 1978; Tchurikov et al., 1978; Flavell et cii., 1980). 
This transcriptional activity of transposable elements could 
affect the expression of nearby sequences. A newly arrived 
element might switch off an active gene or switch on a 
sequence not normally expressed. An example of the former 
effect has been detected in yeast, in which the his4-912 muta-
tion is due to insertion of a Tyl element just upstream of the 
putative his4 promoter (Farabaugh and Fink, 1980). Expression 
of the His4 locus is restored in chromosomes from which the 
body of the Tyl elements has excised (presumably by recombina-
tion), leaving behind a copy of the direct repeat 6. Farabaugh 
and Fink (1980) suggest that this effect is due to transcrip-
tion initiated within the Tyl element interfering with that 
from the hi-s4 promoter. 

The opposite effect (a chromosomal sequence being switched 
on by a DNA element inserting next to it) has been found rec-
ently in chickens. Payne et al. (1981) and Neel et cii. (1981) 
have studied avian leukosis virus (ALV) proviruses in the DNA 
of tumours formed in ALV-infected chickens. In cells from 
different tumours, ALV proviral DNA was inserted next to a 
specific host sequence (a potential oncogerie), which was then 
transcribed, apparently from a proviral promoter. Events of 
this sort may not require a recent viral infection, and Cairns 
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(1981) has argued persuasively that many cancers are the 
result of genetic transpositions. 

If genes can be switched on and off by transposable elem-
ents in their vicinity, one might ask whether they are invol-
ved in the patterns of gene expression normally seen during 
the life of an individual. This is unlikely in D. melanogas-
ter, since the number and locations of copia, 412 and 297 
transposable elements are different in chromosomes of the same 
tissue (the larval salivary gland) of individuals from differ-
ent laboratory strains (Potter et al., 1979). Similarly, 
transposition cannot generally be an integral part of differ-
entiation, since the distribution of 412 elements seems to be 
the same in DNA from embyros, larval brains and adults of the 
same strain of D. meZanogaster (A.M. Bowcock and D.J. Finne-
gan, unpublished results). 

The evidence now available thus suggests that transposable 
DNA elements are widespread and that their activity can be 
responsible for major genetic events. There is no reason, 
however, to suppose that these effects are anything but fortu-
itous consequences of their ability to transpose. 
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YJiK575.116.4+575.173 	 FEHETMKA 

A.A. SAEB sut., S. BHJ1JT, A. a4IHHErAH 

AEPBI4MHAS1 CTPYKTYPA ILJ1I4HHbIX KOHUEBMX fIOBTOPOB 
MOBI1JThHOI'O LuicnEprHpoBAHHoro FEHETMqECKOrO J1EMEHTA 412 

Y DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER 

(17pe6cra8J1eHoaKaOeMuKOMF.K.CKPJ6URbZM 6 X /981) 

AKThBHbIh HHTepec K M061lJlbHbIM IU4CflPHPOBHHbIM reHemqecKHM 3i1eMeHTM 
(M.rl.r.) 113 pa3.rIw4HbIx opIaKH3MoB, KoTopbtH H6nloL1aeTca B nocnejwee BM1I, B 3Ha'iH-
TenbHoH creneml cBg3aR C Hx cnoco6HocTblo I1epeMeLUaThC$ Ha HOBbie MecTa B reHOMe, 

BbIahlBam MTUHH H C HX 803M0)IG101 npH'4aCTH0CThIO K HeKOTOpbIM OMM 3JloKaqecr-

BeHHOFO nepepoi<)1eHwi raiie [1, 2]. 
OJ:Ufl1M 113 BaKHbIX acneKroB HccneAOBaH;Ifl MOÔHJlbHbLX reHemqecxHx 3neMeHToB 

D. melanogaster sinieTci H3yqeHHe HX CrpykTypbl, H B 4aCTH0CT}1 rIepBH4HOH CTpyKTypbI 
£U1}IHKbIX lIOBTOpOB, pacrioiioeHHbix no KOHUM Mo6HnbHoro 3jleMewra, iax KaX 3111 
noBTopbl, oqeBMJjHO, HrpaIOT CYU.1CTBHH1O POJlb B TpaHcfloaMUkfHx, peIUIHKaW4H H THC-

KpHrlW1H raKoro poita 3J1MHTOB [1, 3, 41. 
3J1CMCHT 412 HBngeTcg OLLHHM 113 Mo6HflhHbIX £ulCneprHpoBaHHbtx reiioB D. mela-

nogaster, npe)CTaB31eHHb1M B ee reHOMe 30-40 K0nHBMH [4]. 3ror neMeHT, sbueneH-

HBH4 113 reHoMa B awe KiloHa cDm4l2. co)ep)4o1T TpaHCKpRrIUJIOHHYIO eD.I4HIILLy LIIIHHOH 

oicoijo 7000 nap ocHonalUIM, orpa1w.leHHy10 C o6etx CTOOH roMonoru4HhIMH y'IaCTKaMH 

WUfHOH oKono 500 nap ocHoBaM, HHMT P H.0 CBOHCTB, O6UIHX Co cBoicrBaMH npyrx 

M.Jt.f. )pO304Hnbt [4]. 
B :)TOR CTaTbe npaeei aie o HyKneorrulHoM riocsjeoBaTenHoCm o6nacrei 

rOMOilOrilif M.L1. 412 11 npwIe)+caumx K 1114M y'aCTKoB reHoMa (pHc. 1) . fln yio6cisa 

aHaJIH3a nepBwlHoH CTKTYb1 oönacTH roMononiM 6rnr pa3eJmHo KflOffliOSMb1 B 

niia3MH,Uy pAT 153, B pe3yJlblale qero flOfI4Hb1 aBa rlpoH3BoD.HblX KJIoHa 0R2 H 0R726, 

KOTOpbie H HCdnefloBaJlM. 
flepsH'lliylo cpyicypy onpeJeJ-1HnH rio meTORy MaiccaMa - fMnöepla [5]. IlepBIN-

uan cpyicrypa neaoø H ripaBocf o6naCTefi roMoilorifli npHBeeHa Ha pc. 2. AIlanM3 HyKne-

OThLHOH nocneLloBalenbHocm notisepwii CyWeCTBOBaHMe O611aCTeH roMoJlorHH no icoa-
uaM DrIeMeHTa, o6Hapy)KeHHOf4 payee c rloMoauilO rM6pHLtH3aWlH [4]. 06iiacm roMoJlor}fH 

418C 412 
4 

7000110 	 I 

- cR725 	 p 0R2 i_4 	
a 

C 17,71412 

PHc. 1. (xcMa KnoI4a cI)M 412. conepawero MIll. 412 (Macurra6 ycJ1OBH61). MecTo OCCTBEB pecr-

pra: a - Hindu!, 5 EcoRl. I - anuHtibig KOHUeBOR 1OBTOP (L1.K.n.): 2 - o6paLlieHI61 HecoBep-

Iueiom nOBTop: 3 - LlyftflHl<aUl{M flHK B meCTe BCTaBKH rj.a.r. 412 B IeHOM 
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dTr!A GGG 	 GCC'2ATGCAA TATTAAGALC AATTAA.ATAA if 'AGCATAT TAACTTATGG 

CAGCAC?ITG TTGCTATGTT TATGrTATG TTVLTGCACG CAGTTAGGCC AGQ..CGGITG TAACAGATC ACCCACTCGJk 

AGGCAAAAAG TATAAG'GCA TGGC1GCAT TCACACGCC ACCAJ&2ACA TATTACATAC GTACATACAT ATCTCGCTCT 

CCCGATJJGC CTAATATAT AAGATATACA TAAGA.AGCC GCTCCGCTOC TGGCG'rACCC GAGCGCAG CTACcIC&T 

TAGCCTALG'r CCAAAT6ATjjjZ AAACTGT AJTCGGAG AGACTCTG'rA GACGTTGAGC GGACAGAACC kTTTCTGCCT 

ACTCTAJJJ.T CAAAAGAAGA AATTGAATAJTATATGTCA GCCCGACGGC TGCCPTCAAC .TTWJCGQA C'QGTTCT 

GAATTGGAG1' TcATCATTAOrcGcGAcCG TGACAGTCG'P CCAACGCTGG ACG... 8n.s. ....... 
GGAGGGAG LTAGTATG TGCCTATGCA ATATTA.LGAA CAATTLAATA AJ.ATAGCATA TTAACTTATG GCAGCACTTT 

GTTGCTATG'F TTAGTTTAT GTTTATGCAC GCAGfPTAGGO CAGGGCGGAT GTAACATGAT CACCCACPCG AAGGCA.AAAA 

GTATAItGTGC ATGGTCAGCA TTCACACGCC GACCAIJtTAC ATA?rAcATA CGTACATACA TATCTCGCTC TCCCGATAA2. 

CCTAGATATA TAAGATATAC ATL&GAJC CGCTCCGCTG CTGCCGTACC CGGCAGCGCA GCTACGCGW TTAGCCTAAG 

TCLAT_A_JAAACPG TAA.AATCGGA GAGACTCTGT AC.ACGTTGAG CGGACAGAAC CATTTCTGCC TACTCTAAAA 

TCAAA.&GAAG AAATTG4TAjTATATGTC AGCCCGACGG CTGCCTTCAA CTTAAAACGG ACTTGTGTTC TGAATTGGA 

TTCATCATTA 	TGGTATC GCAACGI'TCG CGTTOA • 

Pxc. 2. flocnejloBaTesn.liocm HKflOTHflOB AJ1KHITh1X KOHUeB6(x flOB1OOB MJ.1'. 412 x npune*azw4x 

K HHM o6iiacret reHoMa D. inelanogaster. flpKaeileHa nocneLoSaTeJ1bHocTh TOlThKo omol uenH .LIHK. 
a - YK3hIBCT I'JIO H K0HeULK.fl., 6 - aYnnHKauHm a MecTe BcTaBKH M,a.r. 412 B reHOM, 

e - HecoBepiueHHbie o6paweHMble flOBTOPbI Ha KoHuax n.K.fl., ' - nosrop cocraaa ATGTTT, O - GC 
6oraraa o6nacm, coaepicawaR 6onee 507o y'IaCTKOB peCTpHKUHH IK AaHHbIX fl..K.fl., e - Cffll1aJlW 

HHHLXKaUHH H repmawui TpaNCKpHnWui, .* - HecoBepweHHbIe oopaweHHl.le nOBTOpbI, OrpanH'4M-

Ba101uHe a.jc.rL, 7 - nocne1oBaTenbuocTH, HanoMffl4alou.uie (-) - H (i-) -y4acTKH cB*3bIBaKH 3HJoreH-
HbIX iipoperpoaupycoa 
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PHc. 3. CxeMaTM4ecKoe H3o6pa)KeHHe naJIKHLtp0MOB no KoHuaM LK.i1. H B flpHJleraJOLUHX 1< HHM o6-

riacrax reHoMa D. melanogaster. 
a - flOBTOP ATGTTT. 6 - CG 6oraras o6,iacm. e - cHrHaJlbL HHHUMaLLHH H TepMHMauHH 1-paRc-

KpHnILHH. 2 . O - aHanorH (-) - H (+) -o6jiaCTeA CBR3biBajiKA moreHHMx flpoperpOaHpyCoB. e - yflflH-

auwi Jfl{K B Mecre BCTaBKH M.ILI'. 412 B VCHOM 

HMeoT WIHHY 481 HKJ1OTHI H RBJI$IIOTCR coaepwem-ibiMil flp7tMbIMH rioaiopa. Ka-

£thIM 113 )TMX LUIHHRbIX KOHUeBbIX I1OBTOOB (JLKJI.) uMeer rio KOHUaM HeCOBepUleHHblli 

I1aJ1HHLpOM WDtROH 9-10 nap ocHosaHul, 113 KOTOpbIX nepaie 6 HY(J1OTWThOB o6pa3yloT 

cosepweHHhuI naiIH}wpoM (puc. 2, 3) B Mecle BCTaBK}1 B reHOM MJLr. 412 Bbz3bIsaeT 

LLynMHKawlIo, B riIMOH opueRTawlu, nocxle)ioBaTeimBocm 113 qeTblpeX HyxJ1eoTHOB - 
CTGG (puc. 2, 3). 3Ta nocMeoBareJmHocm npecyu.1ecTByeT B rCHOme , 4T0 6bU10 [1OK3- 
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HexoTopbIc xapaxTepHcfl4KH M41.r. D. melanoga.ster, 06wue c 3yKapH0TH4ecKIul4x TpaHCnO3O-
HaMM K 3HrexnbIMx IIpopeTpoBHpycalO( (uunia nouropoB ycarl&Ha u napax ocx08a1o() 
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gepweuHo- 
ro flOBTOPR 
(Z.K.ri.) 

Pa3Mep nanKft)lpoMa 
Ha KoHUaX 4.K.fl.Pa3Mep 

I 

y-j 
rTnIaKaWfl( 

TG. 	CA 

abi Ha Koff- 
tzax 	.K.fl. 

I 

j H TepMwa- 
wx 1•paMc- 
cpxnwa 
a A.Kn. 

i 
I TYPHbIC MC 
rOquxKa COHCP wex- 

HM1 
xecoa ep 
WeMbff f 

q ICT 4I 1+01 	 0 	7—v - - 
CTaTb 

Copia 276 	 5 	13-17 5 	 + + 161 

M.r. 1 442 	6 	15-16 4 	 + + 181 

M.Lj.r.3 269 	4 	15-18 5 	 + + [71 

MMTV 	1327 6 	- 6 	 + + [131 

MSV 588 	11 	- 4 	 + + [9] 

SNV 569 	3 	- 5 	 + + [101 

eV 1 273 	- 	5-7 6 	 + + [141 

Tyl 334 	2 	- 5 	 + + [11] 

Ta6nxua 2 

flepsxxaR CTpyKTypa (+) - x (—) -y'aCTKOB C893bIBaKHfi 3HAoreHHbtx npopeTpoanpycOs K 
cooTueTcTByIoIfx 30K M.a.r. 412 H M.4.1. 1 

3neMewt 
CipyKrypa (—)-y'acTKa CrpyKTypa (+)-racrKa J1wrepaTypHbe ncTo'mxKx 
CBg3baamtg CBK3bmaMMg 

eVI - AGGGGGAAATG [14] 

SNV TGGGGGCTCGTCCGGGAT AGTGGGGAATG [10) 

MMTV TGGCGCCCGAAGAGGGAC AGGGGGAAATG [13] 
412 TGGCGACCGTGACAG AGGAGGGAGATG HacT. ctamx 

M.Lj.r. 1 TGGCGACCGTGACA AGGAGGGAGATG [8] 

Ho aBTopaMM B jaHHol cepim pa6o-r ript CpasHeHMH nepBMHoM cTpyctypb1 LIHK y'iacia 

HHTerpawnl M.LI.r. 412 gn jiyx RHm4fi D. rnelanogaster — Oregon R H Canton S, co-

1IepaLuMx 11 He cogepaLw1X B aaHHOM Mecre M.L1.f. 412. 
,U.x.n. cojepar 6onbuloe i'oxiM4ecTso o6nacTefi BHyTpeHHeH rOMOJIOrHH H najI}{H-

TIpOMHOH CMMMeTpHH. 06nacm, noaqepKHyTaR Ha pHc. 2 BOMHHCTOH nHHHeM, flpecTaB-

ner co6ot rpexKpamblH nOBTOP nocJ-IeoaaTenbHocTH ATGTTT. B cpeeä qacm i.x.n., 

Ha yacre WIMHOM 01(0110 copoa Hy1(iIe0TMJIOB, cocpe1oToewo 6onee uiimflecsim 

I10UHTOB acex yqacTKoB peCTpHKItHH ;viR LJHMf"X U.K.,,. (pitc. 2). 06pawaer Ha ce6si 

BHHMaHJ1e TaloKe HaJlwrne HecoBepLueHHbD( uIdJ1H1{pOMoB B yacrKaX re}loMa H M..F., 
npHIle)Kauulx 1< KOHUM LK.uI. (pHc. 2, 3). 

R3 ripejmwyiwx pa60r [4] ôblno n3secTH0, tITO TpaHcKpHnwUI M.L.r. 412 Ha'D4-

Haelcg H KoHMaeTcsT a o611ac-rix rortoiiort. Hocne onpegeneHH31 uepBWfl{0H CTpyKlypbI 

B )LK.11. 6b111H HaieHbI cneuHHqecKMe noc1eLL0BaTeflbH0CTH, 30jimoummi CMrHaJIaMH 
HHHW4W4H H TepMHHaU$H rpaHcKpMnwlM (TATATTAA, AATAAA. TTGT) (pHc. 2) 
06wag cxea crpoen 	.K.fl. M.LLi. 412 oKa3anacb aHanorw4HoI4 cTpOefflflO KOHUBb1X 

I1OBT0OB rioo6aoro nma y jupyrwx M.Lr. p030HJtbI (copia. M4LF.l .M.Lr.3) [6-8], 
a rax>e pp.a 6aKTepHaJibHbIx H po KBbX TpaHCrI03OHOB H H)1oreHHbIx ripoperpO-

BMYCOB [ 1, 2, 9-111. Th zLaHHbie CyMMHpoBaHbi B Ta6J1. 1. 
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B 3TOA pa6oTe 6bIRK nony'leBbI RO1TOJIHHTeJIhHbje jaHHb1e, yKa3biBaio=e Ha oripe-
ieneHH0e pojcmo "npwralouLKx" reHOB )p0304Him1 K flpOBHpyCOB perpoBHpycoa. KaK 
g3aecrHo, iyneinioaa KgcnoTa peTpOBHpyCOB rIpexcTaBrnleT C0609 ogHouenoeHy10 

PHK, no K0HUM KOTOpOM pacnonoer K00TKHC npxmbie I10BT0b1 WMHOR 01(0110 
20 nap OCHoBam{ñ H o6nacm c yHRKaiihHOR cipyicrypo - US H U3. 3a o6nacmio U5 
1 nepeg o6siacmio U3 pacnofloKeHbl 30HbI, BaKHbIe gnst HlrHuMaugH CKHTe3a o6eKx uerieh 
flHK peipoapyca Ha oaHofi 113 cTaLni ero )faf3He}n1oro wiiia. 3to TaK Ha3bIBaeMbIe 
(+). n (—)-yiaCTKH CBH3bIBaHMSI, KOTOphie fiMelot cneUM4lWlecKyio, a B wy'lae (+)-
yaca K0HCCBTMBHYlO crpyKTypy o6ruyio WIH pj:a PCTPOBHPYCOB [10, 12, 131. 
flocne ripouecca o6pamoii rpaicipinuwri a mTerpawn1 ,LiHK perpopyca B reao 
(+) -ylacTo1( CB3brBaHufH oimbmaeTCA cpay nepei IlpaBbIM J.x.n., a (-) -yqacToK cpa-
3y nocne iieBoro j.icn. petpoaMpyca. B cnyae M)j.r. 412 nocne/2OBaTeflbHOCTh, 61ni3Kae 
no COCTB K (-)- a (+)yqaciaM CBX3biBaHKA peTpoBapyca, 6b1JI1f HHI1Hb1 (pac. 2, 
ra6n. 2). Talc, n0C11eoBarenbH0cm TGGCGACCGTGACAG oqeim HF10MHHT nocnelo-
BaTeJmHocm, xapaxrepaylo w' (-) -yacnca cBg3bmaHHH THCriOT}tb1X PHK, K0T0bI 
cJly)Kar 3arpaBKoH ripa cIlwre3e - uern .E1.HK perpoBapyca [9, 10, 12, 131, a nocneosa-

TeJlbHOcTh AGGAGGGAGATG Mario OTjiHqaeTCq 01 nocnegoBaTenbHOcTK AGGGGGAAATG, 
pacnorro)ceaHoa s (+)-ytacr*ze cB3b1BaHiig jenoro psra peipoBapycoB [9, 10, 12, 131. 
Ilpa 3T0M Hyrieorajmr TG B 1 3TOR nocneJoBaTeJlbHoCTh RBJTRIOTCq nepBbIMH p.ByMS1 Hyic-

1I0ThL1BMH A.K.H. 
Ei.ue 6onee pa314TeJibHOe CXOLLCTBO B UepBIP1HOH cpyicrype 3ThX y'acTK0B CBH-

3bIBamoi, O6aapyKMBaeTCiinpH cpaBHeHifHJIByx M4:L.r. 1p0304MJ1bl —  M.LF. 412 K M.lI.r. 1. 
06a DThX "npbIraioulHX" reHa, KcTaTH, BbI3brsaIor 4eTblpeXHyKTheOTHLUiy1O gYIUIHKaUH1O 
B meCTe BCTBB1( B refloM. Talc, M.l.r. 412 arvieet aôcornoiayio roMoiroralo C Mil.. 1 [8] 
B (+) yt1acn(e cag3blBamia, a Taloke snpao a BneBo Or Hero, Ha npoTeH1m 35 ayiciieo-

TB/lOB cocraBa: TTACGTTATTTTTCAAAAGGAGGGAGATGTAGTAT. B 3-ry nocrie/lo-
BBTJ1bH0CTh BXOWtT nepie 8 uyKneoTHnOB LI.K.I1. (noi4epKHyro nnei). )J,rlsr 
(_).ytlacrica cBH3bIBaHMH a6coniomag roMononlg Me)fcJly M.Ll.r. 412 a 	1 3aXBaTbt- 
aaeT nocnejj,Hne qemipe Hylcneom/la ax.n. (nowieplcaylo rnime) K ftpocmpaelc$i aa 18 
HYKIIeOTBJIOB cocraBa: TACATGGCGACCGTGACA (pac. 2). 

TaKIIM O6pa3OM, HaKa11J1MBaeTC( BCe 60nbule 4aITOB, yKaablBaloLWix icaic aa 
yHMBepCaJlblmth xapalcrep opraHH3awlH Mo6Knbiiblx reaemqecxHx 3JIeMeHTOB y pumhm 
opraaa3Mos, Talc 14 na 611113Koe pogcTBo M)t(1lY M,ALF. D. melanogaster H p3iaom lIPOSH-

COB peTpOBHPYCOB rI03BOHOqHb1X, 

HRCThTYT MoneKyTIpHOH 6HonorMH 
AK8neMMX HK CCCI' 
MocKna 

3gHH6yprcicsvR yxnepcer 
3gnH6ypr, BenHKo6pHTaxxH 

rlocryrwno 
14 X 1981 
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